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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction and Background

International criminal law protects peace, security, and the well being of the world as the fundamental values of the international community. World peace and international security, the two values of the international community that lie at the heart of the international criminal law are at the same time the main goals of the United Nations. International criminal law is thus based on a broad concept of peace, which means not only the absence of military conflict between states but also conditions within a state.

In according precedence to world peace and security, the United Nations held an international conference dubbed as the ‘conference of Plenipotentiaries’ in Rome from 16th June to 17th July 1998 whose upshot was the adoption of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC Statute). The ICC Statute is the core document of international criminal law today and sets out the legal basis of the International Criminal Court (ICC). The statute was also a major step forward for substantive international criminal law making provisions on the substance, mode and procedure of prosecuting and dealing with war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide and the crime of aggression.

4 Ibid 22.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid 29.
At the ICC, situations are identified through one of the three models of “trigger mechanisms”. These are the Security Council referral, State Party referral and Prosecutor’s own initiative. In the first two models, neither the Prosecutor nor the judges have any discretion in identifying a situation. Article 15 of the Statute however presents an inimitable way whereby the Prosecutor may exercise his discretion to commence (in his own motion-propròìò motu) investigations in a given situation and also select cases which he intends to prosecute. This is however subject to the trial chamber’s authorization. Whatever the mode used to trigger the jurisdiction of the court, the Prosecutor also has immense discretion under this article in the selection of the cases. He can decide that there is simply no case and choose to proceed no further.

The conferment of the said powers under Article 15 of the Statute to the Prosecutor to act proprio motu has been controversial. During deliberations leading to the adoption of the Statute, there was considerable unease that inclusion of such independent powers could lead to partiality, manipulation and politicization by a possibly rogue Prosecutor.

There have also been post adoption controversies that have persisted in the premises that the exercise of the discrentional powers has been used discriminatorily and selectively by the office of the Prosecutor (OTP). For example, questions have been raised as to why after the Democratic Republic of Congo situation referral, the Prosecutor did not exercise his discretion to investigate the atrocities committed in the North and South Kivu and also Katanga provinces where

---

8Ibid. See also The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, articles 13, 14 and 15.
10Ibid.
12Ibid.
government forces and the Mai Mai militia believed to be backed by president Kabila were directly implicated in serious crimes.\textsuperscript{15} The Prosecutor only chose to investigate atrocities in Ituri region leading to indictment of Lubanga, Katanga and Ngudjolo.\textsuperscript{16}

Similar questions have been raised on the exercise of the discretion regarding situation in Uganda whereby after the referral, the Prosecutor only chose to pursue the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) leadership and glaringly failed to investigate grave atrocities committed in the Northern Uganda by the government’s backed Uganda People Defence Force (UPDF) which had led to displacement of more than 1.5 million civilians in the Internally Displaced People (IDP) camps.\textsuperscript{17}

In Kenya, the former International Criminal Court’s Prosecutor, Luis Moreno Ocampo exercised his discretion under Article 15 of the Rome Statute by seeking permission to bring charges against six suspects for the violence that erupted after the announcement of the disputed 2007 presidential election results.\textsuperscript{18} It is still not clear on what the Prosecutor may have relied upon in his decision to choose six individuals only out of the Waki’s list suspected to be containing about two hundred names of persons suspected to have played major roles in the 2007 post election violence.\textsuperscript{19} Suspicion is prevalent that the move by the Prosecutor may have been politically driven.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{15}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{16}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17}Ibid 42.
This research therefore pores over this discretion as exercised and the issues emerging given that uncertainty is rife regarding the guidance of the Prosecutor on which situation to prosecute, when, who to prosecute and what charges to bring against suspects.

It also questions whether the existing safeguards (as enshrined in the Rome Statute and also the policy guidelines developed by the OTP) on the ICC Prosecutor’s exercise of discretion are adequate and whether there is need for additional guidelines aimed at buttressing the existing checks against abuse, misuse and misapplication of the Prosecutorial discretion.

In addition, it will also propose ways through which the exercise of discretion may be subjected to proper checks for the purposes of justice and proper functioning of the Office of the Prosecutor.

Generally, the International Criminal Court began operations on 11 March 2003 in The Hague, Netherlands.\textsuperscript{21} This was after the Assembly of State Parties had from 4 to 7 February 2003 elected 18 judges.\textsuperscript{22} On 21 April 2003, Luis Moreno Ocampo of Argentina was elected Prosecutor by the Assembly.\textsuperscript{23}

Since commencement of the operations, the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has exercised his Prosecutorial discretion and decided to open investigations in different situations including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda\textsuperscript{24} and most recently in Kenya.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{22}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{23}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{24}Ibid 93.
After the Rome Statute had come into force and the ICC had been established in 2002, Uganda in 2005 was the first State using the instrument of the self-referral pursuant to Articles 13 and 14 Rome Statute.\textsuperscript{26} Accordingly, the Presidency of the ICC assigned the "situation in Uganda" to Pre-Trial Chamber II. On 8 July 2005, five warrants of arrest against Joseph Kony and four other leading rebels were unsealed.\textsuperscript{27}

While it had been anticipated that the exercise of discretion by the Prosecutor to commence investigations on the LRA’s leadership regarding the atrocities purportedly committed against the civilian population in Northern Uganda would have an extensive support, the anticipation was largely utopian. For example, this move was resisted by civil society organizations such as Human Rights Watch (HRW) and the Refugee Law Project (RLP) of Makerere University as well communities living in northern Uganda.\textsuperscript{28} According to the RLP, by issuing the warrants, the ICC had shown bias by ignoring evidence of similar crimes committed by the government army, the UPDF. RLP noted that the timing in the long run will show that the court was biased and the issuing of the warrants only to the LRA confirmed the same.\textsuperscript{29} Communities felt that while the action was only one sided, it would exacerbate the already delicate state of affairs.\textsuperscript{30}

Similar widespread dissatisfaction and resistance was palpable upon the Prosecutor’s exercise of discretion to investigate the alleged atrocities committed in the Ituri region of the Democratic Republic of Congo while strategically ignoring the situation in other regions such as North and South Kivu as well as Katanga Province whereby the government forces and the Mai Mai militia believed to be backed by the DRC government were unswervingly caught up in serious and alike


\textsuperscript{27} ibid


\textsuperscript{29} ibid.

\textsuperscript{30} Ibid.
crimes.\textsuperscript{31} The Prosecutor was accused of bias and condoning political influence in discharge of his duties.\textsuperscript{32}

On the 26\textsuperscript{th} of November 2009, the office of the Prosecutor filed an application seeking authorization to start investigation into the situation in the Republic of Kenya in relation to the post-election violence of 2007-2008.\textsuperscript{33} The request was approved with one out of the three judges dissenting.\textsuperscript{34} In a solid dissent, Judge Hans-Peter Kaul would have denied the Prosecutor's request for a \textit{proprio motu} investigation because he believed the evidence presented fell far short of the constitutive contextual requirements of crimes against humanity to trigger ICC jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{35}

Apart from the issues raised by the dissenting Judge, it has been argued by various people that the decision to investigate the Kenyan case was politically motivated and so was the choice of the individuals to charge.\textsuperscript{36} The Prosecutor has been under scathing criticism\textsuperscript{37} that his exercise of discretion \textit{proprio motu} was nothing more than a political scheme meant to water down the political ambitions of the indicted individuals amongst them Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto.

Apparently, the Prosecutor has had to contend with unrelenting criticism that his exercise of discretionary powers has been selective, discriminatory and more often than not, enshrouded in political and other extraneous considerations.\textsuperscript{38}

\section*{1.2 Statement of the Problem}

\textsuperscript{32}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{35}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{36}Kithure Kindiki, ‘ICC Cases Politically Motivated’ Star News Paper (Nairobi, 4 April 2011).
In the preamble of the ICC statute, the contracting states are enjoined to ensure that most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole must not go unpunished and their effective prosecution must be ensured by taking measures at the national level and by enhancing international cooperation.\(^{39}\) Therefore, the critical role played by the prosecution can not be overlooked. The prosecution plays a key role in ensuring that the competence and the integrity of the trial process are not trampled upon. As such the Prosecutor should be independent, must have and show integrity and honesty.\(^{40}\) He should be impartial and able to keep professional confidentiality.\(^{41}\) Noting that the ICC Prosecutor deals with weighty crimes where states are involved, he should therefore act genuinely, in non selective, non partisan and in a manner free of any form of political persuasion or consideration. This standard should apply even at the time he decides to exercise his discretion under Article 15 of the ICC Statute to determine which situations to investigate, the individuals to investigate and the specific charges to be brought against the suspects. Upon interrogating the Uganda, DRC and Kenya situations, one would axiomatically be impelled to ask certain questions such as: why would the Prosecutor investigate the LRA and not the UPDF?, why would the Prosecutor investigate the situation in Ituri and not in Northern and Southern Kivu or Katanga province where similar crimes had been committed? Why would the Prosecutor choose not to investigate the former President Kibaki and Honorable Raila Odinga and yet it is their supporters who participated in the 2007 / 2008 post election violence? Is the Office of the Prosecutor free of political influence and considerations or not?

This research therefore raises questions on and seeks to interrogate whether the current guidelines and considerations meant to guide the ICC Prosecutor’s exercise of discretion to investigate, to charge and who to charge are adequate so as to diffuse the ubiquitous outcry that the said exercise has been wallowing in the miasma of favouritism, selectivity and extraneous considerations.

\(^{39}\) The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Preamble (4).
\(^{41}\) Ibid.
1.3 Theoretical framework

The paper is premised on what may be referred to as a cocktail of theories; profoundly the Kantian legal theory, retributive justice theory as well as natural justice theory.

According to the Kantian legal theory, crimes under international law are found in any substantial violation of freedom in interpersonal relations by which the validity of general world law is negated.\textsuperscript{42} International criminal law (and especially as encapsulated under the ICC Statute) is legitimate because, and to the extent that, punishment offsets both the violation of freedom in interpersonal relations and negation of general world law.\textsuperscript{43}

Retributive theory dictates that the criminal justice system functions on behalf of society as a whole, to restrict a criminal's freedom in response to an over-indulgence in a liberty not legally available to the rest of society.\textsuperscript{44} Punishment provides for the common good by restricting a criminal's freedom in proportion to the freedoms that the criminal unfairly exercised in violation of the law. Retributive punishment restores the relative balance of advantages and disadvantages between those who elect to abide by the law and those who do not. Therefore, punishment upholds the proportionate equality of a just distribution of advantages and disadvantages, benefits and burdens, among the members of and sojourners within a political community.\textsuperscript{45}

Natural justice dictates that relevant factors must, and irrelevant factors must not, be taken into account by authorities in exercising powers vested in them by law. Actions or decisions of


\textsuperscript{43}Ibid. See also Robert Cryer, Hakan Friman, Darryl Robinson and Elizabeth Wilmshurst, \textit{An introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure} (2\textsuperscript{nd} Edition Cambridge University Press 2013)24.


\textsuperscript{45}Ibid.
authorities are amenable to being quashed if they are shown to have been based on irrelevant or extraneous considerations, or where it can be proved that relevant considerations were ignored.\footnote{For an exposition see Lumumba and Kaluma, Judicial Review in Kenya: Law and Procedure(JomoKenyatta Foundation 2007) 84.}

The relevance of these theories to this paper is noticeable. The research revolves around and interrogates certain principles of International Criminal Law which member states have legitimately recognized as binding upon them. It also notes that one of the key objectives of International Criminal Law is to facilitate retributive justice. However, in as much as states desire to uphold retributive justice as against the perpetrators of what has been termed as most heinous crimes, basic principles of natural justice that guard against aspects such as irrelevant or extraneous considerations in a judicial process must not be sank into oblivion.

**1.4 Conceptual Framework**

Generally, a Prosecutor must act genuinely, in non selective, non partisan and in a manner free of any form of political persuasion or consideration. He should be objective, impartial and must consider all relevant factors and circumstances before exercising discretion to investigate and prosecute. Discretion should be exercised within the tenets of clearly stipulated guidelines for the purposes of fairness and consistency in decisions made. Looking into the situations in Kenya, DRC and Uganda, it is doubtful whether the Prosecutor was influenced by these vital concepts in exercising discretion.

In a nutshell, this paper shall revolve upon basic concepts such as impartiality, relevant circumstances and factors, objectivity and superfluous considerations with view to examine the extent of departure by the Prosecutor from the existing guidelines in his exercise of discretion regarding the cited situations and also propose ways on how best the Prosecutor can exercise discretion for purposes of justice.
For the purpose of this research paper, the core concepts and terms used herein may be defined as follows;

‘Arbitrary’ means capricious, despotic or unjustifiable.

‘Authenticity’ means genuineness.

‘Bias’ means a spectrum of disqualification ranging from partiality on one hand to the extreme of corruption on another.

‘Discretion’ means the range within which any person or body may act or decide without violating any legal obligation to act or refrain from acting.

‘Discrimination’ means the making of improper distinctions between persons or classes.

‘Extraneous considerations’ means irrelevant considerations.

‘Impartiality’ means lack of prejudice.

‘Objectivity’ means neutrality.

‘Partisan’ means show of bias.

‘Prosecutorial discretion’ is the authority of an agency or officer to decide what charges to bring and how to pursue each case.

‘Selectivity’ means choosing something or somebody as the best compared to the others.

‘Superfluous considerations’ means unnecessary considerations.

1.5 Literature Review

Scholars have propounded different opinions regarding the exercise of the Prosecutorial discretionary powers as provided for under the ICC Statute.
Allison Marston Danner posits that the Rome Statute is almost totally silent with respect to the larger policy questions about which potential accused should be pursued by the Prosecutor. He further states that the Prosecutor will have an important policy making role in determining what kinds of situations should be adjudicated in the ICC and which accused, among the many potential targets, should face prosecution in an international forum. However, the author does not offer conclusive solutions to cover the noted deficiencies. The research therefore shall make proposals intended to supplement the existing policies with view to bridging the gaps.

William A. Schabas argues that discretion wielded by the Prosecutor pursuant to Article 15 of the ICC Statute is considerably large but the criteria upon which such discretion is to be exercised is ill defined. Nevertheless, Schabas does not also come up with a definitive criteria aimed at resolving the quandary. It is therefore anticipated that the research will explore the possibility whether a definitive criteria is sufficient to check on Prosecutor’s discretionary powers.

The Human Rights Watch (HRW) notes that while Article 53 of the ICC Statute allows the Prosecutor to initiate an investigation and upon investigation, to decide in the ‘interests of justice’ whether or not that there is a sufficient basis for a prosecution, there has never been any definitional agreement reached on the scope and meaning of ‘interests of justice’. Arguably, this exacerbates the Prosecutor’s dilemma in choosing where or where not to exercise discretion.

Similarly, Susana Sa’ Couto and Katherine Cleary opine that the gravity threshold plays a critical role in guiding the Prosecutor’s selection of both situations and cases and yet ‘gravity’ is


48 Ibid.


not defined in the Statute and further, the appropriate scope of term remains a matter of debate. Although this author makes proposals on how the gravity threshold ought to be handled,\textsuperscript{52} this research takes the view that the proposals are not sufficient. It is therefore anticipated that the research will recommend additional proposals with a view to adding knowledge on the concept of Prosecutorial discretion as exercised by the ICC Prosecutor.

Dapo Akande\textsuperscript{53} argues that the existing OTP regulations do not provide much guidance on how the Prosecutor will make decisions in those areas where the Prosecutorial discretion is most important: decisions relating to what situations to investigate and who to prosecute. While this research agrees with Akande’s argument, it will on the other hand propose principles that should guide the OTP in selection of situations and in deciding who to prosecute.

Avril McDonald and Roelof Haveman\textsuperscript{54} conclude their work by noting that neither the Statute nor the Rules made there under provide much guidance for the Prosecutor in deciding whether or not to initiate an investigation and to proceed with a prosecution. They also agitate for proper guidelines, ‘as the danger looms large that the court may be accused of starting investigations on entirely arbitrary grounds, and even based on political considerations’.\textsuperscript{55}

Generally while most of the above noted scholars have affirmed that there indeed exists a lacuna (in terms of lack of proper guidelines) on what the ICC Prosecutor should consider before exercise of Prosecutorial discretion, they do not however move forth to suggest or put forward what they consider should be included in the guidelines or come up with a criteria upon which the Prosecutor may rely upon.

\textsuperscript{52}Ibid, 839-854.
\textsuperscript{55}Ibid.
It is therefore anticipated that this research will suggest factors that the Prosecutor may need to consider before exercise of his discretion.

1.6 Justification of the Study

Critically, Prosecutors bear an enormous responsibility for determining what crimes will be prosecuted and as such, they have traditionally been accorded wide discretion in the enforcement process. The discretionary powers are even wider under the Rome Statute. The ICC Prosecutor has power to decide the situations to investigate, suspects to investigate and whom to prosecute. These enormous powers however remain largely unchecked and therefore susceptible to abuse. This is more because the existing hurdles (namely the gravity threshold, interest of justice and reasonable basis test) that the Prosecutor is obliged to get through before exercise of his discretionary powers to prosecute are ill defined and their exact contours are unknown. Indeed, this quandary is attributable to the lack of a definitive criterion that the Prosecutor needs to put into consideration before exercising these powers.

In reality, this study comes at a time even when nations particularly the African countries’ confidence in the OTP is at the lowest ebb, accusing it of bias, imperialism and neo colonialism. This stems from the obvious fact that majority of situations under the OTP’s scrutiny are within Africa. On the other hand, divergent views depicting the OTP’s bias in

60 Details on the situations can be found on the ICC website, <http://www.icc-cpi.int/cases.html> Accessed 14th September 2014. See also David Armstrong, Theo Farrell and Helene Lambert, International Law and International Relations (2nd Edition Cambridge University Press 2012) 215. The authors corroborate the assertions herein by
handling the situations under study have been fronted. As a consequence, this study is defensible for a number of reasons. First, it gives an exposition on the meaning, origin and utility of the discretionary powers to prosecute. Secondly, it explains the intricacies surrounding the exercise of these powers by ICC Prosecutor, factors that the OTP should mull over before exercise thereof and also considers whether or not the Prosecutor has been exercising the discretionary powers in a judicious manner especially in the situations under study namely, Kenya, DRC and Uganda. Finally it proposes measures that the OTP may adopt so as exercise its discretionary powers impeccably.

1.7 Objectives of the Research
The main objective of the research is to discuss the concept of Prosecutorial discretion as exercised by the ICC Prosecutor and explain the intricacies surrounding the exercise of Prosecutorial discretion and challenges faced by the Prosecutor in exercise thereof.

Specific objectives are:

i. To closely examine the manner in which Prosecutorial discretion under the ICC Statute may be abused.

ii. To scrutinize the situations in Kenya, DRC and Uganda and propose ways in which discretion regarding investigations and prosecutions ought to have been exercised.

iii. To propose general ways in which discretional powers accorded to the OTP under the aforesaid Article may be regulated to avoid abuse.

stating thus, ‘African states might be forgiven for wondering whether more powerful states enjoyed greater immunity from the ICC.’

1.8 Hypotheses

i. Despite existence of some controls, the discretionary powers to prosecute wielded by the ICC Prosecutor under the ICC Statute are still enormous and are susceptible to abuse.

ii. The exercise of the Prosecutorial powers to investigate and prosecute selected individuals in situations in Uganda, the DRC and Kenya epitomizes the abuse of Prosecutorial discretion and demonstrates political interference in the otherwise judicial process which has had the effect of denting the authenticity of the whole process.

iii. The existing policy guidelines on the exercise of Prosecutorial discretion are inadequate and there is dire need to buttress the same through the formulation of better guidelines for proper checks of the Prosecutor’s powers.

1.9 Research Questions

This research seeks to respond to the following questions:-

i. Are the ICC Prosecutor’s discretionary powers under the ICC Statute enormous and susceptible to misuse by the Prosecutor?

ii. Did the ICC Prosecutor abuse his discretion regarding the Uganda, DRC and Kenya situations?

iii. What considerations should the ICC Prosecutor mull over before exercise of his discretion?

iv. Is there need for further guidelines for the exercise of ICC Prosecutorial discretion?

1.10 Research Methodology

This research aims at discussing the concept of Prosecutorial discretion as exercised by the ICC Prosecutor and explains the intricacies surrounding the exercise of Prosecutorial discretion and challenges faced by the Prosecutor in exercise thereof. As such, it will be qualitative and explanatory and will mostly be informed by secondary materials drawn from the ongoing discussions on International Criminal Law touching on the subject matter. Information shall be
drawn from books as well as from other secondary sources such as articles from journals, newspapers and the internet. The research shall also draw information from decided cases.


1.11 Chapter Breakdown

1.11.1 Chapter One: Introduction and Statement of Problem
This chapter lays out the background of the study, identifies the research problem and identifies the theoretical and conceptual framework upon which the paper is premised. It goes on to identify the objectives of the research and also sets out the broad argument layout. The chapter also identifies research questions sought to be answered and also states the methodology to be used. To further put the study in its proper context, this chapter also undertakes a literature review.

1.11.2 Chapter Two: General Analysis of Prosecutorial Discretion
This chapter shall attempt to define Prosecutorial discretion, explain its historical and philosophical origins and foundations and also outline its applicability in trials especially the Nuremberg, Tokyo, Rwanda and Yugoslavia criminal trials under various charters and UN resolutions.

1.11.3 Chapter Three: Prosecutorial Discretion under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
The chapter shall delve into the relevant provisions of the Rome Statute and look at the legal threshold set by the Statute and which the Prosecutor must withstand before exercise of powers. In a nutshell, it will look at jurisdiction (Articles 12, 17) admissibility (Article 17) and also interests of justice (Article 53).The chapter shall also look into other factors that inform the Prosecutor’s exercise of discretion. These are gravity of the offence and interest of peace. The chapter shall also evaluate the guidelines formulated by the OTP in 2009 with view to expose the insufficiencies.

1.11.4 Chapter Four: The ICC Process and the Exercise of Prosecutorial Discretion in Kenya, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo
The chapter shall look at the manner and circumstances surrounding the exercise of Prosecutorial discretion in Kenya, Uganda and the DRC. It will interrogate whether the said process was
conducted in a fair and impartial manner within the tenets of the Statute and the 2009 OTP guidelines and also whether the Prosecutor was influenced by extraneous considerations in making his decision. The chapter will make general comments on the exercise of discretion in the said situations.

1.11.5 Chapter Five: Best Practices on the Exercise of Prosecutorial Discretion
This chapter shall look at how best discretion may be exercised. A study of best practices drawn from the Code for Crown Prosecutors in England and Wales shall be accorded priority given that the code has been termed as one of the best in regulating discretion. The research shall also look at how discretion is regulated in other jurisdictions such as the USA, France and Germany.

1.11.6 Chapter Six: Conclusion and Recommendations
The Chapter will contain the conclusions and recommendations of the study.
CHAPTER TWO

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION

2.0 Introduction
Generally, this chapter attempts to define the concept of prosecutorial discretion and at the same time explaining its utility and downsides in the dispensation of criminal justice. It also explains the historical and the philosophical origins of the concept. Furthermore, the chapter concisely outlines the concept’s applicability in trials especially the Nuremberg, Tokyo, Rwanda and Yugoslavia criminal trials under various charters and UN resolutions.

2.1 Meaning, Utility and the Downsides of Prosecutorial Discretion
The term ‘discretion’ has a variety of meanings and is used in numerous ways.\(^1\) Simply put, it is the ability or freedom to make decisions on one’s own.\(^2\) It has been remarked that discretion is ‘an authority conferred by law to act in certain conditions or situations in accordance with an official’s or an official agency’s own considered judgment and conscience.\(^3\) Black’s Law Dictionary holds that “when applied to public functionaries, discretion means a power or right conferred upon them by law of acting officially in certain circumstances, according to the dictates of their own judgment and conscience, uncontrolled by the judgment or conscience of others”.\(^4\) Nserekos posits that discretion is ‘the freedom or authority to make judgment and to

---

\(^1\) Charles H. Koch Jr, ‘Judicial Review of Administrative Discretion’ (1986) 624 George Washington Law Review 469,470. Indeed the author argues that the term has at least five different uses in administrative law. The authority to make individualizing decisions in the application of general rules can be characterized as individualizing discretion. Freedom to fill in the gaps in delegated authority in order to execute assigned administrative functions may be called executing discretion. The power to take action to further societal goal is policy making discretion. If no review is permitted the agency is exercising unbridled discretion and if the decision can not by its very nature be reviewed, the agency is exercising numinous discretion.


act as one sees fit. He argues that discretion allows for flexibility and enables the decision maker to adapt his or her decision to existing circumstances.

Satyajit Boollell\(^6\) therefore defines prosecutorial discretion as the prosecutor’s power to ‘choose whether or not to bring criminal charges, and what charges to bring, in cases where the evidence would justify the charges. Prosecutorial discretion is also the authority of an agency to enforce the law against a particular individual.\(^7\) It is the ‘wide latitude’ that the prosecutors have in determining when, whom, how and even whether to prosecute apparent violations of the law.\(^8\) Elsewhere\(^9\) prosecutorial discretion has been delineated as ‘the power to decline to prosecute in cases of provable criminal liability’. Correspondingly, it is the prosecutor’s power to select among cases, indeed among like cases, those he shall press and those not. As a public officer responsible for law enforcement, he is permitted to pick and choose which laws he will enforce and against which violators.\(^10\)

A more cogent definition of prosecutorial discretion is however propounded by Linds\(^11\) and Dong.\(^12\) Linds avers that it is a term of art which refers to interconnected decisions of whether to initiate, continue or cease prosecution, which includes the discretion to plea bargain while Dong insists that it refers to the prosecutor’s power to choose from the options available in a criminal case, such as filing charges, prosecuting, plea bargaining and recommending a sentence to the court. The Supreme Court of Canada has asserted thus: \(^13\)

\(^8\) Kate M. Manuel and Todd Garvey ‘Prosecutorial Discretion in Immigration Enforcement: Legal Issues’ (Congressional Research Service 2013) 1.
\(^10\) Ibid.
Without being exhaustive, we believe the core elements of prosecutorial discretion encompass the following: (a) the discretion whether to bring the prosecution of a charge laid by the police; (b) the discretion to enter a stay of proceedings in either public or private prosecution; (c) the discretion to accept a guilty plea to a lesser charge; (d) the discretion to withdraw from criminal proceedings altogether and (e) the discretion to take control of a private prosecution. While there are other discretionary decisions, these are the core of delegated sovereign authority peculiar to the office of the Attorney General.

Humorously, it has been said that prosecutors are most instrumental in “determining the number of new prisoners who must be housed in state prisons”. Clearly however, the role played by prosecutors and by extension, their discretion in the dispensation of criminal justice goes beyond sending criminals into prisons and apparently, may not be gainsaid. Danner argues that in both international and municipal criminal law systems, prosecutors play a critical role in the administration of Justice. Antonio Casese, the first President of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia told the UN General Assembly that the prosecutor provided the “key to the Tribunal’s action”.

Prosecutors bear responsibility for determining what crimes will be prosecuted and as such, legal systems have traditionally accorded wide discretion to criminal prosecutors in the enforcement process. So long as the prosecutor has probable cause to believe that the accused committed an offence defined by statute, the decision whether or not to prosecute and what charge to file or bring before a grand jury, generally rests entirely in his discretion. The basis of this discretion rests on the nature of the prosecutorial function. Consequently and barring any sound

16Ibid.
19See the decision by the U.S Supreme Court in Wayte V. United States, 470 U.S 598, 607-08 whereby it was stated thus “This broad discretion rests largely on the recognition that the decision to prosecute is particularly ill-suited to judicial review. Such factors as the strength of the case, the prosecution's general deterrence value, the Government's enforcement priorities, and the case's relationship to the Government's overall enforcement plan are not readily
Justification there is an extreme deference the courts must give to prosecutorial charging decisions and a trial judge must accord a presumption of constitutionality to prosecutorial decisions, and approach the inquiry with appropriate respect for judgments exercised by officers of a coordinate branch of government.\textsuperscript{20} Justifications for this kind of deference are bountiful but emphasis is laid on assessing the strength and importance of a case and other tangible and intangible factors\textsuperscript{21} such as government enforcement priorities and also the necessity to consider how best to allocate the scarce resources of a criminal justice system that simply cannot accommodate the litigation of every serious criminal charge. Moreover, because these decisions are “not readily susceptible to the kind of analysis the courts are competent to undertake, the [supreme] court has been properly hesitant to examine the decision whether or not to prosecute.\textsuperscript{22} Further, since crime in virtually every country exceeds the ability of the criminal justice system to adjudicate it, prosecutors must be able to exercise their discretion to pursue or decline particular cases in order to maintain a functioning criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{23}

Minser\textsuperscript{24} propounds three closely related trends that have been at work to promote the authority of the prosecutor. First, current criminal codes contain so many overlapping provisions that the choice of how to characterize conduct as criminal has passed to the prosecutor. In many cases, the legislatures have effectively delegated the prerogative to define the nature and severity of criminal conduct to the prosecutor. Legislative mandates regarding sentencing maxima, sentencing minima, and sentencing guidelines are dependent upon the substantive charge chosen by the prosecutor. In addition, prosecutors have the untrammeled authority to select the number

\textsuperscript{21} Wayte V. United States, 470 U.S 598, 607-08.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{23} Kai Ambos, ‘Comparative Summary of the National Reports’ in Louise Arbour, Albin Eser, Kai Ambos and Andrew Sanders (eds.), The Prosecutor of a Permanent International Court (Freiburg: Max Planck Institute, 2000) 495, 525.
of separate criminal acts for which the defendant will be charged. The prosecutors also determine whether to seek sentencing enhancements. Second, the increase in reported crime without a concomitant increase in resources dedicated to the prosecution and defense of criminal conduct has resulted in a criminal process highly dependent upon plea bargaining. There are very few restraints placed upon the prosecutor in the bargaining process. Third, the development of sentencing guidelines and a growth of statutes with mandatory minimum sentences have increased the importance of the [discretionary] charging decision since the charging decision determines the range of sentences available to the court.

From the foregoing, it is palpable that it is the public prosecutors not judges, who are primarily responsible for the overall effectiveness of the criminal justice system and although Musila argues that the core and functional objective of the international criminal justice system is to achieve the complete cocktail of the retributive, utilitarian and restorative justice, the same may however be achieved only through proper prosecution and impeccable exercise of prosecutorial powers.

Specifically, prosecutors are public authorities who, on behalf of society and in the public interest and by exercising their discretion ensure the application of the law where the breach of the law carries a criminal sanction, taking into account both the rights of the individual and the necessary effectiveness of the criminal justice system. They bear the responsibility for all decision making in the areas where they have discretion - whether to charge, what charges to bring and how the cases should be prosecuted. In all criminal justice systems, prosecutors

---

27Council of Europe, ‘The Role of Public Prosecution in the Criminal Justice System’ Recommendation Rec(2000)19. See also Peter Burns, ‘Private Prosecutions in Canada: The law and a proposal For Change’ (1975) 21 McGill Law Journal 269. The author opines that the role of prosecutor whether in private or public is a very special one in any system of criminal justice.
29Thoughts mine.
decide whether to initiate or continue prosecutions, conduct prosecutions before the courts and may appeal or conduct appeals concerning all or some court decisions. In some systems, they may also implement national crime policy while adapting it, where appropriate, to regional and local circumstances; conduct, direct or supervise investigations ensure that victims are effectively assisted, decide on alternatives to prosecution and supervise the execution of court decisions.

Although authors have lauded prosecutorial discretion as an essential tool in dispensation of criminal justice, they have not been hesitant in pinpointing its darker side. For example, it has been said that it poses an increasing threat to justice. The author makes a further observation thus:

If the prosecutor is obliged to choose his cases, it follows he can choose his defendants. This method results in “[t]he most dangerous power of the prosecutor: that he will pick people he thinks he should get, rather than pick cases that need to be prosecuted. Prosecutors could easily fall prey to the temptation of “picking the man, and then searching the law books . . . to pin some offense on him”. In short, prosecutors’ discretion to charge—or not to charge—individuals with crimes are a tremendous power, amplified by the large number of laws on the books.

Discretion therefore entails both risks and benefits. By promoting case-sensitive decision making, it can protect liberty, but it can also lead to unjustified discrimination. Besides securing the

---

32Ibid.
33Ibid.
34For Example Professor Davis who opines thus: “Discretion is a tool indispensable for individualization of justice.....Rules alone untempered by discretion, can not cope with the complexities of modern government and in law. Discretion is our principal source of our creativeness in government and in law....where law ends individualized justice begins....” For an exposition, see Ernst K. Pakuscher, ‘The use of Discretion in Germany’ (1976) 44 University of Chicago Law review 94.
36Ibid 103.
37Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) 97 American Journal of International Law 510,518.See also Angela J Davis, ‘Prosecution and Race: The power and privilege of Discretion’ (1998) 67 Fordham Law Review 13, 18. The Author posits: “Through the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, prosecutors make decisions that not only often predetermine the outcome of criminal cases, but also contribute to the discriminatory treatment of African Americans as both criminal defendants and victims of crime. I suggest that this discretion, which is almost always exercised in private, gives prosecutors more power than any other criminal justice officials, with practically no corresponding accountability to the public they serve. Thus, I maintain that prosecutors, through their overall duty to
prosecutor’s independence, prosecutorial discretion as to issues of investigation and prosecution may give rise to misgivings of various kinds.\textsuperscript{38} It sits uneasily between the twin demands of the individualization of prosecutorial decisions and protection from arbitrary state action.\textsuperscript{39} Others have charged that the concentration of discretionary power in the prosecutor is unnecessary, resulting from default rather than a conscious legislative judgment and that charging decisions—particularly decisions not to prosecute—are sometimes made for political, personal or other capricious reasons.\textsuperscript{40} The criteria on which discretionary decisions are based are “numerous, ill sorted and sometimes hazy and that despite prosecutors’ repudiation of the existence of a political dimension to the exercise of discretionary powers it is hard to imagine that such considerations are always discarded in matters closely linked to vast political interests.\textsuperscript{41} Equally, it has also been averred that deficiency of prosecutorial discretion lies not in its existence, but in the randomness and arbitrariness of its application and that its use greatly exacerbates racial disparities in criminal process.\textsuperscript{42}

Given the foregoing rival positions regarding the utility and drawbacks associated with prosecutorial discretion, it would be inimitable to interrogate in the forthcoming chapters whether the same has a place in the contemporary international criminal justice system, part of which is encapsulated under the Rome Statute.

---


\textsuperscript{39} Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) \textit{97 American Journal of International Law} 510, 518.

\textsuperscript{40} Kenneth J Melilli, ‘Prosecutorial Discretion in an Adversary System’ (1992) \textit{Brigham Young University Review} 669, 673.


2.2 Historical Foundations of Prosecutorial Discretion

The origins of prosecutorial discretion in the criminal justice system are poorly understood. The concept is however believed to be more entrenched in the American system although even the historical scholarship has not explained how the American public prosecutor emerged from the common law tradition of private prosecution to obtain the powers he has today. There is however common consensus that the modern concept of prosecutorial discretion traces its origin from the English Common law. For a very long time, really into the 19th century the English relied upon a predominant, although not exclusive, component of private prosecution. The aggrieved citizen could inform the juries in court as in medieval times he had informed them out of court. The assize judge who was conducting trial exercised a general superintendence over those who responded to the call but witness and prosecutor were one. This citizen prosecutor was neither a lawyer nor an officer of the state. The noticeable hitch to such system of citizen prosecution is that it is unreliable. There will be cases where there are no aggrieved citizens who survive to prosecute, and others where the aggrieved citizens will decline to prosecute, or be inept at it. Because the public interest in law enforcement cannot allow such gaps, the English had to admit an official element into their system of citizen prosecution.

The major steps in this direction were taken under Mary in 1554-1555 in two statutes which, almost imperceptibly, raised up the justices of the peace (JPs) as the public prosecutors for felony in England. Prior to the Marian statutes, JPs had the power to bind over various trouble makers

48 R. M. Jackson, The Machinery of Justice in England (6th Edition Cambridge University Press 1972)155. The author insists thus: “In England where official prosecution is in form limited to the handful of cases brought by the Director of Public Prosecutions, private prosecution continues in theory to be the norm: When ‘the police’ prosecute, the correct analysis is that some individual has instituted proceedings, and the fact that this individual is a police officer does not alter the nature of the prosecution”.
50 Ibid
to keep the peace, to order the arrest of offenders, to commit accused persons to gaol until trial and to release gaol suspects on bail pending trial. They could also arrest on suspicion and had power to order an accused committed to stand trial. Indeed, the JPs were the officers to whom the aggrieved citizens would make complaints of serious crimes. Unscrupulous JPs however abused their powers leading to the enactment of the Marian Statutes which sought *inter alia* to control the manner in which the JPs imposed fines and granted bails. Although the Common law upheld the notion of prosecution initiated by private parties [through JPs] rather than a central authority, the Crown being impelled by shortcomings manifest in the JP system sought representation by a ‘professional attorney’ who sometimes prosecuted cases of special concern to the sovereign. This function evolved in1472 into the role of the Attorney General of England, who was granted the power to create deputies to act for him in any court of record. However, prosecutions remained largely in the hands of private individuals.

The existence of the AG brought a conspicuous shift in the manner in which prosecutions were conducted. Since most prosecutions were nominally in the name of the sovereign, the Crown heaped upon itself the right through its representative, to terminate the proceedings prior to completion. This is what later on came to be known as *nolle prosequi* although the state lacked a public prosecutor who controlled criminal prosecutions as a matter of routine. The Attorney General could also take over and conduct private prosecutions with the consent of private prosecutor, though whether the ability existed to do so without the consent is unclear.

---

51Ibid 319.
52Ibid.
55Ibid
In the English colonies, this British system was largely adopted but with modifications. In other jurisdictions, there was a departure from the English system. In the United States, the First Judiciary Act established the federal public prosecutor as early as 1789 with exclusive powers to bring federal criminal prosecutions, in a departure from the English tradition. The upshot was that the American prosecutor wielded broad discretionary power and at the extreme, became the most influential person in America in terms of the powers he or she has over the lives of citizens. An American prosecutor decides whether to prosecute or not to prosecute, who to prosecute and with what offence. He also has power to withdraw or discontinue any prosecution whether initiated by him or by a private prosecutor or authority and in doing so, he does not have to give any reasons, for to require him to do so would be to encroach on his discretion. Indeed, even a citizen lacks standing to contest the policies of prosecuting authority when he himself is neither prosecuted nor threatened with prosecution.

The extensive prosecutorial powers enjoyed by these prosecutors has been said to be premised first on the separation of prosecutorial powers doctrine and secondly, on the *nolle prosequi*. Regarding the former, it has been asserted thus:

…..the decision of a prosecutor in the executive branch not to indict…has long been regarded as the special province of the executive branch……the exercise of prosecutorial discretion is at the very core of the executive function, limiting that

---

60Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73 at Section 35. Available at <http://www.1215.org/lawnotes/work-in-progress/judiciary-act-of-1789.pdf> Accessed 27 January 2014. (“And there shall be appointed in each district a meet person learned in the law to act as attorney for the United States in such district . . . whose duty it shall be to prosecute in such district all delinquents for crimes and offences, cognizable under the authority of the United States”).
discretion by imposing judicial review would invade the traditional separation of
powers doctrine….

On the latter, Krauss posits:

Like Dulany, Wheeler affirmed the line prosecutor’s power to enter a nolle prosequi. Wheeler
also emphasized that the nolle was not subject to judicial review, even when a public
prosecutor—rather than the President or monarch—entered it. In this respect, the nolle prosequi
appears to have provided the first American manifestation of the notion that
prosecutorial discretion was not reviewable. American courts recognized the line prosecutor’s
right to enter a nolle, applied the same form of judicial review to the nolle that had been
practiced in England, and thereby adopted a hands-off approach to at least one prosecutorial
decision.

Consequently, extensive unreviewable prosecutorial discretion became entrenched in the
American system with the only rare limitations being where it is tremendously demonstrated that
exercise of discretion was done in abuse of process and that it would produce an unfair trial or
affects the integrity of the justice system itself. It is however worth noting that the omnipotence
of the public prosecutor in the American procedure is a sharp divergence from the common law
model. In England, private prosecution continues in theory to be the norm. Official prosecution is
formally limited to the handful of cases brought by the Director of Public Prosecutions. Even
when the police prosecute, the correct analysis is that some individual has instituted proceedings
and the fact that this individual is a police officer does not alter the nature of the prosecution.

Unlike the American system, the French avoided creating a prosecutorial monopoly. Instead,
the prosecution process was made to include three actors: the judicial police, the prosecutor,

---
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and the examining magistrate. Examining Magistrates function as an investigation director who assigns and supervises activities of the judicial police and the prosecutor, but he cannot open an investigation unless requested to do so by the prosecutor or the victim.  

The prosecutors determine appropriate charges against the accused, prosecute less serious felonies and most misdemeanors, and direct the work of the judicial police. For the serious offenses, the prosecutor must send them to the Examining Magistrate for a judicial investigation. At the completion of the magistrate’s investigation, prosecutors must follow the magistrate’s recommendation for disposition. Furthermore, private prosecution under the rubric of l’action civile has acquired a significant sphere. The raison d’etre of l’action civile is to permit the victim of the crime to constitute himself partie civile and to join a claim for civil damages to the public prosecutor’s action for criminal sanctions. If the public prosecutor does not initiate l’action publique the partie civile may do it himself ostensibly in order to provide the necessary basis for his parasitic damages claim. Consequently, when the French prosecutor decides not to prosecute, he decides for himself and his office alone. Someone else may still invoke the criminal process against the culprit.

Although the Germans derived a good deal of their criminal procedure code in the 19th century from the French, they did not introduce a variant of l’action civile (known as the Adhasionverfahren) until the 1940s. The procedure is seldom used for civil damage claims proper and can not be used as in France to enable the victim to institute a criminal case. If the German prosecutor has decided not to prosecute, the victim can bring his civil action only in tort. He is not entitled to launch a private prosecution. Like the American prosecutor however, the

---

72 Ibid.  
75 Ibid.  
77 Ibid.  
78 Ibid.
German prosecutor is a monopolist whose monopoly was created, entrenched and protected by Statute. The German’s Code of Criminal Procedure\textsuperscript{79} sets the same as hereunder:

Section 151. The opening of a court investigation shall be conditional upon preferment of charges………………..Section 152 (1) The public prosecution office shall have the authority to prefer public charges.

The preferring of the formal charge is the responsibility of the public prosecutor. The German law takes the position that only the state through a specially constituted officer should have power to institute the process leading to sanctions.\textsuperscript{80} The German prosecutor’s monopoly is, unlike the American, regulated. Under section 152 (2) the public prosecutor is required to take action against all judicially punishable acts to the extent there is a sufficient factual basis.\textsuperscript{81} Arguably, the Germans undertook to forbid their monopolist prosecutor the discretion to refuse to prosecute in cases where adequate incriminating evidence is at hand.

The Chinese also adopted a monopolistic prosecutorial system whereby the criminal actions can only be initiated by the prosecutor. For the minor crimes, the prosecutor can choose not to bring a case before the court.\textsuperscript{82} However, all the solutions of not sending before court pronounced by the prosecutor, as well as the measures taken or the actions performed by him during the investigation, can be contested, the complaints being under the hierarchically superior prosecutor’s competence.\textsuperscript{83}

A number of countries in Africa have endorsed the notion that a prosecutor is \textit{dominus litis}\textsuperscript{84} with powers to institute, take over and terminate criminal proceedings before courts and is not obliged to furnish any reasons to a private prosecutor or the court. This position appears to have been sponged from their former colonial masters especially the British and who for long approved a

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{81} The German Code of Criminal Procedure (n 129) Section 152(2).
\textsuperscript{83} Ibid Section 145.
\textsuperscript{84} De Villiers J in \textit{R V. Sikumba} [1955] 3 S. A. 125, 127. The judge avers: “The prosecutor, as the representative of the Solicitor-General, is the \textit{dominus litis}. It is within his powers to withdraw the charge at any stage of the proceedings and no court can prevent him, just as no court can force him to prosecute”.
\end{flushright}
powerful public prosecutor.85 However, courts generally have been progressive and have as consequence not dithered in declaring that prosecutorial discretion is not absolute and that the same is subject to judicial scrutiny.86

In Kenya, prosecutorial functions are discharged by the office of the Director of Public Prosecution established under the Constitution.87 The DPP is enjoined to exercise prosecutorial powers by instituting and undertaking criminal proceedings against any person. These proceedings may be instituted before any court other than a court martial. The office may also take over and continue any criminal proceedings instituted or undertaken by another person or authority. Moreover, the office may also discontinue at any stage before judgment is delivered any criminal proceedings. The DPP also has powers to direct the Inspector-General of the National Police Service to investigate any information or allegation of criminal conducts but while discharging these functions, the office must ensure due regard to the public interest, the interest of the administration of justice and the prevention and avoidance of abuse of legal process.88 Earlier on, the High Court in Crispus Karanja Njogu V. Attorney General89 had underscored the need to put the prosecutorial powers of the Kenyan prosecutors under judicial watch and declared that a *nolle prosequi* entered capriciously and in abusive manner was null and void. This position was recently buttressed by the High Court in *George Joshua Okungu &*
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85See for example the English case of *Gouriet v. Union of Post Office Workers* [1978] A.C. 435 at p. 487 where Viscount Dilhorne said, “The Attorney-General has many powers and duties. He may stop any prosecution on indictment by entering a *nolle prosequi*. He merely has to sign a piece of paper saying that he does not wish the prosecution to continue. He need not give any reasons. He can direct the institution of a prosecution and direct the Director of Public Prosecutions to take over the conduct of any criminal proceedings and he may tell him to offer no evidence. In the exercise of these powers he is not subject to direction by his ministerial colleagues or to control and supervision by the courts.”

86 For example in *Musoke V. Uganda* [1972] E.A 139, Kiwanuka Ag. C.J opined thus: “...I do not deny that the Director of Public Prosecutions has every right to alter charges as he sees fit. But as a judge of this court I am bound to come to the rescue of our citizens where I can detect an attempt on the part of those who have power to prosecute others to abuse the powers in their hands. This in my view is one of those areas”. In *Director of Public Prosecutions V. Mehboob Akbar Haji & Anor* Criminal Appeal No. 28 of 1992 [unreported] the Tanzania Court of Appeal posited: “We are surprised because we did not think anyone in our country could be vested with such absolute and total powers. It would be terrible to think that any individual or group of individuals could be empowered by law to act even *mala fide*. As it turned out to our great relief the exercise of the powers by the DPP under the Criminal Procedure Act is limited by the Act. Although the powers of the DPP appear to be wide, the exercise is limited by three considerations. That wherever he exercises the wide powers he must do so only in the public interest, in the interest of justice and in the need to prevent abuse of the legal process”.
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another v Chief Magistrate’s Court Anti-Corruption Court at Nairobi & another\(^{90}\) whereby the learned Justices W. Korir and G.V Odunga affirmed that a discriminatory and selective prosecution was not only an abuse of process but also vividly unconstitutional.

### 2.3 Prosecutorial Discretion Before the International Tribunals

#### 2.3.1 International Criminal Tribunals in Context

The initial move towards the establishment of individual criminal responsibility under international law can be found in the Versailles Peace Treaty of 28 June 1919\(^{91}\) which states:

> The Allied and Associated Powers publicly arraign William II of Hohenzollern, formerly German Emperor, for supreme offence against international morality and the sanctity of treaties.\(^{92}\)

An international tribunal was to be set up to try Kaiser and in addition, the allies’ had power to try persons before their military courts for violations of the laws and customs of war.\(^{93}\) To make this possible, the peace treaty required the German government to hand over war criminals and assist in their prosecution.\(^{94}\) However, the new and ambitious model of establishing individual criminal responsibility formulated in the Versailles Peace Treaty was never implemented. No international tribunal was ever created and Kaiser was granted asylum in the Netherlands, never to stand a trial in a criminal court.\(^{95}\) Therefore, the prosecution of war criminals by allied military courts failed due to German’s stubborn refusal to surrender persons named by the allies.\(^{96}\) Ultimately, there was no criminal prosecution of international crimes committed by Germans in World War 1. Nevertheless, the significance of the model provided for in the

---


\(^{93}\) Ibid articles 227(2), 228(1) and 229(1) and (2).

\(^{94}\) Ibid articles 228(2) and 230.


Versailles Treaty should not be underestimated. The idea of individual criminal responsibility under international law and through international tribunals was explicitly recognized in that particular international treaty thus laying the ground work upon which to build following the horrors of the Second World War.

2.3.2 Prosecutorial Discretion at the Nuremberg Tribunal

The Nuremberg Tribunal has been said to be instrumental in rousing human conscience from its wartime slumber and further that it has been the project of international criminal law ever since to keep that conscience attentive, responsive and engaged. Established in 1945 ‘for trial of war criminals whose offences had no geographical location’, the tribunal was an outgrowth of the London Agreement concluded on 8 August 1945 by four victorious powers namely the USA, France, Britain and the Soviet Union. Annexed to this agreement was the Charter of the International Military Tribunal which made provisions for inter alia jurisdiction “to try and punish persons who, acting in the interests of the European Axis countries, whether as individuals or as members of organizations” committed any crimes defined in the charter.

The Tribunal consisted of Lord Justice Geoffrey Lawrence of the British Court of Appeals as President; Francis Biddle, former Attorney General of the United States; Major General I. T. Nikitchenko, Vice-Chairman of the Soviet Supreme Court; and Donnedieu de Vabres, Professor of Law at the University of Paris. The alternates were Sir Norman Birkett, Judge of the High Court of England; John J. Parker, Judge of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals; Lt.-Col. A. F. Volchkov, Judge of the Moscow District Court; and Robert Falco, Judge of the Court of Cassation of France. The Tribunal held its first public meeting in Berlin on October 18, 1945, and received the indictment from the Committee of the Chief Prosecutors consisting of Justice Robert H. Jackson for the United States, Sir Hartley Shawcross for Great Britain, Francois de

---

98 Ibid.
100 Ibid 40.
101 Ibid 40.
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Menthon for France, and General R. A. Rudenko for the Soviet Union. Twenty four Nazi leaders were indicted each on two or more counts.\textsuperscript{104}

Specifically, the Charter prescribed crimes against peace, war crimes and crimes against humanity as crimes within the jurisdiction of the tribunal.\textsuperscript{105} The charter further ruled out immunity from prosecution of heads of states or responsible officials in government departments.\textsuperscript{106} It further stipulated that “the fact that the Defendant acted pursuant to orders of his government or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility but may be considered in mitigation of punishment if the tribunal determines that justice so requires.”\textsuperscript{107}

Although authors have argued that the IMT was important in many respects,\textsuperscript{108} it is also worth noting that dissonance emerged regarding the manner in which trials were conducted. Criticisms are focused on three points: \textit{ex post facto} character of the trial because of accepting the aggressive war as a crime, trials involved punishment in violation of the rule of \textit{nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege} and lastly, the criticisms labelled the tribunal as victor’s justice.\textsuperscript{109} It seems indisputable that the London Agreement of 1945 provided for two categories of crimes that were new: crimes against peace and crimes against humanity. The IMT did act upon the charter provisions dealing with both categories. In so doing, it applied \textit{ex post facto law}; in other words, it applied international law retroactively, as the defense counsel at Nuremberg rightly

\textsuperscript{104}\textit{Ibid}
\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Ibid} Article 8.
\textsuperscript{108} For example see Antonio Cassese, \textit{International Criminal law} (2nd edition, Oxford University press 2008) 323. First it broke the monopoly over criminal jurisdiction concerning such crimes as war crimes, until that moment firmly held by states. For the first time non-national, or multinational, institutions were established for the purpose of prosecuting and punishing crimes having an international dimension and scope. Secondly, new offences were envisaged in the London Agreement and made punishable crimes against humanity and crimes against peace. Thirdly, while until that time only servicemen and minor officers had been prosecuted, now for the first time military leaders as well as high ranking politicians and other civilians were brought to trial. Fourthly, the statutes and case law of IMT and the various tribunals set up by the Allies in the aftermath of the Second World War contributed to the development of new legal norms and standards of responsibility, by providing for example, for the elimination of defence of obedience of superior orders. Finally, a symbolic significance emerged from these experiences in terms of their moral legacy. See also generally, Henry T. King, JR, ‘Without Nuremberg- What?’ (2007) 6 Washington University Global Studies Law Review 653.
Moreover the IMT in justifying punishment of aggressive war crimes and crimes against humanity trashed the cardinal rule of *nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege* thus relegating it to a general principle of justice.\(^{111}\) In this respect, Cassese avers: \(^{112}\)

> Indeed, the Tribunal not only stated that in international law the maxim *nullum crimen sine lege* is not a limitation of sovereignty, but is in general a principle of justice (a proposition true at the time, no longer valid today); but, more importantly, also said, ‘To assert that it is unjust to punish those who in defiance of treaties and assurances have attacked neighboring states without warning is obviously untrue, for in such circumstances the attacker must know that he is doing wrong, and so far from it being unjust to punish him, it would be unjust if his wrong were allowed to go unpunished’.

The other major setback was that the trials imposed ‘victors’ justice’ over the defeated.\(^{113}\) The tribunal was composed of four judges appointed by each of the victor powers; prosecutors too were appointed by each of those powers and acted under the instructions of each appointing state.\(^{114}\) Thus, the view must be shared that the tribunal was not an independent international court proper, but a judicial body acting as an organ common to the appointing states.\(^{115}\) Additionally, the prosecutions were selective, focus being on the major war criminals of the European Axis. While articulating this point, Sellars pronounces: \(^{116}\)

> Shortly after the judgment was handed down, the British alternate judge, Norman Birkett, while noting that the Charter did not apply to Soviet Union, the United States or Britain, declared that, ‘if it continues to apply only to the enemy, then I think the verdict of the history may be made against Nuremberg.’ While Germans were being tried, the Charter formalized the Allies’ refusal to relinquish immunity for themselves for similar crimes. This was a sensitive point, and others associated with the bench and the prosecution-

---


\(^{112}\) Ibid.


\(^{115}\) Ibid.

Herbert Wechsler, Telford Taylor and Bernard Meltzer—also raised concern about the problem of selectivity.

From the foregoing, it is noticeable that these criticisms bordered more on the legality of the trials processes as opposed to abuse of prosecutorial discretionary powers. However, there was also a general lack of judicial or any other formal mechanisms in the Tribunal’s constitutive documents to restrain the manner in which the prosecutors conducted their duties. This position arguably made a way through which both the judges and the prosecutors manipulated the indictments. First, the Tribunal regularly sided with the prosecutors to reject challenges to indictments and thereby finding that the indictments were satisfactory but provided no justification for such a verdict. Additionally, the Tribunal habitually entertained motions to amend indictments as regularly fronted by the prosecutors perhaps to ensure conviction. Debatably, the prosecutors therefore struck foul blows which normally, may not be permissible in the present day practice. Nevertheless, issues regarding prosecutorial discretion were to a large extent absent considering that the London Agreement had prescribed those to be targeted while the Nuremberg Charter had already defined the scope of the charges. Nonetheless, misgivings touching on selectivity and victors’ justice were prevalent.

2.3.3 Prosecutorial Discretion at the Tokyo Tribunal

On 26 July 1945, two weeks before the conclusion of the London Conference, the Allies issued the Potsdam declaration announcing their intention to prosecute leading Japanese officials for the offences similar to those tried at Nuremberg. Subsequently, on 19 January 1946, General

---

118 Ibid.
120 While explaining on the role of a prosecutor, Lord Justice Sutherland in *Berger V. United States*, 295 U.S 88 (1935) stated thus “The prosecutor is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice will be done. As such, he is in a peculiar and very definite sense the servant of the law, the twofold aim of which is that guilty shall not escape or innocent suffer. He may prosecute with earnestness and vigor—indeed, he should do so. But, while he may strike hard blows, he is not at liberty to strike foul ones. It is as much his duty to refrain from improper methods calculated to produce a wrongful conviction as it is to use legitimate means to bring about a just one.”
Douglas MacArthur, supreme Commander for the Allied powers in Japan, approved in the form of an executive order, the Tokyo Charter, setting forth the constitution, jurisdiction and the functions of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE). Like the Nuremberg Charter, the Tokyo Charter which was issued on 26 April 1946, included the newly articulated crimes against peace and humanity. The Charter was modelled on the Nuremberg Charter. There were, however, differences between the two texts and the way they regulated the structures of the tribunal and the charges that could be brought against defendants. Just like the Nuremberg tribunal, the Tokyo trials had their own prosecutorial misgivings. The Eleven judges were appointed by the victors the same as prosecutors. Political considerations in prosecutions could not be ruled out as it was alleged that the trial was either a vehicle for America’s revenge for the treacherous attack on Pearl Harbor, or a way of assuaging America national guilt over the use of atomic weapons in Japan. Moreover, politics permeated the indictment process and release policies for those imprisoned. Emperor Hirohito was not indicted, on the ground that his immunity was necessary for Japan’s post war stability, and he was deliberately neither mentioned by the prosecution nor the defence while cold war considerations led to the US acquiescing in the release of all those imprisoned by the year 1955. Further, it has also been posited that failure to indict the Emperor who was aware of the Imperial Army’s atrocities in the war was a calculated political decision by the Americans in an attempt to aid the post war occupation of Japan. Additionally, the trials depicted selectivity in view of failure to prosecute rape crimes committed against ‘comfort women’ and by the U.S prosecutors granting immunity to criminals operating with unit 731 and who had allegedly used

125 Criticisms of ex post facto law, mutilation of the nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege and also claims of ‘victors’ justice’ were prevalent just like in the Nuremberg.
127 Ibid.
biological and chemical weapons experiments on humans. Exclusion was also applied to heads of feared *kempeitai* (Japan’s Gestapo), leaders of ultra nationalistic secret societies, and industrialists who had profited from the aggression.\textsuperscript{132} Arguably, extraneous considerations prevailed at the cost of justice.

### 2.3.4 Prosecutor Discretion at the Ad Hoc Tribunals: ICTR, ICTY and Sierra Leone

The Statutes of the three ad hoc Tribunals of the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Sierra Leone set up an office of the prosecutor for each tribunal. Prosecutors were assigned duty to investigate and prosecute persons responsible for committing the crimes within the tribunal’s jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{133} The prosecutors are enjoined to act independently as separate organs of the tribunals and are forbidden to seek or receive instructions from any government or from any other source.\textsuperscript{134} Prosecutors of the ad hoc tribunals have limited discretion regarding decision to prosecute.\textsuperscript{135} They have power to determine whether there are grounds to warrant an investigation. If there are grounds, they initiate investigation and if investigations yield credible evidence of violations the prosecutor must again determine whether the violations are serious.\textsuperscript{136} If they are then the prosecutors must identify what persons bear the greatest responsibility for such violations.\textsuperscript{137} They must also satisfy themselves that the persons they have identified have *prima facie* case against them.\textsuperscript{138} Once they have made these preliminary determinations, they are obliged to prepare an indictment.\textsuperscript{139} This peremptory language suggests

\textsuperscript{132} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{133} Article 20 of the ICTY Statute, Article 15 of the ICTR Statute and Article 15 of the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
\textsuperscript{134} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{135} Daniel D. Ntanda Nsereko ‘Prosecutorial Discretion Before National Courts and International Tribunals’ (University of Botswana)11.Antonio Cassese, *International Criminal law* (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, Oxford University press 2008)398. The author states that the huge discretionary power by the prosecutor has been gradually limited by suggesting that he should prosecute those who appear to bear the greatest responsibility for international crimes. This need to concentrate on the major suspects is justified by both practical reasons (international tribunals are costly and may not afford to bring to trial all the perpetrators of international crimes, including the so called ‘small fry’) and by the very rationale for the establishment of such tribunals, which is to dispense justice with regard to the most serious crimes affecting the whole international community on account of their gravity.
\textsuperscript{136} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{137} Article 16 of the ICTY Statute, Article 15 of the ICTR Statute and Article 15 of the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
\textsuperscript{138} In *Prosecutor v. Kordic* Case No. IT-95- 14-4 Decision on The Review of the Indictment, the ICTY through Judge McDonald defined *‘prima facie’ case* as a credible case, which would (if not contradicted by defence) be a sufficient basis to convict the accused on the charge.
\textsuperscript{139} Article 18(4) of the ICTY Statute, Article 17 of the ICTR Statute
duty and not discretion on part of prosecutors, to indict.\textsuperscript{140} While the prosecutors have power to amend indictments to add new charges, drop others or in other way deal with charges these powers are however limited given that such amendments may be effected any time before the confirmation of the indictment but thereafter, amendments may only be done subject to the leave of the judge who confirmed the indictment or during trial, by the trial judge.\textsuperscript{141} Similarly, the prosecutors have power to withdraw the charges. This however may only be done before and not after its confirmation. Thereafter, they may only do so with leave of the confirming judge or during trial, the trial judge.\textsuperscript{142} Moreover, the statutes of the three tribunals bid the prosecutors not to seek or receive instructions from any government or from any other sources.\textsuperscript{143} However, this does not forbid them from seeking or receiving assistance or advice.\textsuperscript{144} Furthermore, while the prosecutors may initiate investigations on the basis of information obtained from governments, UN organs, intergovernmental organs and NGOs, they alone assess that information and decide whether there is a sufficient basis to proceed.\textsuperscript{145}

Generally, the prosecutorial functions are subject to the tribunals’ scrutiny. A judge may decline to confirm an indictment on the ground that it does not disclose a _prima facie_ case or even dismiss it and discharge the accused. These review proceedings help to check the prosecutors’ exercise of their discretionary powers, protect members of the public from frivolous, mischievous and oppressive prosecutions,\textsuperscript{146} and save tribunals’ time and resources.\textsuperscript{147} Conversely however, tribunals can not review or change prosecutors’ decision not to prosecute as doing so would arguably amount to a repudiation of the prosecutors’ independence.\textsuperscript{148} Therefore, it may rightly be said that the scope of prosecutorial discretion under the _ad hoc_ tribunals is narrower compared to the IMT and IMFTE whereby there generally lacked judicial or any other formal mechanism to

\textsuperscript{140} Daniel D. Ntanda Nsereko ‘Prosecutorial Discretion Before National Courts and International Tribunals’ (University of Botswana) 11.
\textsuperscript{141} Rule 50 of the ICTY RPE and Rule 50 of the ICTR RPE.
\textsuperscript{142} Rule 51 of the ICTY RPE and Rule 51 of the ICTR RPE.
\textsuperscript{143} Article 16(2) of the ICTY Statute, Article 15(2) of the ICTR Statute and Article 15(1) of the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
\textsuperscript{144} Daniel D. Ntanda Nsereko ‘Prosecutorial Discretion Before National Courts and International Tribunals’ (University of Botswana) 12.
\textsuperscript{145} Rule 18 of the ICTY Statute, Article 17 of the ICTR Statute.
\textsuperscript{146} _Prosecutor V. Mladic_, Case No. IT-95-5/18-1 par. 22. Justice Orie of the ICTY opined thus: ‘standing trial is a difficult experience and an accused should not be put on trial if, from the onset, a conviction is unlikely’.
\textsuperscript{147} Daniel D. Ntanda Nsereko ‘Prosecutorial Discretion Before National Courts and International Tribunals’ (University of Botswana) 12.
\textsuperscript{148} Ibid.
check on the exercise of prosecutorial powers. However, although the exercise of discretion before the ad hoc tribunals may appear to have been infallible, questions regarding selectivity were ubiquitous.\textsuperscript{149} Moreover, some authors have authoritatively argued that ICTR represents a reincarnation of the Nuremberg legacy of Victors’ justice as manifested through a discriminative failure to prosecute the RPF side of the conflict.\textsuperscript{150}

### 2.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the concept of prosecutorial discretion which traces its origins from the English common law has been described in different ways by different authors. Nevertheless, there is a general consensus that it is generally ingrained in most of the criminal legal systems in the world. Further, it’s applicability in the dispensation of criminal justice has been characterized by divergent views on whether it has any usefulness or it should be discarded.

However, despite the competing opinions, the concept has and continues to occupy a central position in international criminal law. As already discussed in this chapter, although the concept did not exquisitely manifest itself in the course of prosecutions before the IMT and IMTFE, it however found its way during trials at the Ad hoc tribunals namely the ICTR, ICTY and Sierra Leone. The concept has also found itself at the centre of litigation at the ICC through the provisions of the Rome Statute. The following chapter therefore delineates the scope and applicability of the concept at the ICC.

\textsuperscript{149}For example see, Frederiek de Vlaming, ‘The Yugoslavia Tribunal and the Selection of Defendants’ (2012) 4 Amsterdam Law forum 89,102. The author observes: “Prosecutorial policies at the ICTY lacked transparency. Grounds for selecting defendants were often opaque. Understandably, during the early years, the prosecutor shied away from publishing information on how he selected particular targets because he was unsure whether he could get enough assistance and resources. Over the years, especially after the completion strategy was issued, the prosecutor became more open about considerations and choices, although no official policy document was ever published. Complete openness may not always be feasible in the highly politicized context of international tribunals. To avoid perceived bias or politicization of the selection process, however, prosecutors should be as clear as possible about the grounds for prosecution”.

CHAPTER THREE

PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION UNDER THE ROME STATUTE

3.0 Introduction

In a nutshell, this chapter briefly explains the genesis of prosecutorial discretion at the ICC. It also captures the prerequisites that must be met by the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) before it exercises its prosecutorial discretionary powers. These are jurisdiction, triggering authority and admissibility. The chapter also covers areas in which the OTP has the greatest discretion which include carrying out investigations, screening cases and choosing charges and defendants as well as determining admissibility of the selected cases. Lastly, the chapter discusses the existing checks for controlling prosecutorial discretion as provided for under the Statute but concludes that the same are inadequate and therefore, there is a need for a remedy.

3.1 The International Criminal Court in Context

The International Criminal Court has (ICC) been said to represent a quantum leap in the enforcement of international criminal law, a monumental response to the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole and that it stands as a determination that de facto impunity should no longer be enjoyed by those perpetrating genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity by ensuring that cases are tried even when states are unwilling or unable to do so themselves.\(^1\) It represents the latest chapter in the evolution of an international legal order once concerned primarily with the mutual relations of states\(^2\) but now increasingly focused on the rights and obligations of individuals.\(^3\)

---


\(^2\) Indeed, international law has traditionally been defined as the body of rules which nations recognize as binding upon one another in their mutual relations. This approach was adopted by the Permanent Court of International Justice in The SS Lotus (France V. Turkey) Case 10, 1927 P.C.I.J Serial A No 18 which stated: ‘International law governs relations between independent states. The rules of law binding states therefore emanate from their own free will as expressed in conventions (treaties) or by usage (customary state practice) generally accepted as
Although the court began operations in The Hague, Netherlands on 11 March 2003, the Statute establishing the court was a culmination of efforts organized by the UN General Assembly ultimately leading to the UN Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (the Rome Conference), held in Rome from 15 June to 17 July 1998, at which the delegates from over 160 states negotiated and approved the final text of the Rome statute. Challenges at the conference were bountiful but the main areas of contention involved defining court’s jurisdiction, especially the question whether the court would have automatic jurisdiction, the role and status of the prosecutor, and the court’s relationship with the UN, especially the Security Council. Ultimately, these challenges were somehow surmounted the upshot being that provisions regarding crimes within the jurisdiction of the court, trigger mechanisms and admissibility are now fully implanted in the Rome Statute.

expressing principles of law and established in order to regulate relations between these coexisting independent communities or with view to achieving common aims’.


6 Gerhard Werle, Principles of International Criminal Law (2nd edition, T.M.C.Asser Press 2009) 21. The author explains, “regarding the scope of courts jurisdiction, it was not possible for the pro-court states to achieve their goal of extending the court’s jurisdiction, under the principle of universal jurisdiction, to all crimes under international law, regardless of where, by whom, or against whom they had been committed. The orientation toward the territoriality and personality principle that was ultimately enshrined as a compromise in the ICC Statute creates sensitive gaps in the court’s jurisdiction. Also controversial to the end was the question on who should be empowered to initiate trials before the court (trigger mechanisms); here the pro-court coalition was at least partially successful. Under the provisions finally adopted in the ICC statute, the prosecutor, like the Security Council and the parties to the treaty, has the right to initiate investigations. On the one hand, as far as the Security Council is concerned, dominated as it is by five powers, there were fears that giving it too strong a position would polarize the court’s work and call its overall credibility into question; on the other hand, negotiators wished to make it possible for the veto powers to agree to the Statute. The prosecutor’s right, corresponding to the powers of the prosecutor of the ICTY and ICTR; to initiate investigations of his or her own accord was viewed as an indispensable guarantor of the court’s independence”.

Interestingly, it is some of these provisions as embedded in the statute that put the ICC prosecutor in a discomfited position whereby exercising prosecutorial discretion is not much of a choice.

Notably, the Office of The prosecutor (OTP) is an organ of the ICC created under the statute and under a peremptory duty to act independently and be responsible for receiving referrals and any substantiated information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court, for examining them and for conducting investigations and prosecutions before the Court.\(^8\) In doing so a member of the Office shall not seek (theoretically) or act on instructions from any external source.\(^9\)

### 3.2 The Contours of Prosecutorial Discretion under the ICC Statute: Historical Genesis

As already put\(^10\) prosecutorial discretion is the authority to or not to assert power, or not to assert it to the full extent authorized by the law\(^11\) and whose origin under the Rome Statute is traceable to the first draft of treaty that would eventually become the Rome statute produced by the International Law Commission (ILC) in 1994.\(^12\) Although the draft itself did not allow the prosecutor to initiate a case in absence of either state or Security Council (SC) referral, it however formed a formidable basis upon which the Preparatory Committee delegates would explore a possibility of entrenching powers of the prosecutor to act *proprio motu* in the final statute.\(^13\) The ILC in its astuteness had held that *proprio motu* powers were not advisable ‘at the present stage of development of the international legal system’.\(^14\)

---

\(^8\)Article 42(1) ICC Statute.  
\(^9\)Ibid.  
\(^10\)See chapter 2 generally.  
\(^14\)Ibid.
Once negotiations turned on to the Preparatory Committee, delegates suggested that the prosecutor should have the ability to initiate investigations based on information received from non state sources such as individuals and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).\textsuperscript{15} The question whether or not to authorize the prosecutor to initiate investigations without a state or SC referral became one of the most litigious issues in the negotiations over the statute.\textsuperscript{16} Both the cohorts and the challengers of a prosecutor with\textit{ proprio motu} powers pivoted their cases on trepidations of politicizing the court. Challengers opined that the prosecutor could become either a ‘lone ranger running wild\textsuperscript{17} around the world targeting highly sensitive political situations or a weak figure who would be subject to manipulation by states, NGOs, and other groups who would seek to use the power of the ICC as a bargaining chip in political negotiations.\textsuperscript{18} Proponents of\textit{ proprio motu} powers posited that limiting the prosecutor’s investigatory ability to situations identified by


\textsuperscript{16} Indeed Antonio Cassese, \textit{International Criminal law} (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, Oxford University press 2008) 328-329 has explained that three major groupings of states emerged. The first was the group of so called like minded states, which included countries from all regions of the world and was to a large extent led by Canada and Australia. This group favoured a fairly strong court with broad and automatic jurisdiction, the establishment of an independent prosecutor empowered to initiate proceedings, and a sweeping definition of war crimes embracing crimes committed in internal armed conflicts. A second group comprised of the permanent members of the Security Council however minus France and UK which had joined the like minded states. The three remaining permanent members, and in particular the USA, were opposed to automatic jurisdiction and to granting to the prosecutor the power to initiate proceedings. By the same token they were eager to assign extensive tasks to the Council. This body was to be empowered both to refer matters and to prevent cases from being brought to the court. In addition, these states were opposed both to envisaging aggression among the crimes subject to the court’s jurisdiction, and to including any reference to the use of nuclear weapons among violations of humanitarian law over which court was to exercise jurisdiction. The third grouping embraced members of the non- aligned- movement (NAM). They insisted on envisaging aggression among the crimes provided for in the statute; some of them including Barbados, Dominica, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago pressed for inclusion of drug trafficking while India, Sri Lanka, Algeria and Turkey supported providing for terrorism. They strongly opposed the assignment of any role to the SC and opposed any jurisdiction over war crimes committed in internal armed conflicts. In contrast, they insisted on inclusion of death penalty among possible penalties. A group of distinguished diplomats, and in particular the Canadian Phillipe Kirsch, who chaired the Committee of the Whole (where major points of the draft statute were substantially negotiated) must be credited with having been able skilfully to devise and suggest a number of compromise formulae that in the event permitted the conference to adopt the statute by 120 votes to 7(USA, Israel, Libya, Iraq, China, Syria, Sudan) with 20 abstentions.

\textsuperscript{17} Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) \textit{97American Journal of International Law} 510,513.

 overtly political institutions like the states and SC would lead to colossal decimation of the independence and credibility of the court as a whole.\textsuperscript{19}

NGOs in particular were adamant that limiting the triggering of the ICC’s jurisdiction to states and the SC would amount to politicization of the court and further argued that states’ historical reluctance to use the existing state complaint procedures in human rights mechanisms indicated that they would be equally disinclined to incur the political costs of referring cases to the ICC.\textsuperscript{20} The United States (US) on the other hand argued that allowing the prosecutor to initiate investigations based on information from non state entities would submerge the prosecutor with frivolous complaints and for this reason the ICC regime needed a screen which could only be provided by the SC and the states, to distinguish between cases that deserved to be heard by the court and those which did not.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, the United States demanded the power to divest the Prosecutor of the ability to investigate a case if it were being considered by the SC under the Council’s Chapter VII authority. Since any member of the Council can put measures on the SC’s agenda, under this proposal the United States could have removed any case from the ICC’s purview.\textsuperscript{22} The U.S. position was rejected. The delegates at Rome found making the Court formally subordinate to political institutions, and especially to the SC, incompatible with the purpose of the ICC. In the final version of the Statute, the SC has only limited ability to restrict the prosecutor’s discretion.\textsuperscript{23} Despite the delegates’ rejection of the Security Council as the ultimate regulator of the ICC’s jurisdiction, many states recognized the danger posed by arming the prosecutor with unfettered discretion. In March 1998, a few months before the convening of the Rome Conference, Germany and Argentina introduced a proposal that granted the Prosecutor \textit{proprio motu} powers but also provided a check on his discretion at an early stage of the

\textsuperscript{19}Ibid 178.
\textsuperscript{23}Rome Statute of The International Criminal Court, Article 16.
According to this proposal, the prosecutor’s independent decision to initiate an investigation would be subject to judicial review by a pretrial chamber before the prosecutor could actually proceed with the investigation. This proposal was eventually incorporated into the Rome Statute, which allows for the Prosecutor to commence investigations on his own initiative. This axiomatically created an avenue for exercising his discretion which forms the basis of this paper.

3.3 Prosecutorial Discretion under the ICC Statute: Preconditions to the ICC Trial Processes

It is worth noting that the exercise of prosecutorial discretion in the ICC processes is not that mechanical. Before the prosecutor can exercise his discretion, certain prerequisites must be met as hereunder delineated.

3.3.1 Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction has simply been defined as the practical authority granted to a formally constituted legal body or political leader to deal with and make pronouncements on and, by implication, to administer justice within a defined area of responsibility. The quintessence of jurisdiction was demonstrated by the Kenya Court of Appeal when it stated thus:

Jurisdiction is everything. Without it, a court has no power to take one more step.
Where a court has no jurisdiction, there would be no basis for continuation of proceedings pending other evidence. A court of law must down tools in respect of the matter before it the moment it holds the opinion that it is without jurisdiction.

In fact, the ICC itself has in the Decision on the Confirmation of Charges in the case of *The Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang* underscored the importance of jurisdiction by stating thus:

25 Ibid.
This chamber has stated on different occasions that, regardless of language of article 19(1) of the statute, which requires an assessment of whether the court has the competence to adjudicate the case sub judice, any judicial body has the power to determine its own jurisdiction, even in the absence of an explicit reference to that effect. This is an essential component in the exercise of any judicial body of its functions and is derived from the well recognized principle of la compétence de la compétence.

Correspondingly, the prosecutor may involve himself only in cases where the court has jurisdiction to intervene. Under the Rome Statute, the ICC jurisdiction and - by extension the prosecutor’s- is limited to cases alleging the commission of crimes against humanity, war crimes or genocide as defined under the statute. The crimes must have occurred after July 1, 2002, the date of entry into force of the Statute. Unless the Security Council has referred the relevant situation to the prosecutor, the ICC (and the prosecutor) will not have jurisdiction over the case unless either the state where the alleged crime has occurred or state whose national is accused of committing the crime has ratified the Statute. Generally however, the prosecutor must have familiarized himself with the provisions of Article 20 of the Statute on ne bis in idem which may loosely be translated to mean the rule against double jeopardy.

29For an exposition, see the Rome Statute, Articles 5-8.
30Ibid Article 11 basically on Jurisdiction Ratione Temporis. See also Thomas Hethe Clark, ‘The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Amnesties, and the “Interests of Justice”: Striking a Delicate Balance’ (2005) 4 Washington University Global Studies Law Review 389,394-395,See also Joseph M. Isanga, ‘International Criminal Court Ten Years Later’ (2013) 21 Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative law 235, 264. The author states ‘...the chamber concludes that this expression means “that an examination of the necessary jurisdictional prerequisites under the statute must be undertaken. Citing to the jurisprudence of the ICC, the chamber noted that: For a crime to fall within the jurisdiction of the court it has to satisfy the following conditions: (1) it must fall within the category of crimes referred to in article 5 and defined in articles 6,7, and 8 of the statute (jurisdiction ratione materiae); (II) it must fulfill the temporal requirements specified under article 11 of the statute (jurisdiction ratione temporis); and (III) it must meet one of the two alternative requirements embodied in article 12 of the statute (jurisdiction ratione loci and jurisdiction ratione personae).
31Ibid Article 12 (3).
3.3.2 Triggering Authority

The Rome Statute envisages three trigger mechanisms whereby notitia criminis may be received by the prosecutor. They include Security Council referral, state party referral and prosecutorial own initiative. The first two mechanisms are a manifestation of state sovereignty through either the action of one state or that of the international community, acting collectively through the Security Council and further, they correspond closely to the conception presented in the draft statute prepared by the ILC and submitted to the UNGA in 1994 whereby the court was to be a facility available to states parties to its statute and in certain cases to the Security Council, who alone were empowered to initiate investigations. The third mode was a post ILC drafting phase innovation and allows the prosecutor to identify crimes within the jurisdiction of the court that he proposes to investigate, although judicial authorization is required for him to proceed. It is however worth noting that whatever trigger mechanism is employed, once this has taken place, the prosecutor has great discretion in the selection of cases.

3.3.3 Admissibility

The prosecutor will only exercise his mandate if the case is admissible. The admissibility provisions in the Rome Statute have several consequences to the prosecutor. First, they ensure that his prosecutions are complementary to national prosecutions and they restrict his proprio

---


34 Rome Statute, Article 13


36 Ibid Article 15.


41 Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the
motu powers thus creating a complex and potentially politically charged series of procedural hurdles that he must negotiate.\textsuperscript{42} The prosecutor must according to Article 15 ‘analyze the seriousness of the information from states, organs of the UN, NGO’s or intergovernmental organizations or other reliable sources that he or she deems appropriate, and may receive written or oral testimony at the seat of the court\textsuperscript{43} and if he decides that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with investigation, he must so notify all states that would normally exercise jurisdiction over the crime.\textsuperscript{44} Where one of these states enlightens the prosecutor that it is or has investigated the architects within its jurisdiction and requests the prosecutor not to proceed, he is obliged to
defer to that state’s investigation. The prosecutor is however allowed to challenge the state’s assertion that the case is inadmissible in the ICC because of an ongoing domestic investigation or prosecution and may urge the pre trial chamber to find a case admissible in the face of a domesticate investigation or prosecution if the state is unwilling or unable to investigate or prosecute the case. In The Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang the prosecutor successfully challenged Kenya’s application to defer the case on account of inadmissibility.46

The Appeals Chamber in dismissing the application stated:

> The Admissibility Challenge that gave rise to the present appeal was brought under article 19 (2) (b) of the Statute in relation to a case in which a summons to appear has been issued against specific suspects for specific conduct. Accordingly, as regards the present appeal, the ‘case’ in terms of article 17 (1)(a) is the case as defined in the summons. This case is only inadmissible before the Court if the same suspects are being investigated by Kenya for substantially the same conduct. The words ‘is being investigated’, in this context, signify the taking of steps directed at ascertaining whether those suspects are responsible for that conduct, for instance by interviewing witnesses or suspects, collecting documentary evidence, or carrying out forensic analyses. The mere preparedness to take such steps or the investigation of other suspects is not sufficient. This is because unless investigative steps are actually taken in relation to the suspects who are the subject of the proceedings before the Court, it cannot be said that the same case is (currently) under investigation by the Court and by a national jurisdiction, and there is therefore no conflict of jurisdictions. It should be underlined, however, that determining the existence of an investigation must be distinguished from assessing whether the State is "unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution..........

The admissibility proceedings ought to be handled with caution and sobriety as they define the commencement or pursuance of an investigation by the prosecutor and also for the reason that

45Ibid Article 18(2)
the admissibility regime essentially requires the prosecutor to put domestic system justice system to trial.\textsuperscript{47}

The Prosecutor will have to prove either that a state’s criminal justice system is incompetent or that it is being manipulated by the state’s government. These questions have far-ranging political overtones, and generally pose a significant challenge for the ICC’s prosecutor.\textsuperscript{48}

### 3.4 Prosecutorial Discretion at the ICC: Understanding the Bedrock

As already stated\textsuperscript{49} discretion impels prosecutors to reach decisions that collectively impinge on the criminal justice as a whole\textsuperscript{50} thus obliging them to make judgments about the purpose and priorities of their particular systems.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, prosecutorial function assumes a special importance in criminal systems characterized by a large measure of prosecutorial discretion.\textsuperscript{52} Undeniably, the prosecutor exercises his discretionary roles most profoundly in investigations, screening and choosing charges and determining admissibility as rightly observed in \textit{Prosecutor v Akayesu}\textsuperscript{53} whereby the ICTR Appeals Chamber insisted thus:

> Investigation and prosecution of persons responsible for serious violations within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal fall to the prosecutor and.....it is her responsibility to ‘assess the information received or obtained and decide whether there is sufficient basis to proceed. ‘In many criminal justice systems, the entity responsible for prosecutions has finite financial and human resources and can not realistically be expected to prosecute every offender which may fall within the strict terms of its jurisdictions. It must of necessity make decisions as to the nature of the crimes and the offenders to be prosecuted. The prosecutor has a broad discretion in relations to the initiation of investigations and preparation of indictments……..’.

The following therefore typifies the areas in which the ICC prosecutor has the greatest discretion.

\textsuperscript{47} Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) 97\textit{American Journal of International Law} 510,517.

\textsuperscript{48}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{49}See Chapter 2 generally


\textsuperscript{52}Danner (n 13) 519

\textsuperscript{53}\textit{Prosecutor v Akayesu} Judgment, ICTR-96-4-A, Appeals Chamber, 1 June 2001, 94-96.
3.4.1 Investigations

Undeniably, the prosecutor under the ICC regime is vested with discretionary power to pursue an investigation and the related power to decline the same. Specifically, the OTP is assigned the responsibility of receiving referrals and any substantiated information on crimes within the jurisdiction of the court and conducting investigations and prosecutions before the court. Consequently, he faces an avalanche of complaints from NGO’s, victims and other individuals alleging commission of crimes within the court’s jurisdiction. He may also be triggered into action by the Security Council or states. Incontestably, the prosecutor is therefore left in a situation whereby he has to exercise discretion in deciding what to investigate and what to ignore. Furthermore, the ICC Rules of Procedure and Evidence, as well as certain articles in the Statute, establish that the prosecutor may exercise his discretion to decline to investigate cases, even where he believes that a crime within the jurisdiction of the court has occurred. Moreover, resource constraints, a potent brake even on over prosecution in domestic systems will also limit the ICC prosecutor’s ability to pursue all meritorious cases. Given that the ICC prosecutor is enjoined to establish the truth of the events in question and also to investigate incriminating and exonerating circumstances equally, his duty to investigate is broad and requires enormous resources than what would ordinarily be required on a search based solely on
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57 William A. Schabas, An Introduction to the International Criminal Court (2nd edition Cambridge University Press 2004) 100. The author notes the likelihood of some states lobbying the prosecutor to initiate investigations proprio motu, even if the state could have referred the case to the prosecutor itself. The result would be the same, but they will save diplomatic discomforts that accompany public denunciation.

58 Ibid. See for example Article 53. The prosecutor may decline to investigate in “interest of justice”.


60 Rome Statute, Article 54(1)
incriminating evidence. This unavoidably highlights the necessity of prosecutorial discretion to prevent overwhelming the investigatory functions of the OTP.

Selectivity in light of limited resources is particularly more pronounced in the ICC as the court has permanent jurisdiction over a high number of potential cases. Obligating the prosecutor to launch investigations into all such cases would be a practical impossibility and therefore, the prosecutor is expected to be highly selective both in launching an investigation against only those individuals liable for the most serious offences and, as there are no official means to plea bargain, in selecting the charges to be applied.

Similarly as international criminal courts and tribunals have historically been established in the wake of widespread armed conflicts, these courts have jurisdiction over, potentially, thousands of cases thus making the trial of every potential offence a practical impossibility and the prosecutor must as a matter of necessity be selective in deciding which cases to investigate in order not to overload the system. This additionally forms one of the numerous reasons for including prosecutorial discretion within the ICC mandates.

A more principled reason for anchoring prosecutorial discretion into the ICC Statute is that it forms the cornerstone of prosecutorial independence given that it insulates the prosecutor from political interests and promotes impartiality and independence. Arguably, the ICC will be able to hold all persons accountable regardless of their position or political interests of states only if it exercises discretion to investigate cases independently.

### 3.4.2 Screening Cases and Choosing Charges

Apart from selecting situations to investigate, the prosecutor determines which individuals to charge and with which crimes. These screening decisions undoubtedly shape the content of the

---

62 Ibid.
64 Ibid 76.
65 Ibid.
cases to be heard by the ICC and determine the overall direction of the institution. The statute also rubberstamps the prosecutor’s discretion to screen and select charges by declaring that that the OTP, ‘shall act independently as a separate organ of the court’ and further that no external entity can direct the prosecutor to charge cases against particular individuals. Screening determinations will be particularly difficult for the prosecutor. The kind of crimes that fall within the court’s jurisdiction are typically committed by multiple perpetrators, not all of whom could be tried by the court because of constraints on its resources. This problem has been articulated by the prosecutor of the ad hoc tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda in her address to the SC who states that ‘even limiting her focus to high level accused, she has been forced to select cases from “many thousands of significant targets”. That any prosecutions in an international forum will necessarily involve only a few accused rather than the many that might have been pursued highlights the problem posed by discretion; it can be used in a way that produces arbitrary or even worse, discriminatory results. Discretion makes easy the arbitrary, the discriminatory and the oppressive and produces inequality of treatment and the fact that the Rome Statute is almost totally silent with policy questions about which potential accused should be pursued by the prosecutor exacerbates the situation. While the statute provides that the Court has jurisdiction over persons for the most serious crimes of international concern it does not however provide guidance on how the prosecutor should treat this provision.

In addition, the prosecutor will have to determine which charges to bring against the individuals he has decided to prosecute. Conspicuously, deciding how many charges to bring and for what

---


68 The Rome Statute, Article 42(1).

69 Ibid.


73 Ibid.


75 The preamble and also Articles 1, 5 and 8.

kind of crimes will significantly affect the complexity, length and character of individual cases heard by the court. Furthermore, the significance of the prosecutor’s charging decisions takes on heightened importance in the light of the statute’s disavowal of plea bargaining.\textsuperscript{77}

While it may be rightly said that the prosecutor has discretion in the choice of charges, it must also be appreciated that this discretion is not untrammeled. The choice is never absolute since it is usually under judicial scrutiny.\textsuperscript{78} Precisely, the PTC in \textit{Prosecutor vs. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo}\textsuperscript{79} stated that pursuant to Article 61(7), it could either confirm the charges once it is satisfied that there is sufficient evidence or decline to confirm the charges all together. Interestingly, the PTC may also adjourn the hearing and request the prosecutor to consider amending the charge if the evidence submitted appears to establish a different crime within the jurisdiction of the court.\textsuperscript{80} The discretionary powers to amend charges are also under judicial watch. After charges have been confirmed, the prosecutor may only amend charges after the PTC has permitted and after notice to the accused.\textsuperscript{81} Moreover if the prosecutor wishes to bring additional charges or substitute more serious charges, a hearing to confirm the charges must be held.\textsuperscript{82} Arguably, the control powers by the PTC at the confirmation stage have potential to influence charges in a particular case and charging practice in general.

Additionally, it is also worth noting that the TC in its decision under Article 74, may change the legal characterization of facts to accord with the crimes under articles 6, 7 or 8, or to accord with the form of participation of the accused under articles 25 and 28, without exceeding the facts and circumstances described in the charges and any amendments to the charges.\textsuperscript{83} Once done in the right manner, the recharacterization has the capability of curtailing the prosecutor’s discretion in dealing with his initial choice of charges more so because it may result to prosecutor prosecuting something other than he planned to do based on evidence available to him.\textsuperscript{84} The AC in

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{78} See Article 61 generally.
\textsuperscript{79} Decision on confirmation of charges, ICC-01/04-01/06-803-tEN 14-05-2007 par 33.
\textsuperscript{80} Ibid. See also Article 61(7) (c) (ii)
\textsuperscript{81} Article 61(9).
\textsuperscript{82} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{83} Regulations of the International Criminal Court, Regulation 55(1).
Prosecutor vs. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo\textsuperscript{85} noted that Regulation 55 was necessary for the routine functioning of the court and that Article 61(9) did not foreclose the possibility that a TC can modify legal characterization of facts. However, it insisted that these powers may not be used to exceed the facts and circumstances described in the charges and amendment thereto.\textsuperscript{86} Moreover, the new facts and circumstances not described in the charges may only be added under article 69(1) of the Statute.\textsuperscript{87} Otherwise, to give TC the power to extend \textit{proprio motu} the scope of trial to facts not alleged by the prosecutor would be contrary to distribution of power under the statute.\textsuperscript{88}

3.4.3 Determining Admissibility

Generally, it must be appreciated that the Rome Statute bestows upon the prosecutor both the obligatory and discretionary powers in determination of admissibility. For example, when seeking authorization to open an investigation, the prosecutor is obligated to satisfy the Pre-Trial Chamber through tendering of ‘any supporting material collected’ that the situation or a case is admissible.\textsuperscript{89} The victims may also make presentations in support thereof to the Pre-Trial Chamber in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and evidence.\textsuperscript{90} Moreover, during the confirmation of charges hearing, the prosecutor is under a duty to ‘support each charge with sufficient evidence to establish substantial grounds to believe that the person committed the crime charged’.\textsuperscript{91} Adherence to these provisions is imperative since acting contrary thereto may lead to undesirable results for the OTP including a decline of an authorization to investigate\textsuperscript{92} and non confirmation of charges.\textsuperscript{93}

On the other hand, Article 19 of the Statute allows a party to mount an admissibility challenge and equally, the regime also confers upon the ICC prosecutor discretion to challenge or not to

\textsuperscript{85} Judgment on the appeals of Mr Lubanga Dyilo and the Prosecutor against the Decision of Trial Chamber I of 14 July 2009 entitled "Decision giving notice to the parties and participants that the legal characterization of the facts may be subject to change in accordance with Regulation 55(2) of the Regulations of the Court, ICC-01/04-01/06-2205.
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid. par.88
\textsuperscript{87} Ibid. par.94.
\textsuperscript{88} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{89} Article 15.
\textsuperscript{90} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{91} Article 61(5).
\textsuperscript{92} Article 15 (5).
\textsuperscript{93} Article 61(7) (b).
challenge a party’s assertion of inadmissibility.\textsuperscript{94} In this regard, the prosecutor has discretion to demonstrate to the ICC that the concerned state is unable or unwilling genuinely to carry out investigations or prosecution or its decision not to prosecute the person concerned has resulted from its unwillingness or inability to genuinely prosecute that person; and secondly the case is of sufficient gravity to justify the exercise of court’s jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{95}

The prosecutor’s discretion with regard to this question carries unmistakable political overtones. Moreover, the admissibility regime particularly the prosecutor’s ability to challenge a state’s willingness to investigate or prosecute forces the prosecutor to decide whether and when to pit the credibility of the court against a state whose leaders presumably deny that they are unwilling to prosecute.\textsuperscript{96} Therefore, the high stakes nature of admissibility questions further highlights the importance of prosecutorial discretion.\textsuperscript{97}

3.5 Controlling Prosecutorial Discretion at the ICC: Threshold and Limitations

As hereinbefore noted, prosecutorial discretion is a concept already generally embedded in the Rome Statute. Opinions however differ on whether or not proper checks are in place to avoid its misuse which may amount to discrimination, ill will and a generalized miscarriage of justice.\textsuperscript{98} The questions that supplicate for responses at this juncture are whether or not there exist any checks on the enormous discretion wielded by the prosecutor and whether or not the same are sufficient so as to diffuse fears that they are inadequate. It is opined herein that the statute provides for checks but some are generally inadequate on account of the fact that their contours are ill demarcated and consequently there is need for a remedy.

\textsuperscript{94} See for example The Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang, Decision on the Application by the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to Article 19(2) (b) of the Statute, ICC-01/09-01/11-307.


\textsuperscript{96} Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) 97American Journal of International Law 510,521.

\textsuperscript{97} Ibid.

3.5.1 Judicial Control of Prosecutorial Discretion

It must be appreciated that the exercise of prosecutorial discretionary powers by the OTP are at various stages subjected to judicial control. Compared to other control mechanisms (reasonable basis test, gravity threshold and interests of justice- discussed below), judicial control is less controversial simply because the Statute has, to its credit, laid bare on how it is to be applied. Judicial control is as provided under certain provisions which are; Article 15 relating to authorization on commencement of investigations, Article 61 on confirmation of charges and Regulation 55 on the recharacterization of facts.

3.5.1.1 Judicial Control on Commencement of Investigations

On basis of information from any reliable source including Inter- Governmental Organizations and NGOs the Prosecutor can initiate investigations ex officio.99 If he is of the opinion that a reasonable basis for an investigation exists, he must apply to the PTC for permission to proceed with the investigations.100 Only if the PTC is satisfied that there is sufficient basis for an investigation can the Prosecutor actually commence the proper investigations.101 If, according to the PTC, a sufficient basis is lacking, the Prosecutor may only present another request on the basis of other facts or fresh evidence.102 If before applying to the PTC, the Prosecutor realizes that the information is insufficient, he must inform the parties concerned. This does not however preclude further investigations on basis of fresh evidence.103 Arguably, this is not an onerous burden.104 The Prosecutor may discharge it by merely showing that “there is smoke”; and there can no smoke without fire.105 Simply, representations of states and credible reports from reputable Inter- Governmental Organizations, NGOs and media houses should suffice to provide the necessary basis for the investigations.
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99 Articles 13 (c) in conjunction with Article 15
100 Ibid, Article 15(3).
101 Article 15(4).
102 Article 15(5).
103 Article 15(6).
105 Ibid.
3.5.1.2 Judicial Control During the Confirmation of Charges

On receiving authorization, the Prosecutor must investigate incriminating and exonerating circumstances. If, after the investigation, the prosecutor determines that there exists sufficient evidence to establish substantial ground to believe that a given suspect committed a crime within the Statute he must proceed to prepare the appropriate charges which the PTC must confirm. Backed with sufficient evidence, the Prosecutor must satisfy the PTC that there exist substantial grounds to believe that the indictee committed each of these crimes charged. The PTC may either confirm the charges once it is satisfied that there is sufficient evidence or decline to confirm the charges all together. Interestingly, the PTC may also adjourn the hearing and request the prosecutor to consider amending the charge if the evidence submitted appears to establish a different crime within the jurisdiction of the court. Notably, after charges have been confirmed, the prosecutor may only amend charges after the PTC has permitted and after notice to the accused. Moreover if the prosecutor wishes to bring additional charges or substitute more serious charges, a hearing to confirm the charges must be held. On charges withdrawal, the OTP may only do so with the permission of the TC where it is done after the trial has commenced and needless to say, the Chamber will not automatically grant the request.

3.5.1.2 Judicial Control and the Recharacterization of Facts

The recharacterization of facts stems from a renowned principle *iura novit curia* (the court knows the law) whereby the Prosecutor’s legal characterization is not binding but merely a recommendation and therefore allowing a TC to ‘modify the legal characterization of facts; that is, to determine that the facts and circumstances pleaded in the charges should be characterized as a different crime or a different form of participation from that which prosecutor has chosen. At the ICC, Regulation 55 of the Court Regulations establishes the principle. Done rightly, the recharacterization has the capability of curtailing the prosecutor’s discretion in
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106 Article 54(1).
107 Article 61.
108 Article 61(7).
109 *Prosecutor vs. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo* Decision on confirmation of charges, ICC-01/04-01/06-803-tEN 14-05-2007 par 33.
110 Ibid. See also Article 61(7) (c) (ii).
111 Article 61(9).
112 Ibid.
113 Article 61(9).
dealing with his initial choice of charges more so because it may result to prosecutor prosecuting something other than he planned to do based on evidence available to him.\textsuperscript{115}

In \textit{Prosecutor vs. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo},\textsuperscript{116} the AC had an opportunity to give an exposition on the context in which the TC could recharacterize facts. This was after the TC had after the victims’ representatives sought an additional legal characterization of the facts as sexual slavery, a war crime or crime against humanity under the Rome Statute, and inhuman and/or cruel treatment as a crime against humanity under the Statute, allowed the same. The application for re-characterization referenced the testimony of numerous prosecution witnesses indicating that the FPLC’s child conscripts endured inhuman and cruel treatment as well as sexual violence.\textsuperscript{117} The victims’ representatives also highlighted U.N. reports that FPLC child soldiers were exposed to hard labour, food rations and grueling punishment and that girls in particular were recruited by the militia as sex slaves.\textsuperscript{118} On the basis of such evidence already in the record, the victims’ representatives argued, the charges against Lubanga should be supplemented to include inhuman/cruel treatment and sexual slavery.\textsuperscript{119}

While allowing the re-characterization, the TC opined that sub-regulation (2) did not expressly limit a legal characterization to the facts and circumstances described in the charges and that any re-characterization under this provision - that is, any re-characterization during trial- could exceed the factual scope of the charges.\textsuperscript{120} As further support for its conclusion, the majority reasoned that the due process procedures set out in sub-regulation (3) would only be necessary if new factual bases for charges were allowed.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{115}\textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{116} Judgment on the appeals of Mr Lubanga Dyilo and the Prosecutor against the Decision of Trial Chamber I of 14 July 2009 entitled ”Decision giving notice to the parties and participants that the legal characterization of the facts may be subject to change in accordance with Regulation 55(2) of the Regulations of the Court, ICC-01/04-01/06-2205.}
\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Prosecutor v. Lubanga}, Joint Application of the Legal Representatives of the Victims for the Implementation of the Procedure under Regulation 55 of the Regulations of the Court, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06.
\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Ibid}, par.23.
\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Ibid}, par.42.
\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Prosecutor v. Lubanga}, Decision giving notice to the parties and participants that the legal characterization of the facts may be subject to change in accordance with Regulation 55(2) of the Regulations of the Court, ICC-01/04-01/06 par.31.
\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Ibid} par. 29-31. In particular, ‘A right to call new evidence or to examine previous witnesses is only relevant to challenge evidence that is provided to substantiate a different factual basis.
While reversing the TC’s ruling, the AC\(^{122}\) observed *inter alia* that Regulation 55 was necessary for the routine functioning of the court. However, it insisted that these powers may not be used to exceed the facts and circumstances described in the charges and amendment thereto.\(^{123}\) Moreover, the new facts and circumstances not described in the charges may only be added under article 69(1) of the Statute.\(^{124}\) Otherwise, to give TC the power to extend *proprio motu* the scope of trial to facts not alleged by the prosecutor would be contrary to distribution of power under the statute.\(^{125}\) The AC also found Trial Chamber I’s justification for permitting a change in the legal characterization of the facts “extremely thin” because no details on the elements of the offences to be considered were included nor was there any analysis on how such elements might be covered by the facts and circumstances described in the charges.\(^{126}\)

As already observed, the judicial control mechanism is far less controversial when compared with other mechanisms discussed below. This may be attributable to the fact that, unlike others, it is never marred with OTP’s subjectivity.

### 3.5.2 Reasonable Basis Test

The reasonable basis test is captured under articles 15 and 53 of the statute wherein is provided thus:

> Article 15 (3) If the Prosecutor concludes that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation, he or she shall submit to the Pre-Trial Chamber a request for authorization of an investigation, together with any supporting material collected. Victims may make representations to the Pre-Trial Chamber, in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.

\(^{122}\) Judgment on the appeals of Mr Lubanga Dyilo and the Prosecutor against the Decision of Trial Chamber I of 14 July 2009 entitled “Decision giving notice to the parties and participants that the legal characterization of the facts may be subject to change in accordance with Regulation 55(2) of the Regulations of the Court, ICC-01/04-01/06-2205.”
\(^{123}\) Ibid, par.88
\(^{124}\) Ibid, par.94.
\(^{125}\) Ibid.
\(^{126}\) Ibid, par.109.
15(6) If, after the preliminary examination referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, the Prosecutor concludes that the information provided does not constitute a reasonable basis for an investigation; he or she shall inform those who provided the information. This shall not preclude the Prosecutor from considering further information submitted to him or her regarding the same situation in the light of new facts or evidence.

Article 53 (1) The Prosecutor shall, having evaluated the information made available to him or her, initiate an investigation unless he or she determines that there is no reasonable basis to proceed under this Statute. In deciding whether to initiate an investigation, the Prosecutor shall consider whether:

(a) The information available to the Prosecutor provides a reasonable basis to believe that a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been or is being committed.

From the foregoing, it is noticeable that the ICC prosecutor must determine that there is or there is no reasonable basis to proceed before he can initiate an investigation based on information available to him.127 If he has the basis, he must submit a request for authorization to a pre-trial chamber of the court which may then authorize the commencement of an investigation if it believes there is such a reasonable basis and the case appears to fall within the jurisdiction of the court.128 Although this has been lauded as a positive step towards depoliticizing the investigation process,129 the same is however enshrouded in confusion which arises from two circumstances. First, as various authors130 have rightly held, the criteria for deciding whether to initiate an investigation rely largely on subjective decision by the prosecutor. It is his preserve to
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129 For example see William A. Schabas, ‘Victor’s Justice: Selecting “Situations” at the International Criminal Court’ (2010) 43 John Marshall Law Review 535,541. The author opines: Thus, for the first time, we have an international criminal tribunal where the choice of situations and investigations for prosecution is the prerogative of a judicial official within the institution and not a political body outside it. For most supporters of the Court, this is viewed as its great strength. The Court is largely, if not purely, "depoliticized." The "victor's justice" charge is thereby defeated.
make the subjective calculation on what is reasonable.\textsuperscript{131} This is quite precarious given that even the Statute, the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE) and even the Regulations of the court have not defined what the term “reasonable basis” means as rightly observed by the ICC pre-Trial Chamber II\textsuperscript{132} by averring thus:

Of the three outlined standards, the closest to the "reasonable basis to believe" found in article 53(l)(a) of the Statute is the one required for the issuance of a warrant of arrest pursuant to article 58 of the Statute. Article 58 of the Statute uses almost the same wording, "reasonable grounds to believe", but this standard, as explained below, has a completely different object and purpose. It applies to the criminal responsibility of an individual; something which is not at stake for the authorization of an investigation. \textbf{Since neither the Statute, the Rules, nor the Regulations of the Court define any of these standards, an independent analysis by the Chamber to define the "reasonable basis to believe" standard is warranted.} (Emphasis added).

Although the pre-Trial Chamber may decline to grant leave for an investigation upon request by the prosecutor, it has still acknowledged that at this particular stage, the information available to the prosecutor is ‘neither expected to be comprehensive nor conclusive, if compared to evidence gathered during the investigation’.\textsuperscript{133} This consequently sets a low threshold that the prosecutor can easily surmount in his quest to commence investigation.\textsuperscript{134} There is therefore a dire need for ‘objectifying’ or pinning down the largely subjective criteria by identifying criteria which can be applied to determine what the prosecutor may label as reasonable or not.\textsuperscript{135}

Secondly, it is worth noting that while the decision to espouse an investigation (on the reason of reasonable basis) is subject to the pre-Trial chamber review\textsuperscript{136} the same does not apply when he declines to investigate on determination that there is no reasonable basis to proceed.\textsuperscript{137}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[131] Ibid.
\item[133] Ibid par. 27
\item[135] For example Avril McDonald and Roelof Haveman, ‘Prosecutorial Discretion – Some Thoughts on ‘Objectifying’ the Exercise of Prosecutorial Discretion By the Prosecutor of the ICC’ (2003)3.
\item[136] Articles 15 and 53, Rome Statute.
\end{footnotes}
decision not to investigate after referral may only be reviewed when he decides on his own
motion not to investigate in ‘interests of justice’ but not otherwise. In other cases the
prosecutor is only required to inform the informants that he has concluded that there is no
reasonable basis. Apparently, this gives the prosecutor a great deal of latitude susceptible to
abuse especially when the prosecutor concludes that there is no reasonable basis to proceed in a
certain situation even though all the other factors may be indicating otherwise.

In summation, the inadequacies bedeviling this test may only be attributed to the dearth of a
standard criteria that if formulated would gracefully replace the extant subjectivity which one
author has rightly termed as ‘ill sorted and sometimes hazy’.

3.5.3 The Gravity Criterion
The gravity provisions under Article 53 (1) flow from Article 17 of the Statute. The Articles
provide in part thus:

17(1) Having regard to paragraph 10 of the Preamble and article 1, the Court shall determine
that a case is inadmissible where: …….(d) The case is of sufficient gravity to justify further
action by the Court.

53(1) The Prosecutor shall, having evaluated the information made available to him or her,
initiate an investigation unless he or she determines that there is no reasonable basis to
proceed under this Statute. In deciding whether to initiate an investigation, the Prosecutor
shall consider whether……..(c) Taking into account the gravity of the crime and the interests
of victims, there are nonetheless substantial reasons to believe that an investigation would not
serve the interests of justice.

Just like the reasonable basis test, the gravity criterion is also controversial yet it has been
crucial to the Prosecutor's selection of investigations to initiate and crimes to prosecute and it

---

139 Article 15(6)
generally resides at the epicenter of the legal regime of the ICC.\textsuperscript{144} The controversy is exacerbated by the fact that even the \textit{travaux preparatoires} fail to shed more light on the meaning of the term ‘gravity’ as provided for in the Statute\textsuperscript{145} and further, there is virtually no discussion in academic or judicial sources of the theoretical basis and doctrinal contours of this concept.\textsuperscript{146} This has left the concept of gravity to remain a matter of debate. Indeed various authors have conceded that ‘one of the most contentious issues to be considered before initiating an investigation or prosecution is gravity of the crimes’.\textsuperscript{147}

The ICC however came closest to defining the meaning of the term ‘gravity’ in early 2006 when a three – judge Pre-Trial Chamber (PTC 1) issued a decision setting forth a test for the gravity threshold.\textsuperscript{148} Briefly, the Chamber construed that gravity criterion required that the conduct in question be ‘systematic or in a large scale’ and that due consideration be given to the ‘social harm’ such conduct may have caused to the international community.\textsuperscript{149} Further, it opined that the gravity threshold required the court to prosecute the ‘most senior leaders suspected of being most responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the court in any given situation’.\textsuperscript{150}

However, the test did not offer any help as the Appeals Chamber rejected it for several reasons.\textsuperscript{151} First, it contradicted the drafters’ intent to require that all crimes be systematic or

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[147] For example Ray Murphy, ‘Gravity issues and the International Criminal Court’ (2006) \textit{17 Criminal Law Forum} 281,282. The author argues that despite its focus on the concept of gravity, the Rome Statute provides little guidance regarding how the ICC should apply its gravity standards.
\item[148] \textit{Prosecutor V. Lubanga Dyilo}, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06-08 Corr, Decision Concerning Pre-Trial Chamber 1’s Decision and the incorporation of Documents into the Record of the Case against Mr. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo. Available at \texttt{http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc236260.PDF} Accessed 14 April 2014.
\item[149] Ibid par. 46
\item[150] Ibid par. 50
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
large scale in order to pass gravity threshold.\textsuperscript{152} The requirement of large scale or systematic conduct was [as court held] inconsistent with the definitions of war crimes within the court’s jurisdiction, for which the drafters explicitly rejected such a requirement.\textsuperscript{153} The Chamber also stated that it had not found basis in the Statute for the subjective and conjectural requirement of ‘social harm’ in the international community.\textsuperscript{154} Furthermore it opined that the requirement the target be on the most senior leaders was ill-founded since ‘the statute mentions the ‘most serious crimes’ but not ‘most serious perpetrators’.\textsuperscript{155}

Despite the Appeals Chamber’s rejection of the PTC 1 reasoning, it is poignant that it did not pronounce its own interpretation of gravity threshold provision\textsuperscript{156} thus leaving the prosecutor in a flimsy situation fitting to Danner’s description of a “lone ranger running wild” coming up with policy papers and regulations on investigations and prosecutions that are habitually analyzed and more often than not trashed by the readers.\textsuperscript{157} According to the 2009 OTP Regulations,\textsuperscript{159} the prosecutor shall accord preeminence to various factors such as scale of crimes, nature of crimes, manner of commission and the impact\textsuperscript{160} in order to assess the gravity of crimes allegedly committed in a given situation. This provision is further buttressed by the

\textsuperscript{154}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{155}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{157}Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) 97 American Journal of International Law 510,513.

\textsuperscript{158} For Example, William A. Schabas, ‘Victor’s Justice: Selecting “Situations” at the International Criminal Court’ (2010) 43 John Marshall Law Review 535,549 has ironically questioned whether the 2009 OTP regulations have brought in the much needed objective criteria in determining gravity. Specifically he states: ‘The ‘gravity’ language strikes the observer as little more than obfuscation, a contrived attempt to make the determinations look objective and judicial…….[therefore] the quest for the judicial prosecutor, one who is above politics, and one who is modeled on domestic prosecutors where all serious crimes against the person are addressed regardless of political considerations, is like looking for the Emarald city. It is as elusive as the search for the end of the rainbow. For this reason, the Rome Statute is incomplete…….”
\textsuperscript{160} Ibid, regulation 29(2)
provisions of the OTP’s 2010 Policy Paper on Preliminary Examinations\textsuperscript{161} which concede that the OTP’s assessment of gravity includes ‘non exhaustive quantitative and qualitative considerations’ based on the prevailing facts and circumstances as stipulated in Regulation 29(2) of the OTP Regulations.\textsuperscript{162} The ICC also seems to have adopted this approach\textsuperscript{163} by ruling thus:

In making its assessment, the Chamber considers that gravity may be examined following a quantitative as well as a qualitative approach. Regarding the qualitative dimension, it is not the number of victims that matter but rather the existence of some aggravating or qualitative factors attached to the commission of crimes, which makes it grave. When considering the gravity of the crime(s), several factors concerning sentencing as reflected in rule 145(l)(c) and (2)(b)(iv) of the Rules, could provide useful guidance in such an examination. These factors could be summarized as: (i) the scale of the alleged crimes (including assessment of geographical and temporal intensity); (ii) the nature of the unlawful behaviour or of the crimes allegedly committed; (iii) the employed means for the execution of the crimes (i.e., the manner of their commission); and (iv) the impact of the crimes and the harm caused to victims and their families. In this respect, the victims' representations will be of significant guidance for the Chamber's assessment.

The ICC seems to be dangerously complacent with the extant state of affairs. As a body legally mandated to come up with precedent setting decisions\textsuperscript{164} that would at least settle the ambiguity exhibited by the gravity provisions by coming up with definitive gravity criteria, it has instead, just like the OTP, failed to offer much assistance. This raises two fundamental questions. First, does the applicability of ‘non exhaustive quantitative and qualitative considerations’ by both the OTP and the ICC contravene one of the cardinal principles of international criminal law namely the principle of legality of crimes?\textsuperscript{165} Secondly, is it not therefore true that the powers wielded


\textsuperscript{162}\textsuperscript{162}Ibid, par. 70

\textsuperscript{163}\textsuperscript{163}The International Criminal Court, Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Kenya, ICC -01/09 par 62.

\textsuperscript{164}\textsuperscript{164}Rome Statute, Article 21(2).

\textsuperscript{165}\textsuperscript{165}For an exposition see, Antonio Cassese, International Criminal law (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, Oxford University press 2008) 41-50. The principle of legality of crimes demands for specificity and at the same time creates a ban on analogy. Criminal rules must be detailed as possible, so as to clearly indicate to their addressees the conduct prohibited, namely the objective and subjective elements of the crime. This is aimed at ensuring that all those who may fall under the prohibitions of law in advance which specific behavior is proscribed. The continued use of non exhaustive quantitative and qualitative considerations’ trashes the fundamental ban on analogy whereby both the ICC and the OTP have generally continued to broaden surreptitiously by way of interpretation the scope of gravity criterion so as
by the prosecutor in determining gravity are enormous and the existing mechanisms do not offer an adequate check on the same?

It must be noted that reliance on ‘non exhaustive quantitative and qualitative considerations’ invites the use of *ejusdem generis* canon of statutory construction thus creating an avenue through which the interpreter can add a non existing consideration so as to fit his point of view concerning circumstances facing him at a given time. In as much as the decision thereof may be correct, chances are also rife that the decision may be arbitrary or bad in law altogether.

Moreover, the deficiency in a definitive criterion of the gravity notion does not augur well with the firmly established principle of legality of crimes as it leaves room for ambiguity and offers the prosecutor an opportunity to adopt an interpretation tailor made to suit his wishes. Furthermore, these unchecked prosecutorial powers combined with the ICC’s interpretation may also be seen as a possible move towards supranational supremacy. 166

It is now widely accepted that in the ICC regime, gravity plays an important role in informing the prosecutor’s discretionary selections of situations and cases to pursue. 167 However, it is suggested herein that it would enhance the legitimacy of the entire ICC prosecutorial process if the OTP was to communicate as clearly as possible a definitive criteria it would rely upon in determining whether or not a requisite gravity threshold has been attained so as to warrant investigations and prosecution of cases in a given situation.

3.5.4 Interests of Justice

Another factor that the ICC’s Prosecutor is bound to consider while exercising his discretionary powers is ‘whether …..there are serious reasons to believe that an investigation would not serve the interests of justice.’ 168 The ability to decline to investigate or prosecute on the grounds of

---

‘interests of justice’ provides the prosecutor with a relatively high degree of discretion\textsuperscript{169} and stems from Article 53 (1) (c) of the Rome Statute which provides thus:

The Prosecutor shall, having evaluated the information made available to him or her, initiate an investigation unless he or she determines that there is no reasonable basis to proceed under this Statute. In deciding whether to initiate an investigation, the Prosecutor shall consider whether:……………………(c) Taking into account the gravity of the crime and the interests of victims, there are nonetheless substantial reasons to believe that an investigation would not serve the interests of justice.

If the Prosecutor determines that there is no reasonable basis to proceed and his or her determination is based solely on subparagraph (c) above, he or she shall inform the Pre-Trial Chamber.

The Statute further provides,\textsuperscript{170}

2. If, upon investigation, the Prosecutor concludes that there is not a sufficient basis for a prosecution because:…………(c) A prosecution is not in the interests of justice, taking into account all the circumstances, including the gravity of the crime, the interests of victims and the age or infirmity of the alleged perpetrator, and his or her role in the alleged crime; the Prosecutor shall inform the Pre-Trial Chamber and the State making a referral under article 14 or the Security Council in a case under article 13, paragraph (b), of his or her conclusion and the reasons for the conclusion. ……3 (b) In addition, the Pre-Trial Chamber may, on its own initiative, review a decision of the Prosecutor not to proceed if it is based solely on paragraph 1 (c) or 2 (c). In such a case, the decision of the Prosecutor shall be effective only if confirmed by the Pre-Trial Chamber.

The 2009 OTP Regulations\textsuperscript{171} and the 2010 policy paper on preliminary examinations\textsuperscript{172} also make reference to the concept of interests of justice. Apparently, upon investigation, the prosecutor can decide not to prosecute because a prosecution is not ‘in the interest of justice’.\textsuperscript{173}


\textsuperscript{170}Article 53 (2) (c) and (3) (b).

\textsuperscript{171}The 2009 OTP Regulations

\textsuperscript{172}The 2010 policy paper on preliminary examinations

\textsuperscript{173}The prosecutor can decide not to prosecute because a prosecution is not ‘in the interest of justice’.
While this may be the case, questions abound as to what is the true meaning of the term ‘interests of justice’ in the international criminal justice system since neither the Statute, the OTP Regulations nor the 2010 policy paper on preliminary examinations offer any cogent definition. This fundamental flaw is noted by various authors who have as a consequence termed Article 53(1) (c) as conspicuous on account of its vagueness. The very fact that the travaux preparatoires of the Rome Statute (which in any case is a supplementary method of treaty interpretation utilized to confirm the meaning resulting from the application of Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on The Law of Treaties or to determine the meaning when the first test leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure or leads to a result that is manifestly absurd or unreasonable) do not express an authoritative interpretation of the term leaves the state of affairs in a portentous position in need of attention. Further, the absence of an ultimate criterion to determine what the phrase ‘interests of justice’ means has left authors to grapple with the search of an elusive true meaning of the phrase but it is improbable that a definite answer will be attained. Some have opined that a broader interpretation of the concept will suffice while others have supported a restrictive approach.

171 International Criminal Court (n114) regulation 31
172 International Criminal Court (n116) par 76.
174 For example, Avril McDonald and Roelof Haveman (n 84)5. The author says: ‘Subparagraph (c) is characterised by its vagueness. Notwithstanding the fact that the information available indicates that there is a reasonable basis to believe that an ICC crime has been committed, and the case would be admissible under Article 17, and regardless of the gravity of the crime and the interests of victims, the prosecutor may decide not to proceed to an investigation where he considers that it ‘would not serve the interests of justice’. The question is, what is meant by justice here, what serves the interest of justice. And for whom is justice served? The victims? The state affected? International lawyers?The world? It could well be decided in a particular case that justice is served not by prosecuting before the ICC or even by stimulating prosecution in a particular case but by the encouragement of alternative disputes mechanisms.
175 For an exposition on the rules of treaties interpretation, see F X Njenga, International Law and World Order Problems ( Moi University Press, 2001) 193-194.
177 Ibid.
178 For example, Matthew R Brubacher, 'Prosecutorial Discretion within the International Criminal Court' (2004) 2 Journal of International Criminal Justice 71, 81. The author says ‘Beyond the considerations identified in article 53(2) (c), the term ‘in interests of justice’ also requires the prosecutor to take account of the broader interests of the international community, including the potential political ramifications of an investigation on the political environment of the state over which he is exercising jurisdiction.
Robinson for example opines that Article 53 (2) (c) contemplates broad considerations such as the age and infirmity of the accused and Article 53(1) (c) allows the ‘interests of justice’ to trump other criteria. On the other hand, Stahn holds the view that the express distinction between specific criteria (gravity of the crime, the interests of victims and the age or infirmity of the alleged perpetrator, and his or her role in the alleged crime) and the interests of justice may suggest that the latter embodies a broader concept. Gavron argues that Article 53 could accommodate wider considerations, although it could lead to speculation about future events and the deterrence argument would be turned on its head.

Conversely, the Amnesty International (AI) and the Human Rights Watch (HRW) favor a restrictive interpretation of Article 53. The AI’s position is that the interests of justice are always served by prosecuting the crimes within the ICC’s Jurisdiction, absent a compelling justification. It further considers that national amnesties, pardons and similar measures of impunity that prevent judicial determinations of guilt or innocence, the emergence of the truth and full reparations to victims are contrary to international law and it would not be in the interests of justice for the prosecutor to decline to prosecute on the ground that the suspect had benefitted from one of these measures. The HRW on the other hand concludes that if the phrase ‘interests of justice’ is construed in the light of the object and object of the Rome Statute, a construction that permits consideration of a domestic amnesty, domestic truth commission or peace process and results in permanently not initiating an investigation or proceeding from

---


investigation to trial would be in principle at odds with the object and purpose of the Rome Statute, as set forth in its preamble.\textsuperscript{186}

However, although authors have attempted to argue on whether or not the interpretation of the concept needs to be broad or restrictive, none has gone forth to accord it a true meaning. The ICC also has played no role in delineation of the concept. Even though it had an opportunity to promulgate an ultimate meaning of the concept by setting forth a criterion thereof in the \textit{Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Kenya, ICC -01/09}\textsuperscript{187} the court instead chose to circumvent its own duty and therefore the meaning thereof continues to be enigmatic. The Court stated thus:

\begin{quote}
The final requirement that the Chamber is called upon to review under article 53(l) (c) of the Statute is whether "[taking into account the gravity of the crime and the interests of victims, there are nonetheless substantial reasons to believe that an investigation would not serve the interests of justice]." Unlike sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), which require an affirmative finding, sub-paragraph (c) does not require the Prosecutor to establish that an investigation is actually in the interests of justice. Indeed, the Prosecutor does not have to present reasons or supporting material in this respect. Thus, the Chamber considers that a review of this requirement is unwarranted in the present decision, taking into consideration that the Prosecutor has not determined that an investigation "would not serve the interests of justice", which would prevent him from proceeding with a request for authorization of an investigation. Instead, such a review may take place in accordance with article 53(3)(b) of the Statute if the Prosecutor decided not to proceed with such a request on the basis of this sole factor. It is only when the Prosecutor decides that an investigation would not be in the interests of justice that he or she is under the obligation to notify the Chamber of the reasons for such a decision, thereby triggering the review power of the Chamber.
\end{quote}

It is worth mentioning that although Article 53 lists a number of criteria for determining whether or not the interests of justice will be served by an investigation or a prosecution, this list is not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{187}The International Criminal Court, \textit{Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Kenya, ICC -01/09 par 63.}
\end{itemize}
exhaustive\textsuperscript{188} and as already herein above discussed,\textsuperscript{189} the cardinal principle of legality of crimes appears to have been given a wide berth.

3.6 Conclusion

In conclusion it is pertinent to state that prosecutorial discretion is a concept generally embedded in the Rome Statute being an upshot of tempestuous negotiations of the preparatory committee delegates leading to the final adoption of the Statute at the 1998 UN Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (the Rome Conference), held in Rome. The concept has generally been lauded as an essential tool in dispensation of criminal justice.\textsuperscript{190} The Rome Statute generally sets the prerequisites to the ICC trial processes which are jurisdiction, triggering authority and admissibility. These basics are important as they lay the foundation upon which the prosecutor may exercise his discretionary powers which are generally manifest in selection of situations and investigations, screening cases and selection of charges and in determination of admissibility.

As Lord Acton once said that ‘Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupt absolutely,’\textsuperscript{191} it has been recognized under the Rome Statute that there is a need to keep the discretionary powers of the prosecutor under a check arguably, to enhance legitimacy of the ICC trial processes.\textsuperscript{192} To this end, the ‘reasonable basis test’, the ‘gravity threshold’ and ‘interests of justice’ have been fronted as some of the checks that the ICC prosecutor must surmount before he can exercise his discretion. Sadly however, the Statute, RPE and even the OTP Regulations have not defined clearly what these concepts represent and similarly there are no definitive criteria to determine how and when each of these tests is satisfied so as the prosecutor may have a green light to assert his discretionary role. This state of affairs leaves the OTP with enormous unchecked powers.


\textsuperscript{189}See footnotes 120 and 121, above.

\textsuperscript{190}Ernst K. Pakuscher, ‘The use of Discretion in Germany’ (1976) 44 University of Chicago Law Review 94.

\textsuperscript{191}See Lord Acton quotes Archive available at\texttt{http://www.acton.org/research/lord-acton-quote-archive} Accessed 14 April 2014

\textsuperscript{192}See generally, Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) 97 American Journal of International Law 510.
Furthermore, the dearth of a definitive criterion in determination of the tests flouts the cardinal principle of international criminal law namely, namely principle of legality of crimes which *inter alia* demands for precision in criminal rules and generally imposes a ban on analogy. The use by the OTP of a non exhaustive list of criteria in determining the tests opens room for the use of the *ejusdem generis* canon of interpretation which generally has no applicability in criminal law context. It is therefore proposed that there is need for the OTP to come up with an exhaustive criterion that will help eliminate the extant confusion regarding the true contours of the tests.

The following chapter looks at the exercise of prosecutorial discretion in Kenya, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo to determine whether the exercise thereof is in tandem with the Rome Statute.

---

CHAPTER FOUR

THE ICC PROCESS AND THE EXERCISE OF PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION IN SITUATIONS IN THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA, UGANDA AND THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

4.0 Introduction

Generally, this chapter encapsulates the factual circumstances in the situations under study namely, Kenya, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda and which led to the exercise of the prosecutorial discretionary powers by the OTP. It also discusses the manner in which the OTP has exercised the said powers in the situations but concludes that the same was not done wholly judiciously.

4.1 Prosecutorial Discretion in ICC’s situations in Kenya, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo in Context

It is now settled that the ICC may only be seized of a situation through any of the three trigger mechanisms envisaged in the Rome Statute. These trigger mechanisms are Security Council referral, state party referral and prosecutorial own initiative. Of importance however is that whatever trigger mechanism is employed, once this has taken place, the prosecutor has great discretion in the selection of cases investigations, screening of cases and selection of charges and in determination of admissibility of the chosen cases. Undoubtedly, this enormous

---


5 See for example The Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang, Decision on the Application by the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to Article 19(2) (b) of the Statute, ICC-01/09-01/11-307.
discretion has already been exercised in the above captioned situations. Notably, Kenya became the first ever *proprio motu* prosecutorial investigation situation on March 31, 2010\(^6\) following the ICC’s decision\(^7\) authorizing the OTP’s request for such authorization pursuant to article 15 of the Rome Statute.

Earlier on, the ICC had assumed jurisdiction over the situation in Northern Uganda following President Museveni’s referral to the ICC Prosecutor in December 2003.\(^8\) This was the first ever state referral to the ICC.\(^9\) Similarly, the Congolese President Joseph Kabila referred the situation in DRC to the ICC Prosecutor in March 2004\(^10\) by way of a letter of referral requesting that ‘the Prosecutor investigate the situation in order to determine if any individuals should be charged with crimes falling within the ICC’s jurisdiction, and thereby committing to cooperate with the ICC in that regard’.\(^11\) This resulted to the indictments of Lubanga, Katanga and Ngudjolo.\(^12\)

On March 14, 2012 the International Criminal Court rendered its first judgment.\(^13\) Thomas Lubanga, President of the *Union des Patriotes Congolais* (UPC), was convicted of the enlistment and conscription of children under 15 in his army the *Forces Patriotiques pour la Libération du Congo* (FPLC) and using them to participate actively in hostilities.\(^14\) Ngudjolo has already been
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9 Ibid.

10 Ibid 39.


14 Ibid.
acquitted of all crimes while Katanga was convicted as an accessory to the war crimes of directing an attack against a civilian population, pillaging, and destruction of property, as well as murder as a war crime and a crime against humanity. However, he was acquitted as an accessory to rape and sexual slavery as war crimes and crimes against humanity. He was also acquitted of the war crime of using child soldiers.

Cases against three Kenyans charged of crimes against humanity are on course following the confirmation of charges in the year 2012 with the trial of President Kenyatta earlier on expected to commence in October 2014 now hanging on the balance following the OTP’s application to the Trial Chamber that the case be suspended indefinitely owing to the insufficiency of evidence against the President. While substantial steps have been taken towards finalization of cases in the DRC’s and Kenya’s situations, nothing much may be said regarding the situation in northern Uganda. Although the ICC’s Presidency assigned the case to Pre-trial chamber II on 5 July 2004
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17 Ibid.
which consequently elected a president on 16 September 2005,\textsuperscript{21} the last procedural step taken in this case was the designation of a single judge to the situation.\textsuperscript{22}

4.2 ICC’s Intervention in Kenya: Background to the Kenya’s Post –Election Violence

Following a disputed presidential election in December 2007 where both the former President Mwai Kibaki of the Party of National Unity (PNU) and his challenger Raila Odinga of the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) claimed victory,\textsuperscript{23} large-scale violence erupted in Kenya.\textsuperscript{24} During the course of a few weeks more than a thousand Kenyans were killed in clashes between Kibaki supporters and Odinga supporters.\textsuperscript{25} The police were also involved in the violence, responsible for perhaps one-third of the total casualties.\textsuperscript{26} The violence took place in many parts of the country, but—as is frequently the case in Kenya—it was most intense in the Rift Valley.\textsuperscript{27} As a further result of the clashes, several hundred thousand Kenyans were displaced from their homes,\textsuperscript{28} some of whom continue to live in internally displaced person camps today.\textsuperscript{29}

Headed by former U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, an internationally sponsored mediation process known as the Kenyan National Dialogue and Reconciliation enabled a political settlement to the dispute.\textsuperscript{30} This entailed the creation of a coalition government in which Mr.


\textsuperscript{22}Ibid 12.


\textsuperscript{26}Ibid 384-385.


\textsuperscript{28}Commission of Inquiry into Post –Election Violence, ibid 271-273.


Kibaki remained president and Mr. Odinga became the prime minister. Under pressure from the international community and Kenyan civil society, the two parties to the dispute publicly stated their commitment to the establishment of a number of mechanisms aimed at addressing Kenya’s legacy of political violence, including criminal prosecutions, a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission, a constitutional review process, and other measures.

The Commission of Inquiry into Post-Election Violence, which was created by the parties to the election dispute, made recommendations for the establishment of a special tribunal composed of Kenyans and foreigners to prosecute those responsible for the post-election violence. Following parliament’s rejection of a February 2009 bill to establish such a tribunal, it became increasingly clear that key elements in the Kenyan leadership remained opposed to dealing judicially with the violence. As a result, in July 2009 Kofi Annan handed over a list of key suspects in the violence to the former ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo.

Acting on Prosecutor Ocampo’s request, on March 31, 2010, Pre-Trial Chamber II of the ICC issued a decision authorizing the prosecutor to commence an investigation into Kenya’s post-election Violence. However, Pre-Trial Chamber II was split on the issue of whether the ICC has subject-matter jurisdiction in the case. Arguing that there were not sufficient grounds to believe that the crimes committed in Kenya in early 2008 took place “pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy” to commit an attack on a civilian population, as
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31 Ibid, sections 3, 4 and 5.
required by Article 7(2)(a) of the Rome Statute, Judge Hans-Peter Kaul issued a dissenting opinion.\textsuperscript{36}

Having finalized his investigations, on December 15, 2010, Prosecutor Ocampo submitted two applications requesting Pre-Trial Chamber II to issue summonses for six Kenyans, all suspected of having committed crimes against humanity, to appear before the ICC.\textsuperscript{37} The suspects included high-ranking civil servants and prominent politicians, some with presidential ambitions.\textsuperscript{38} On March 8, 2011, Pre-Trial Chamber II issued summonses for the six Kenyans to appear before the Court in early April of the same year.\textsuperscript{39} Again Judge Kaul dissented, maintaining that the crimes committed in Kenya do not meet the threshold of crimes against humanity since the requirement of a state or organizational policy in Article 7(2) (a) is seen not to be met.\textsuperscript{40}

Prior to the six suspects appearing before the ICC, the Kenyan government filed an admissibility challenge, claiming that the ICC cannot exercise jurisdiction since reforms of the Kenyan judiciary would shortly lead to domestic prosecution of post-election cases.\textsuperscript{41} However, on May


30, 2011, the ICC rejected the admissibility challenge, noting that the Kenyan government had failed to show that investigations of the Ocampo Six—as they became known—were taking place in Kenya. Further, on April 8, 2011—the same day that three of the suspects appeared before Pre-Trial Chamber II—the U.N. Security Council made clear that it would not support Kenya’s bid to have the cases deferred under Article 16 of the Rome Statute.

4.3 Delineating Prosecutorial Discretion in the Kenyan ICC Cases

A discussion on the exercise of discretionary powers by the OTP in Kenya touches on various aspects including jurisdiction, admissibility, gravity, selection of cases and even the choice of charges. As a result, divergent opinions have been fronted touching on these aspects with an ultimate aim of probing whether the exercise has been above board.

4.3.1 Reflections on Jurisdiction and Admissibility

Jurisdiction of the ICC over a situation forms a key component in determination by the OTP on whether or not to exercise its discretionary powers in that particular situation. It must however be noted that jurisdiction of the ICC is premised on admissibility of cases and further on complementarity. Disagreement is endemic on whether the Kenya ICC cases were in the first place admissible into the court or not.


42The Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang, Decision on the Application by the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to Article 19(2)(b) of the Statute, ICC-01/09-01/11-307

44For an exposition see, The ICC in Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang Pre Trial II, Decision on the Confirmation of Charges, ICC- 01/09-01/11 para. 24 whereby it stated thus: ‘This chamber has stated on different occasions that, regardless of mandatory language of article 19(1) of the statute, which requires an assessment of whether the court has the competence to adjudicate the case sub judice, any judicial body has the power to determine its own jurisdiction, even in the absence of an explicit reference to that effect. This is an essential component in the exercise of any judicial body of its functions and is derived from the well recognized principle of la competence de la competence.’ See also Michael P. Scharf and Patrick Dowd, ‘No Way Out? The Question of Unilateral Withdrawals or Referrals to the ICC and Other Human Rights Courts’ (2009) Chicago Journal of International Law 573,588. The Kenyan Court of Appeal had earlier on in The Owners of Motor Vessel “Lilian S” v Caltex Oil Kenya Ltd (1989) KLR underscored the importance of jurisdiction by declaring thus: ‘Jurisdiction is everything. Without it, a court has no power to take one more step. Where a court has no jurisdiction, there would be no basis for continuation of proceedings pending other evidence. A court of law must down tools in respect of the matter before it the moment it holds the opinion that it is without jurisdiction’.

45For example, see Gabrielle Lynch and Miša Zgonec-Rožej, ‘The ICC Intervention in Kenya’ Africa/International Law AFP/ILP 2013/01, February 2013, 9. Available at
Political considerations may not be ruled out\(^4^6\) in the quest by OTP to have the Kenyan cases determined at The Hague\(^4^7\) and this explains why it exercised its discretionary role to vehemently oppose admissibility challenge espoused by the Government of Kenya. It may also rightly be argued that even though the prosecutor contended that the cases were admissible on account of failure by Kenya to investigate, a close look at the summonses and what is known of the case against the suspects confirms that the prosecutor relied substantially on the evidence (obtained long before the ICC involvement) from the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights and the Commission of Inquiry into the Post Election Violence.\(^4^8\) Against this backdrop, it was an egregious error and also hypocritical for the prosecutor to push for the admission of the cases on the ground of deficiency of investigative steps and yet evidence relied upon came from investigations by a government agency.

It is also hard to conclude that there was investigatory ‘inaction’ in the country to warrant admissibility of the cases.\(^4^9\) As noted by dissenting Judge Usacka, the material that Kenya submitted in the admission challenge ‘contained specific information as to the investigations that were carried out by Kenya’, including information that indicated that a case file had been opened on one of the ICC suspects, William Ruto.\(^5^0\) More specifically, the information provided

---

\(^{4^6}\)William A. Schabas, ‘Victor’s Justice: Selecting “Situations” at the International Criminal Court’ (2010) 43 John Marshall Law Review 535,549. Indeed Schabas concedes thus: ‘The discretion of Prosecutor in selecting situations under Article 15, and in agreeing to proceed with selections that have already been referred by the Security Council or by the States Parties, pursuant to Article 13(b) and 14 respectively, has an inherently political dimension. Even when the situation has been selected, political choices are also made in terms of which parties to a conflict are to be targeted for prosecution…’

\(^{4^7}\)Charles C Jalloh, ‘Situation in the Republic of Kenya’ (2012) 106 American Journal of International Law 118, 123. The author states ‘As a corollary, one might consider whether similar levels of cooperation could be fostered between the ICC Prosecutor and the national authorities after both sides have taken some or substantial steps towards investigations of the alleged offenses. Of course, in the Kenyan situation, the question of genuine willingness to investigate will remain relevant despite the majority’s insistence that the issue whether the country is actually investigating is separate from assessment of the genuineness of its investigation. In fact a close reading of the pre trial as well as the appeals decisions reveals that this concern tainted the government’s entire admissibility challenge because the suspects are closely aligned with the powers that be in Nairobi…” emphasis added.

\(^{4^8}\)Ibid

\(^{4^9}\)Ibid

\(^{5^0}\)The Prosecutor v. William Samoei Ruto, Henry Kiprono Kosgey and Joshua Arap Sang Judgment on the appeal of the Republic of Kenya against the decision of Pre-Trial Chamber H of 30 May 2011 entitled “Decision on the Application by the Government of Kenya Challenging the Admissibility of the Case Pursuant to Article 19(2)(b) of
by Kenya ‘referred to him as “suspect”, indicated his case file number, and stated where the case was pending’. 51 It also contained information indicating ‘the scope of the investigations and the allegations against Mr. Ruto, including the location and time of the alleged criminal conduct’. 52 As further noted by Judge Usacka, the government had provided information indicating that ‘orders had been given, apparently by the authorities in charge, to start investigations against the other five persons under investigation by the Court’. 53 In other words, there was no absence of investigatory action at the point when the prosecutor opposed the admissibility challenge and when the Court rejected the same. Furthermore, there was no iota of evidence to suggest that the intended proceedings would not or were not being conducted independently or impartially 54 as by law required.

Although the Statute enjoins the prosecutor to act independently, 55 the over reliance on evidence from other institutions really casts doubts on the OTP’s readiness to fulfill this peremptory statutory duty. The OTP relied on the information gathered by third parties in lieu of, rather than in addition to, its own investigations. This reliance is clear from the Prosecutor’s own submissions. In a press release on January 24, 2012, following the confirmation of the charges of four out of six Kenyan suspects, the Prosecutor himself stated that the OTP had no witnesses in

the Statute” Case No ICC-01/09-01/11-336, 20 September 2011. Judge Ušacka cites annex 2 attached to the 13 May 2011 reply by Kenya, which is a report conducted by the director of Kenya’s Criminal Investigations Department concerning the progress of investigations into the 2008 post-election violence: see also Ruto Admissibility Reply (ICC, Pre-Trial Chamber II, Case No ICC-01/09-01/11-89-Anx2, 13 May 2011) (‘Ruto Admissibility Reply (Annex 2)’).

51 Ibid.
52 See Ruto Admissibility Reply (Annex 2) (ICC, Pre-Trial Chamber II, Case No ICC-01/09-01/11-89-Anx2, and 13 May 2011) 2–3, which states: “The investigations have not been completed for various reasons that include unreliable and uncooperative witnesses. Some of the prominent pending cases include: Nakuru CID Inquiry file No 10/2008, the suspect in this inquiry is Hon William Samoei Ruto — immediate former Minister for Agriculture. The allegations were that, the Minister together with others from the Kalenjin community incited Kalenjin youths to commit violence against non-Kalenjins living in some parts of Rift Valley Province. The matter is still under investigation because there are some areas requiring further corroboration in order to reach to a fair conclusion.”

53 Ibid 3-4 the annex stated ‘ the Commissioner of Police … tasked the team of investigators to carry out exhaustive investigations relating to the Ocampo six and other high ranking citizens [and further noted that the] team is currently on the ground conducting the investigations as directed’.

Kenya and that their investigations had been carried out mainly outside Kenya.\textsuperscript{56} Failure to conduct independent investigations of course had its own outcome as it led in part to the non-confirmation of the cases two of the Kenyan defendants - Henry Kiprono Kosgey and Mohammed Hussein Ali.\textsuperscript{57} These cases were not confirmed due to insufficient evidence or inherent contradictions and inconsistencies between witness statements.\textsuperscript{58} Later, the case against Francis Kirimi Muthaura was withdrawn as well, essentially because the key witness against him had recanted a crucial part of his evidence.\textsuperscript{59} The Prosecution was already in possession of this witness’s recanting statement at the time the confirmation was held, but had failed to make timely disclosure thereof to the defence.\textsuperscript{60}

In a nutshell, this does not depict the OTP in a good picture. Had proper and independent investigations been done, the cases against the three Kenyans would not have been admitted at the ICC in the first place and arguably, ICC would not have been seized of the matter. It is also an indicator that the OTP never considered any exculpatory information it may have had on the discharged suspects. This puts the OTP’s faithfulness to the express provisions of the Statute that requires the prosecutor to \textit{inter alia} investigate incriminating and exonerating circumstances equally\textsuperscript{61} into sharp focus.

Despite the fact that it is still very early to conclude that the case against President Kenyatta has collapsed, there is reasonable grounds to conclude that all is not well for the OTP.\textsuperscript{62} The Chief Prosecutor has already admitted that ‘currently the case against Mr Kenyatta does not satisfy the high evidentiary standards required at trial’.\textsuperscript{63} Further the OTP has also stated that ‘the only

\textsuperscript{56}Caroline Buisman, ‘Delegating Investigations: Lessons to be Learned from the \textit{Lubanga} Judgment’ (2013) 3 Northwestern Journal of International Human Rights 47.

\textsuperscript{57} See \textit{Prosecutor} v. \textit{William Samoei Ruto, Henry Kiprono Kosgey & Joshua Arap Sang}, Decision on Confirmation of Charges, ICC-01/09-01/11-373,

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{60} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{61}Rome Statute of The International Criminal Court, Article 54(1) (a).


\textsuperscript{63}The AFP, ‘Bensouda Wants Case Against President Uhuru Adjourned’ in the Daily Nation, 19 December 2013
stones left unturned in Uhuru’s case are now pebbles” and that ‘even the President’s financial records might be insufficient to meet the high evidentiary standard required for trial’. Definitely, these statements portray OTP’s doubts as to the culpability of President Kenyatta and yet it keeps on insisting the trial must proceed. Three questions therefore arise. If the president’s co-accused have already been discharged on account of lack of evidence, why should the OTP continue with the case in which it already has doubts on its merits? Secondly, where does the OTP place one of the international criminal law cardinal principles - dubio pro reo (which means – in case of doubt, one should hold for the accused)? Is it not true therefore that these cases were inadmissible ab initio and the only reason why they were admitted is because of the ‘overzealousness’ of the OTP in exercise of its discretionary role?

The OTP is obliged to be impartial and should not insist on admissibility even when facts suggest otherwise. Should the President Kenyatta’s case collapse, 66% of the ICC’s Kenyan cases would have collapsed and this would impact negatively on the OTP’s legitimacy. The same would only be attributed to the OTP’s failure to exercise its discretionary powers impeccably as would be demanded of it especially in determination of admissibility.

---


65 Ibid.

66 Indeed, it was anticipated that President Kenyatta’s trial would commence in October 2014, See International Criminal Court, ‘Questions and Answers on the Decision Dated 31 March 2014 Re-scheduling the Kenyatta Trial Commencement Date’ Available at http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/PIDS/publications/QandAKenyattaEng.pdf Accessed 26 April 2014. However, the OTP filed an application seeking to have the matter adjourned indefinitely owing to the insufficiency of evidence against President Kenyatta, see International Justice monitor, ‘Kenya’s President Called to the Hague with The ICC case at ‘Critical Juncture’ Available at http://www.ijmonitor.org/2014/10/issues-to-consider-before-next-weeks-status-conference-on-the-kenyatta-trial/ Accessed 15 October 2014.

67 Antonio Cassese, International Criminal law (2nd edition, Oxford University press 2008) 51. Indeed, in Flick and others, a US Military Tribunal sitting at Nuremberg held that it must be guided amongst other things by the standard whereby ‘if from credible evidence two reasonable inferences may be drawn, one of guilt and the other of innocence, the latter must be taken’.

68 Rome Statute, Article 42 (7).
4.3.2 Observations on Gravity

As already highlighted, the precise meaning of the term ‘gravity’ within the Rome Statute remains inscrutable. According to prosecutor’s appraisal of the gravity within the Kenyan situation remains a contested issue. Since the gravity of crimes has traditionally been analyzed on the basis of the number of victims involved, reasons are bountiful as to why it has generally been felt that the situation in Kenya would have failed the gravity test. This would be more so if comparison to other situations especially the DRC, Sudan and even in Northern Uganda is done given that the number of victims would be far below than in these situations. However, despite lack of a definitive criterion by the OTP, the ICC as an outgoing institution appears to have (in the Kenyan cases) departed from this antiquated ‘quantitative’ approach to a more progressive ‘qualitative’ approach in determination of gravity. The Pre-Trial Chamber II stated


72It is estimated that about 5.4 million deaths occurred as a result of the atrocities’ related causes. For an exposition, please see, Sigall Horovitz, ‘DR Congo: Interaction Between International and National Judicial Responses to the Mass Atrocities’ Domac Reykjavik University 14 February 2012, 19. Available at <http://www.domac.is/media/domac/DRC-DOMAC-14-SH.pdf> Accessed 10 May 2014.

73About 300,000 people have died since hostilities began; millions have been displaced while about 4.7 million people have been affected. See Australia Darfur Network, ‘Darfur: Statistics’ Available at <http://www.darfuraustriana.org/files/Darfur%20-%20The%20Statistics.pdf> Accessed 10 May 2014.


that it is guided by factors such as the scale, nature, manner of commission, impact of the crimes committed on the victims and the existence of aggravating circumstances. Scale of crimes (quantity) is only one aspect of the gravity assessment. These elements have subsequently been adopted by the OTP in its application to investigate and for arrest warrants and this demonstrates the OTP’s willingness to look beyond numbers.

In as much the ICC has gone forth to promulgate an indicative criterion, this may however not be relied upon as an ultimate solution for reasons that ICC precedents are merely persuasive rather than binding. A future court may depart from the already existing view with a possibility of a future confusion on the proper content of gravity. Further, the prosecutor has applied the criterion selectively. For example why has the prosecutor not applied the same to prosecute the British soldiers accused of committing crimes in Iraq and yet all the gravity conditions seem to exist? The only plausible answer is - influence by political considerations.

The outcome is that the OTP does not apply the criteria uniformly and therefore it remains to be vague and susceptible to political manipulation. Further there is no typical criterion that the OTP may employ in determining that a case is severe than the other and desolately; the OTP has not set a basis on which to differentiate a situation from another.

---

78 See the Prosecutor’s Application Pursuant to Article 58 as to Muammar Mohammed Abu Minuar Gaddafi, Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi and Abdullah Al- Senussi, Situation in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, ICC-01/11-4-Red, PTC1 16 May 2011 par.55.
79 See generally, Antonio Cassese, International Criminal law (2nd edition, Oxford University press 2008) 24-26. ‘As stated above, judicial decisions – even of the same court – do not constitute per se a source of International Criminal Law. Formally speaking they may only amount to a „subsidiary means for the determination of international rules of law (see Article 38(1) (d) of the ICJ Statute which reflects customary International law).’ See also Robert Cryer, Hakan Friman, Darryl Robinson and Elizabeth Wilmshurst, An Introduction to International Law and Procedure (2nd edition, Cambridge University Press 2013) 12. The authors rightly state ‘The ICC may also apply principles and rules of law as interpreted in its previous decisions. The ICC is not, however, bound by its previous decisions; it has no equivalent to the common law principle of stare decisis.’
81 Pavel Caban, ‘Preliminary Examination s By the Office Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court’ (2011) 2 Czech Yearbook of Public and Private International law 199, 208. See also Schabas, ibid. The author states ‘This results in the nagging suspicion that the decision not to proceed in Iraq, for example, may well have been influenced by political considerations. Uganda and the DRC are “soft targets” for the Prosecutor; Britain is a hard one.
82 Ibid.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that the OTP has been a major stumbling block towards consistency and coherence in delineating gravity. It ought to have come up with its own criterion long before the ICC gave a guideline in the Kenyan Case. The significance of a criterion needs no emphasis. As already stated, the indicative test set by the ICC may be departed from in the future and the only resort would be to a more acceptable, prior published criterion by the OTP. Indeed, this would be in tandem with the ICL principle of legality which demands inter alia that criminal rules must be detailed as possible, so as to clearly indicate to their addressees the conduct prohibited, namely the objective and subjective elements of the crime and further that they be published before criminal liability is imputed.\(^3\)

### 4.3.3 Discretion in Selection of Cases

Criticism that the prosecutor is highly selective when it comes to selection of defendants in the ICC cases is ubiquitous.\(^4\) The situation in Kenya is not different. Some questions regarding selection of defendants in the Kenyan cases remain unanswered. In the past, the OTP has avowed that it will pursue only those who bear the greatest responsibility including those who ordered, incited, financed, or otherwise planned the commission of the alleged crimes.\(^5\) It is clear that the 2007/2008 skirmishes pitted the ODM supporters against the PNU supporters and both parties were at the time led by the former Prime Minister, Raila Odinga and the retired President Mwai Kibaki.\(^6\) Although it is not clear whether they participated in any manner, some quarters\(^7\) had

---


opined that both ought to have been made answerable under the command/superior responsibility as envisaged under the Rome Statute.\textsuperscript{88} Perhaps the OTP kept off this path for political reasons bearing in mind that country’s future political stability was at stake.\textsuperscript{89} Moreover, the names of all the other suspects (apart from the famous ‘Ocampo six’) in the illustrious ‘Waki list’ remain a mystery.\textsuperscript{90} Apart from reiterating that the OTP would charge those bearing greatest responsibility, the OTP gave no other criteria upon which it relied in picking three individuals from the ODM side and three from the PNU wing.

It ought to be reaffirmed that prosecutorial decisions are best premised on transparency\textsuperscript{91} and where the same is thrown into the dale of forgetfulness, the legitimacy of the entire process wanes. The absence of a cogent explanation by the OTP on why the entire Waki’s list was not made public casts doubts on the OTP’s transparency in the selection process.

4.3.4 Discretion in the Choice of Charges: Traditional or Expansive Approach?

Since the Post election violence offences in Kenya would not have amounted to genocide,\textsuperscript{92} the prosecutor wittingly settled on crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{93} This choice has also been controversial

\textsuperscript{88} Article 28.

\textsuperscript{89} Arguably, this approach is not novel. At the IMTFE Emperor Hirohito was not indicted, on the ground that his immunity was necessary for Japan’s post war stability, and he was deliberately neither mentioned by the prosecution nor the defence. For an exposition see, Herbert P. Bix, \textit{Hirohito and the Making of Modern Japan} (Harper Collins Publishers 2000) 591-618.


\textsuperscript{91} Brian D Lepard, ‘How Should the ICC Prosecutor Exercise His or Her Discretion? The Role of Fundamental Ethical Principles’ (2010) 43 John Marshall law Review 553,564. The author states thus ‘The principle of open-minded consultation also indicates that the Prosecutor has certain ethical obligations to share his or her own line of reasoning not only with relevant ICC institutions, but also with the general public. Transparency is an important ethical value. It furthermore naturally helps to build and sustain political trust of the Court and enhance its legitimacy’.

\textsuperscript{92} Article II of the Genocide Convention, and the Corresponding rule of customary law, clearly defines the conduct (objective elements) that may amount to Genocide. They are (i) Killing members (hence more than one member) of what could be termed as ‘protected group’, namely a national or ethical, racial or religious group; (ii) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to a member of the protected group; (iii) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (iv) Imposing measures intended to prevent birth within the group; or (v) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. The mental requirement (subjective elements) for genocide is ‘intent to destroy in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group’. For an exposition, see Antonio Cassese, \textit{International Criminal law} (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, Oxford University Press 2008) 127-143. See also Gerhard Werle, \textit{Principles of International Criminal Law} (2\textsuperscript{nd} edition, T.M.C. Asser Press 2009) 250-283. Clearly, the OTP would not have chosen genocide for a simple reason that the violence targeted political groups (either ODM or PNU supporters). Political groups are not part of the “protected
with both the supporters and dissenters differing on whether or not the choice was infallible. Controversy stems from disagreements on whether or not the crimes were committed ‘pursuant to or in furtherance of an organizational policy to commit such an attack’ as contemplated by the Rome Statute. Dissenters argued that the crimes were not committed strictly pursuant to such policy and therefore crimes did not pass the threshold set for crimes against humanity. Supporters however favored an expansive approach therefore holding that even non state like entities have capability of committing crimes against humanity. This brought a conflict on whether to adopt a traditional definition of the term ‘organization’ or to shift to a ‘new expansive definition’ which would accommodate non state like entities in commission of crimes against humanity.

Traditionally, it is the state organs, i.e. individuals acting in an official capacity such as military commanders, servicemen, etc. who perpetrate crimes against humanity and even when such are committed by individuals, the offences must be approved or at least condoned or countenanced by a governmental body for it to amount to a crime against humanity. This also applies even when crimes are committed by state officials in their private capacity. Some sort of explicit or implicit approval or endorsement by the state or governmental authorities is required, or that it is necessary for the offence to be clearly encouraged by a general government policy or

---

91Prosecutor V. William Samoei Ruto, Henry K. Kosgei and Joshua Arap Sang Pre Trial II, Decision on the Confirmation of Charges, ICC- 01/09-01/11 para. 22. The suspects were charged with murder, deportation or forcible transfer of people and persecution. See also The Prosecutor v. Francis Kirimi Muthaura, Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta and Mohammed Hussein Ali Pre Trial II, Decision on the Confirmation of Charges, ICC- 01/09-02/11 para. 21. The suspects were charged with murder, deportation or forcible transfer of people, rape and other forms of sexual violence, persecution and other inhumane acts constituting a crime against humanity.

92Rome Statute , Article 7(2)


94For example Judges Ekaterina Trendafilova and Cuno Tarfusser in the Decision on the Confirmation of Charges against Muthaura , Ali and Kenyatta, ICC- 01/09-02/11

95Ibid par 27.


97Ibid.
at least to fit within such a policy.\textsuperscript{100} This is the position that has prevailed since the ruling by the German’s Supreme Court in \textit{Weller’s case} on 21 June 1950.\textsuperscript{101}

Going by the traditional view, the Kenyan cases would (as opined by Dissenting Judge Hans – Peter Kaul) have been dismissed since the OTP had not fully demonstrated that the commission of the offences was committed pursuant to an organizational policy condoned or endorsed by the state.\textsuperscript{102} Further, the Judge had opined that ‘mungiki’ could not qualify as an organization within the meaning of article 7(2) (a) of the Statute and accordingly they fell outside the scope of statute.\textsuperscript{103} The judge stated thus:\textsuperscript{104}

\begin{quote}
Even if, for the sake of argument, and taking into consideration the Majority's finding to that effect, the Mungiki gang alone were to be considered as the entity which had established a policy of attacking the civilian population, I hold that the Mungiki gang as such does not qualify as an ‘organisation’ within the meaning of article 7(2) (a) of the Statute. Admittedly, the Mungiki gang appears to control core community activities and to provide services, such as electricity, water and sanitation, and transport. However, the activities of the Mungiki gang remain limited in nature and are territorially restricted, in particular, to the slums of Nairobi. Moreover, as noted above, the evidence reveals that a
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{100}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{101}The supreme court (at pp 206-7) said, ‘The national –socialist leadership often, and quite readily, utilized for its criminal goals its criminal goals and plans actions which appeared to have, or actually had, originated from quite personal decisions. This was true even for actions that were outwardly disapproved of, perhaps because it was felt that some sort of consideration should be shown and it was inappropriate openly to admit such actions…The link, in this sense, with the national socialist system of power and tyranny does in the case at issue manifestly exist. The State and the party had long before the action at issue made Jews out to be sub humans, not worthy to be human beings …. Also the action of the accused fitted into the numerous persecutory measures which then affected the Jews in Germany, or could at any time affect them. As the trial court established, the accused, influenced by official propaganda, acted from racial hatred. In the decision of Court of appeal….it is rightly pointed out that the link with the national –socialist system of power and tyranny exists not only in the case of those actions which are ordered and approved by the holders of hegemony. That link also exists when those actions can only be explained by the atmosphere and conditions created by the authorities in power. The trial court was wrong when it attached decisive value to the fact that after his action the accused was ‘rebuked’ and that even the Gestapo disapproved of the excesses as an isolated infringement. This action nevertheless fitted into the persecution of Jews carried out by the state and the party. This is proved by the fact that the accused, assuming he was subject of an order for summary punishment or a criminal measure for payment of 20RM- a matter that in any case has not been clarified - was in any event not held criminally accountable in a manner commensurate to the gravity of his guilt …Given the gravity of the abuse, the harm caused to victims brought about the consequences extending beyond the single individuals and affecting the whole community’.
\textsuperscript{102}Dissenting Opinion of Judge Hans –Peter Kaul, ICC-01/09-02/11-382-Red.The judge says: ‘Given these historic experiences, it continues to seem a logical application of a lesson learnt that the drafters of the Statute confirmed in 1998 in article 7(2)(a) of the Statute the requirement ‘pursuant to or in furtherance of a State organizational policy’ as a decisive, characteristic and indispensable feature of crimes against humanity’
\textsuperscript{103}Ibid, par 19.
\textsuperscript{104}Ibid, par 15.
series of police operations were directed against the Mungiki gang before and after the 2007/2008 violence and that it could only have committed the crimes alleged with the support of certain individuals within the Kenyan political elite and the police apparatus. That said, I doubt whether the Mungiki gang had the capacity and the means at its disposal to attack any civilian population on a large scale. In light of the foregoing, I therefore do not find that the Mungiki gang, a criminal organisation, could have qualified as an 'organisation' within the meaning of article 7(2) (a) of the Statute.

Departing from this traditional view however, the prosecutor chose to press for the expansive approach and did in fact convince the trial chamber as much. To this end, majority of the judges opined that even though the entities behind the post election violence were not of a state-like nature, this did not preclude the court from considering them as organizations within the meaning of Article 7(2) of the Statute. The chamber therefore ruled:

Whereas some have argued that only State-like organizations may qualify, the Chamber opines that the formal nature of a group and the level of its organization should not be the defining criterion. Instead, as others have convincingly put forward, a distinction should be drawn on whether the group has the capability to perform acts which infringe on basic human values.

Even though some leading scholars have supported the ICC’s view and the expansive approach, this research however takes the view that the OTP and the Chamber in general erred in championing for the expansive approach for a number of reasons. M. Cherif Bassiouni, who played a prominent role in the negotiations on the drafting of the Rome Statute, has observed that a state or organizational policy is an essential characteristic of crimes against humanity and that non state actors must have characteristics of state actors to be able to implement policies similar in nature to those offenses. Other leading scholars have adopted similar position. On his part,

---

Hansen,opines that the expansive approach seems to have been adopted to suit the Kenyan situation only. Kress stresses that this type of approach would ‘stretch the scope of international law to the realm of national and transnational conflicts between states and destructive organizations of all kinds’. Furthermore, departure from the traditional approach is not a harbinger to the commitment of drawing a clear boundary between international crimes and human rights violations and also between international crimes and ordinary crimes.

4.4 Prosecutorial Discretion in the Democratic Republic of Congo

The situation in the DRC was referred to the OTP in April 2004 by way of a letter of referral requesting the OTP to look into situation in Ituri region. Unlike the Kenyan situation where the ICC processes were triggered by the OTP acting proprio motu, this was a self referral. However, as already noted, whatever trigger mechanism is employed, once this has taken place, the prosecutor has great discretion in the selection of cases investigations, screening of cases and selection of charges and in determination of admissibility of the chosen cases. The referral in this situation amounted to the indictment of Katanga, Ngudjolo and Lubanga.

---

111 Dissenting Opinion of Judge Hans –Peter Kaul, ICC-01/09-02/11-382-Red par.65
114 See footnotes 2, 3, 4 and 5 above.
4.4.1 Democratic Republic of Congo: The Factual Situation

Forces led by Laurent Desiré Kabila fought the Mobutu government since 1993. In 1994, the tensions were further fueled by the massive inflow of refugees fleeing the conflicts in Rwanda and Burundi. In November 1996, Kabila’s forces, backed by neighboring Rwanda and Uganda, brutally dismantled the refugee camps in the North and South Kivu provinces, where Rwandan Hutus settled in the aftermath of the 1994 Rwandan genocide.

The rebel movement progressed toward Kinshasa and in May 1997, still backed by Rwanda and Uganda, Kabila’s forces victoriously ousted the Mobutu regime and Kabila became the president of the DRC. Kabila subsequently requested the Rwandan and Ugandan militaries to leave the country, but they remained. In August 1998, war broke out again in the DRC, with Rwanda and Uganda this time fighting against Kabila in support of a local insurrection. Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe intervened on behalf of Kabila. Given the involvement of several countries in the conflict and its impact on the African continent, this second DRC war is sometimes called “Africa’s World War”.

In July 1999, a ceasefire was agreed upon. In 2000, the UN established a peacekeeping mission in the DRC, the United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC). In January 2001, Laurent Desiré Kabila was assassinated and his son Joseph became president. Rwandan and Ugandan forces withdrew in late 2002, but proxies of these states, in the form of rebel groups, remained in the DRC, where they committed massive human

---

118 Ibid.
rights violations and illegally exploited and smuggled the DRC’s natural resources. In December 2002, all Congolese belligerents and political groups signed the Pretoria Peace Agreement, pursuant to which a transitional power-sharing government was instituted in June 2003 and national elections were held in 2006.\textsuperscript{124}

Although a relative peace was achieved, regional hostilities prevailed in the eastern parts of the DRC, especially in the Ituri district of Orientale province and in the North Kivu and South Kivu provinces, and to a certain degree also in Katanga province.\textsuperscript{125} On 23 January 2008, a peace agreement was signed in Goma between the government and 22 rebel groups in eastern DRC (Goma Peace Agreement).\textsuperscript{126} However, armed hostilities between the FARDC and rebel groups and among rebel groups continue in eastern DRC to this day.\textsuperscript{127}

In Orientale province, in addition to local armed groups, the Ugandan rebel group Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) is currently active.\textsuperscript{128} In North Kivu and South Kivu provinces, numerous rebel groups are active including the Forces Démocratiques de Libération du Rwanda (FDLR) and the Congrès National pour la Défense du Peuple (CNDP).\textsuperscript{129} It is however

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{125} In Katanga province, battles between the Mai Mai militia and the National army led to widespread abuses of the civilian population between 2003 and 2006. See also Sigall Horovitz, ‘DR Congo: Interaction Between International and National Judicial Responses to the Mass Atrocities’ Domac Reykjavik University14 February 2012, 17. Available at http://www.domac.is/media/domac/DRC-DOMAC-14-SH.pdf> Accessed 10 May 2014
\item \textsuperscript{127} Human Rights Watch, World Report 2009: Events of 2008 (New York 2009) 61 Available at <http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/wr2009_web.pdf> Accessed 16 May 2014.It is noted therein thus ‘Violence, impunity, and horrific human rights abuses continue in the Democratic Republic of Congo, two years after historic elections were expected to bring stability. Early in 2008 a peace agreement brought hope to eastern Congo, but combat between government and rebel forces resumed in August. During the year, hundreds of civilians were killed, thousands of women and girls were raped, and a further 400,000 people fled their homes, pushing the total number of displaced persons in North and South Kivu to over 1.2 million. In western Congo, state authorities used violence and intimidation against political opponents, killing over 200 protesters and others in Bas Congo and arresting scores of supposed opponents, many of them from Equateur province, on charges of plotting against the government. Officials harassed press and civil society critical of the government’.
\item \textsuperscript{129} International Crisis Group, ‘From Kabila to Kabila: Prospects for Peace in the Congo’ (ICG Africa Report No. 27, 16 March 2001) 1.
\end{itemize}
important to mention in this context that the illegal exploitation of natural resources in the DRC, including by multinational corporations, has fueled the conflict and has been considered one of the main causes of human rights abuses in the DRC.\footnote{Sigall Horovitz, ‘DR Congo: Interaction Between International and National Judicial Responses to the Mass Atrocities’ Domac Reykjavik University 14 February 2012, 17. Available at<http://www.domac.is/media/domac/DRC-DOMAC-14-SH.pdf> Accessed 10 May 2014}

Atrocities against civilians have been committed by all sides to the DRC conflicts, including FARDC soldiers and non-state actors. The atrocities include rape and other forms of sexual and gender-based violence, recruitment of child soldiers, murder, abduction, forcible displacement of civilians, arbitrary arrest and detention, forced labour, summary executions, as well as torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.\footnote{United Nations Human Rights Council, ‘Expert Report on DRC’ (15 November 2010) par. 18, 23 Available at<http://www.slideshare.net/NoBloodMinerals/united-nations-group-of-experts-report-on-congo-nov-15-2010> Accessed 16 May 2014} According to the International Rescue Committee, Between August 1998 and April 2007, around 5.4 million people died in the DRC either directly from the violence or as a result of war-related diseases and starvation.\footnote{International Rescue Committee, ‘Measuring Mortality in the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 1. Available at<http://www.rescue.org/sites/default/files/resource-file/IRC_DRCMortalityFacts.pdf> Accessed 16 May 2014.}

In 2007 and 2008, more deaths and atrocities were recorded.\footnote{Human Rights Watch, World Report 2009: Events of 2008 (New York 2009) 61 Available at<http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/wr2009_web.pdf> Accessed 16 May 2014.} In 2009, the situation deteriorated further, in particular with respect to the sexual violence.\footnote{Human Rights Watch, World Report 2010: Events of 2009 (New York 2010) 98. Available at<http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/wr2010.pdf> Accessed 16 May 2014.} A UN expert report from 2010 stresses that the sexual violence crimes committed in eastern DRC in 2009 nearly doubled in comparison to 2008, and was mainly committed by FDLR troops.\footnote{United Nations Human Rights Council, ‘Expert Report on DRC’ (15 November 2010) par. 27 Available at<http://www.slideshare.net/NoBloodMinerals/united-nations-group-of-experts-report-on-congo-nov-15-2010> Accessed 16 May 2014.} It adds that the LRA has also been committing sexual violence crimes in Orientale province, in their reprisals for government military operations.\footnote{Ibid par. 29} Regarding the use of children in active hostilities, the report states that ‘in addition to the recruitment of children, FARDC and armed groups continue to be cited for other grave child rights violations, including the direct involvement of children on the front lines, the killing and maiming of children and sexual violence.’\footnote{Ibid par. 37} Atrocities continued to
be committed in eastern DRC throughout 2010. For example, from 30 July to 2 August 2010, about 200 members of three non-state armed groups committed a series of attacks on the civilian population in Walikale, North Kivu, raping at least 303 civilians, looting hundreds of houses and shops, and abducting 116 people who were forced to carry the loot.\textsuperscript{138} It is noted that MONUC and its successor UN peacekeeping force in the DRC, MONUSCO, have occasionally been criticized for not intervening to protect civilians from mass atrocities.\textsuperscript{139}

4.4.2 Demarcating Prosecutorial Discretion in the DRC’s ICC Situation

Unlike the situation in Kenya, questions of jurisdiction and admissibility did not pose a major challenge to the OTP’s exercise of prosecutorial discretion. This is because the crimes were committed after 1 July 2002 after the Statute had come into force\textsuperscript{140} and therefore the question of temporal jurisdiction does not arise.\textsuperscript{141} The crimes were committed on the territory of a state party by its nationals and they qualified either as genocide, crimes against humanity or war crimes\textsuperscript{142} and therefore fell within the substantive jurisdiction of the ICC.\textsuperscript{143} Regarding admissibility, there had been a collapse of state institutions (due to war) including the judiciary\textsuperscript{144} and it can therefore be rightly argued that the DRC would have been unable to conduct proceedings as required by Article 17(3) of the Statute. Furthermore, the fact that no state requested for a deferral (informing the OTP that it has or it is investigating the crimes) as contemplated by the Statute\textsuperscript{145} meant that the legal hurdles had been cleared thus paving way for the admission of this particular situation.

\textsuperscript{139} Sigall Horovitz, ‘DR Congo: Interaction Between International and National Judicial Responses to the Mass Atrocities’ Domac Reykjavik University14 February 2012.19.
\textsuperscript{141}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{142} Rome Statute, Articles 12 (2).See also Articles 5-8.
\textsuperscript{145} Article 18.
However, although jurisdiction and admissibility did not present a major challenge, qualms were prevalent regarding choice of the Ituri, choice of the indictees as well as charges preferred against the indictees among them, Lubanga Dyilo and Germain Katanga.\footnote{See generally, Phil Clark, ‘Law, Politics and Pragmatism: ICC Case Selection in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda.’ in Phil Clark and Nicholas Waddell, (eds.), Courting Conflict? Peace, Justice and the ICC in Africa (London: Royal African Society, 2008).}

4.4.3 Prosecutor’s Selectivity in Areas to Investigate

As already stated, regional hostilities prevailed in many parts of the DRC for example the Ituri district of Orientale province, North Kivu and South Kivu provinces, and also in Katanga province.\footnote{See footnote 121 above.} Unanswered questions however proliferate as to why the prosecutor zeroed in on Ituri region only and not other areas which had experienced similar if not graver atrocities.\footnote{Phil Clark, ‘Law, Politics and Pragmatism: ICC Case Selection in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda.’ in Phil Clark and Nicholas Waddell, (eds.), Courting Conflict? Peace, Justice and the ICC in Africa (London: Royal African Society, 2008) 40.} Clark contends the OTP must have exercised political caution while selecting Ituri and ignoring other regions.\footnote{Ibid.}

He charges thus:\footnote{Ibid}

First, while there is little doubt that atrocities committed in Ituri have been among the gravest in the DRC, immense political caution characterized the ICC’s strategy, raising questions about the validity of its approach. Of the various conflicts in the DRC, that in Ituri is the most isolated from the political arena in Kinshasa. In particular, there is less clear evidence to connect President Kabila to atrocities committed in Ituri, although it is suspected that he has previously supported various rebel groups in the province, including Germain Katanga’s FRPI. This differs from violence in other provinces, particularly North and South Kivu and Katanga, where government forces and Mai Mai militias backed by Kabila are directly implicated in serious crimes. Therefore, investigations and prosecutions in Ituri display the least capacity to destabilize the current government.
It is also contended that the move was a crucial consideration for the ICC as it needed to maintain good relations with Kinshasa to ensure security of the ICC investigators and other personnel working in the volatile eastern provinces of the DRC. Questions that however supplicate for answers are- is this consideration that the OTP should mull over in deciding which areas to investigate? Is it one of those that are envisaged in the Rome Statute?

The OTP is enjoined to be impartial and nowhere in the Statute is required to give preeminence to political factors in choosing areas to investigate. Moreover, when it comes to matters of international peace and security, the Security Council and not the OTP is best legally placed to handle. Furthermore, of the conflict affected provinces of the DRC, Ituri (compared to other provinces) had (at the time) the best functioning local judiciary which had already shown adeptness at investigating serious crimes including those committed by Lubanga Dyilo Germain Katanga and Ngudjolo Chui. It was therefore unclear whether the OTP could justify its involvement in Ituri given the fact that the European Union had in July 2003 donated an Ituri focused investment of US $ 40 million towards reforming Congolese Judiciary and immense progress in the local capacity was conspicuous. Indeed when the OTP opened its investigations into Lubanga and Katanga cases, these leaders were already in custody and significant evidence had already been gathered by the local civilian and military courts, working closely with MONUC. Why would a global court focus its energies where the judicial task is more straightforward due to substantial local capacity, while mass atrocities continued in

151.Ibid.
152.Rome Statute, Article 42 (7).
provinces where judicial resources were severely lacking? Why should the OTP focus only on easiest cases? This research gives an answer that “this is what happens when the OTP glorifies political considerations over pragmatism.”

**4.4.4 Prosecutor’s Selectivity in the Choice of Indictees**

Having established that atrocities against civilians were committed by all sides to the DRC conflicts, including FARDC soldiers and non-state actors, it is difficult to digest the fact that the OTP indicted only the rebel leaders leaving out the government forces and the Mai Mai militias backed by President Kabila and who were directly implicated in these heinous crimes. It is asserted that the OTP wanted to avoid implicating government officials in the lead-up to Congo’s first post-independence elections held in July 2006. Further, questions may be raised about the narrow geographical approach the OTP adopted regarding the DRC situation. The OTP resisted investigating the wider dimensions of the crimes including the alleged training and financing of Lubanga’s UPC by the Ugandan and Rwandan governments. Such investigations could implicate key figures in Kampala and Kigali, including Salim Saleh, Ugandan President Museveni’s half-brother and a former Ugandan People’s Defence Force (UPDF)

---

157 United Nations Human Rights Council (n 126). See also Ted Dagne, ‘The Democratic Republic of Congo: Background and Current Developments’ (CRS Report for Congress, 1 September 2009) 11-12. The author avers, ‘In all areas of the country, state security forces continued to act with impunity throughout the year, committing many serious abuses, including unlawful killings, disappearances, torture, rape and engaging in arbitrary arrests and detention. Severe and life-threatening conditions in prison and detention facilities, prolonged pretrial detention, lack of an independent and effective judiciary, and arbitrary interference with privacy, family, and home also remained serious problems. Members of the state security forces continued to abuse and threaten journalists, contributing to a decline in press freedom. Internally displaced persons remained a major problem, and the integration of ex-combatants and members of rebel and militia groups (RMGs) into state security forces and governance institutions was slow and uneven. Government corruption remained pervasive, and some corporations purchased minerals from suppliers who financed mining activities by armed entities that committed serious human rights abuses. Elements of the state security forces were charged in the death of one of the country’s leading human rights defenders and at times beat or threatened local human rights advocates and obstructed or threatened UN human rights investigators. State security forces retained and recruited child soldiers and compelled forced labor by civilians’


159 Ibid.

commander.\textsuperscript{161} Apart from portraying impartiality by the OTP, this kind of selectivity spelt continued impunity for the leaders most responsible for the immense harm the Congolese people had suffered.\textsuperscript{162}

\textbf{4.4.5 Prosecutor’s Discretion in the Choice of Charges}

In addition to selectivity in the choice of regions to investigate and indictees thereof, expostulations have been prevalent regarding the charges preferred against the indictees from the subject situation.\textsuperscript{163} But it is the charges preferred against Lubanga that have raised eyebrows. For example, Schabas\textsuperscript{164} questions the removal of Lubanga from the DRC whereby he was facing charges of genocide and crimes against humanity only to be charged with enlisting, conscripting, and active use of children under the age of fifteen in armed conflict by the OTP. He therefore sarcastically states ‘as for Lubanga himself, he must be delighted to find himself in The Hague facing prosecution for relatively less offences concerning child soldiers rather than genocide and crimes against humanity’. Similar sentiments are echoed by K’shaani\textsuperscript{165} who authoritatively argues that the prosecutor should have pursued rape and other sexual offences (as crimes against humanity) since failure to do so occasioned grave injustice to women and girls involved in the atrocities. These views are valid given that the OTP finally secured a conviction of 14 years only in the Lubanga’s case on charges of conscripting child soldiers.\textsuperscript{166} It may therefore be rightly argued the choice of charges was impeachable given that it left rape victims who were mostly women and girls grappling with injustice.\textsuperscript{167}


\textsuperscript{162}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{163}For example, see Elena Gekker ‘Rape, Sexual Slavery, and Forced Marriage at the International Criminal Court: How Katanga Utilizes a Ten-Year-Old Rule but Overlooks New Jurisprudence’ (2014) 25 Hastings Women’s Law Journal 105, 107. The author disparages failure by the OTP to charge the accused with forced marriage ‘even though there was sufficient evidence and known instances.’

\textsuperscript{164}William A. Schabas, ‘Complementarity in Practice’:Some Uncomplimentarity Thoughts’ Paper for presentation at the 20\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary Conference of International Society for the Reform of Criminal Law, Vancouver, 23 June 2007 20-21.


4.5 Prosecutorial Discretion in Uganda ICC’s Situation

The OTP commenced its operations over the situation in Northern Uganda following President Museveni’s referral to the ICC prosecutor in December 2003.\(^\text{168}\) Notably, this was the first ever state referral to the ICC.\(^\text{169}\) In its communication, the Ugandan government underscored crimes committed by the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), but the OTP informed Museveni that the ICC would interpret the referral as concerning all crimes under Rome Statute committed in Northern Uganda.\(^\text{170}\)

4.5.1 ICC’s Intervention in Northern Uganda: The Background to the Northern Uganda’s Conflict

The Lord’s Resistance Army, an armed rebel group led by Joseph Kony, operates in the north of Uganda from bases in Southern Sudan to establish a government based on the Bible’s Ten Commandments.\(^\text{171}\) Although its activities are mostly concerned with destabilizing northern Uganda, the Lord’s Resistance Army also linked up with Interahamwe rebels around the Bunia area in the DRC.\(^\text{172}\) Furthermore, the scope of the conflict was even bigger since Sudan allegedly supported the Lord’s Resistance Army in response to suspected Ugandan support to the Sudan People’s Liberation Army, the former rebel movement fighting against the Sudan government, causing a freeze in the diplomatic relations between the two countries.\(^\text{173}\) However, relations...

---


\(^\text{169}\) Ibid.

\(^\text{170}\) Ibid.


have improved in recent years. In 1999, Sudan and Uganda signed an agreement under which Sudan would stop aiding the Lord’s Resistance Army and Uganda would stop aiding the Sudan People’s Liberation Army.\textsuperscript{174} Furthermore, in 2000 Uganda adopted an amnesty act initially for six months, which was also applicable to the rebels of the Lord’s Resistance Army, but the law has subsequently been extended six times, lastly on 14 January 2004, for three months, but excluding the leadership of the Lord’s Resistance army.\textsuperscript{175} The Lord’s Resistance Army, however, continued to carry out its attacks and although its levels of activity diminished somewhat compared with 1997, the area that it targeted grew.\textsuperscript{176} The civil strife in the north has led to the violation of the rights of many members of the Acholi tribe, which is largely resident in the northern districts of Gulu and Kitgum.\textsuperscript{177} Both government forces and the Lord’s Resistance Army rebels, who themselves are mainly Acholi are reported to be committing the violations.\textsuperscript{178} Uganda’s Gulu and Kitgum districts have been displaced by the fighting and fled inhabitants are living in temporary camps, supposedly protected by the army, which was accused in a report of May 2004 by Christian Aid of herding civilians into camps ostensibly to protect them from the Lord’s Resistance Army without offering them the protection they needed.\textsuperscript{179} The Ugandan government subsequently rejected the report. The continued rebel attack in northern Uganda raised questions about planned peace talks between the Lord’s Resistance Army and Uganda’s government.\textsuperscript{180}

Despite this, President Yoweri Museveni agreed to peace talks brokered by Ugandan religious leaders, but the Ugandan army remained skeptical of this new approach since it does not believe that Joseph Kony is interested in peace at all. In February 2003 Sudan allowed troops from

\textsuperscript{174}See generally, The Nairobi Agreement: Agreement Between the Governments of Sudan and Uganda, 8 December 1999 Available at \texttt{http://www.cartercenter.org/documents/nondatabase/nairobi%20agreement%201999.htm} Accessed 19 May 2014.  
\textsuperscript{176}Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{178}Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{180}Ibid.
neighboring Uganda to enter its territory to attack the Lord’s Resistance Army rebels. By early 2003 optimism was growing that 16 years of fighting in northern Uganda might soon come to an end. Rebels of the Lord’s Resistance Army declared a ceasefire and stated to hold talks with the government of Yoweri Museveni.\(^\text{181}\)

This change in stance may be due to the destruction of the Lord’s Resistance Army’s bases in southern Sudan by Ugandan troops following an agreement with the Sudanese government. This meant the rebels’ main sources of food and military supplies to be located in northern Uganda, making them much more vulnerable to attacks by government troops.\(^\text{182}\)

However, optimism was short lived since in June 2003 Joseph Kony instigated his fighters to destroy Catholic missions, kill priests and missionaries, and beat up nuns. In 2004 the government of Uganda continued to combat the Lord’s Resistance Army, but leaving the way open for negotiations. The Lord’s Resistance Army, however, was still capable of striking back by attacking camps for internally displaced persons in northern Uganda. By the beginning of 2005, a ceasefire had been adopted, which only lasted 18 days, after which the violence flared up and persists even till this day.\(^\text{183}\)

### 4.5.2 OTP’s Exercise of Discretion in Northern Uganda: Emerging Issues

The OTP’s exercise of discretion in northern Uganda raises two major issues. The first one borders on selectivity of the indictees while the other one relates to the unusual grounds on which the ICC opened the LRA cases.

#### 4.5.3 Prosecutor’s Selectivity in the Choice of Indictees

Having established that both the LRA and the UPDF have committed atrocities in northern Uganda,\(^\text{184}\) the investigations into LRA and not UPDF creates perception of the OTP as one sided and heavily politicized.\(^\text{185}\) Indeed arrest warrants issued in October 2005 implicated Kony, Otti,

\(^{181}\text{Ibid.}\)
\(^{182}\text{Ibid.}\)
\(^{183}\text{Ibid.}\)
Lukwiya, Okot Odhiambo and Dominic Ongwen who were all LRA’s Commanders.\(^{186}\) Undeniably, the widespread view of the community leaders and members of the political opposition in Kampala and northern Uganda had been that “ICC had become Museveni’s political tool”\(^{187}\). The antipathy towards the OTP was exacerbated by the fact that even the local and international human rights groups had reported regular and grave atrocities committed by the UPDF in northern Uganda particularly the forced displacement of around 1.5 million civilians into IDP camps\(^ {188}\) and yet no one from the UPDF was indicted by the OTP. In fact, a qualitative study by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights highlighted that the majority of the 1725 victims interviewed considered both the LRA and the government responsible for immense harm they had suffered during the conflict.\(^ {189}\) It is contended that it is in fact the OTP that approached Museveni in 2003 and persuaded him to refer the Uganda case to the ICC as the referral suited both parties, providing the ICC with its first state referral of a case and the Ugandan government with another stick with which to beat the LRA.\(^ {190}\)

### 4.5.4 Prosecutorial Discretion Vis a Vis Grounds for ICC’s Intervention

The OTP and the ICC in general may only be seized of a situation if the complementarity threshold is fulfilled.\(^ {191}\) However, questions are numerous on whether the exercise of discretion to intervene in Northern Uganda was strictly premised on complementarity. Arguably, the grounds upon which the OTP opened the LRA’s cases center not on the basis of the unwillingness or inability of the Ugandan judiciary to prosecute serious cases but rather on the inability of

---


\(^ {188}\) Ibid 43.


\(^ {190}\) Ibid 43.

government forces to capture and arrest the LRA leadership\textsuperscript{192} which basis is not envisaged in the Rome Statute. The Ugandan judiciary – one of the most proficient and robust in Africa\textsuperscript{193} – is unquestionably able and willing to prosecute serious cases such as those involving LRA and more importantly, even if it is considered justifiable for the OTP to open investigations on the basis that Uganda’s military and police (rather than judicial) capacity is insufficient to address serious crimes the fact remains that ICC itself has neither military nor police capacity.\textsuperscript{194}

The foregoing notwithstanding, it is also absolutely important to interrogate whether the decision to initiate a self referral to the ICC by the Uganda government implied lack of capacity to prosecute or depicted unwillingness to prosecute and therefore attaining the admissibility threshold as provided for under article 17 of the Statute. This originates from the fact at the time of referral there was already an Amnesty Act which had been adopted in the year 2000.\textsuperscript{195} It must be noted that in determining inability or unwillingness to prosecute, one should also add cases where the national court is unable to try a person not because of a collapse of or malfunctioning of judicial system, but on account of legislative impediments, such as amnesty law, or a statute of limitation, making it impossible for the national judge to commence proceedings against the suspect or the accused.\textsuperscript{196} It is however the view of this paper that the existence of the amnesty law in Uganda was not an indicator of inability or unwillingness to prosecute. First as at the time of referral, the amnesty law did not apply to the LRA leadership who had already been identified as bearing the greatest responsibility in connection to the atrocities.\textsuperscript{197} Secondly, the amnesty targeted only the lower cadres of rebels with a view of dissuading them from war leading to the end of hostilities.\textsuperscript{198} The decision in \textit{Thomas Kwoyelo alias Latoni vs. Uganda} \textsuperscript{199} can demonstrate this.

\textsuperscript{193}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{194}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{199}\textit{Thomas Kwoyelo Alias Latoni vs. Uganda}, UGCC Petition No. 36 of 2011.
Both the Uganda Constitutional and Supreme courts stated that the Ugandan Amnesty Act did not grant blanket amnesty to all wrongdoers.\textsuperscript{200} With respect to arguments regarding Uganda’s international obligations, the courts concurred that the indictments of the five individuals by the ICC demonstrated that Uganda was aware of its international obligations, and that the Amnesty Act did not impair those obligations.\textsuperscript{201} Moreover, the courts opined that the DPP Uganda had acted with discrimination and selectivity by not granting amnesty to Kwoyelo and yet the same had been extended to similarly situated individuals.\textsuperscript{202} It must also be noted that while amnesties may be treated as an indicator of unwillingness to prosecute, domestic amnesties do not bind either ICC or its prosecutor\textsuperscript{203} and cannot generally be treated as a serious impediment to the OTP’s operations.

A view may therefore be shared that the motivation of the Government of Uganda in making a self referral never bordered on inability or unwillingness to prosecute the indictees. The referral (which took place while an amnesty law was operational) amounted to a further source of pressure that Uganda could bring to bear on rebels whom it had been impossible to defeat on the battle field.\textsuperscript{204} In this regard, Schabas further avers:\textsuperscript{205}

President Museveni must have calculated that the threat of prosecution might compel the leaders of the LRA to negotiate a peaceful settlement to the two-decade long war. He is a shrewd and skilled operator, and on this point he judged correctly. It is widely acknowledged that the threat of prosecution by the ICC has helped to bring the LRA to the negotiation table. On a visit to the court, the Ugandan Minister for Security, Amama Mbabazi, noted that issuance of warrants had contributed to driving the LRA leaders to the negotiating table.

Therefore, it is true that the OTP opened the case in northern Uganda on grounds that are not among those contemplated in the Rome Statute.

\textsuperscript{201} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{202} Ibid 662.
\textsuperscript{205} Ibid.
4.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, it is factual to state that the exercise of OTP’s discretionary powers in the afore discussed situations was not conducted in an infallible manner. Squabbles regarding the impeachable exercise of prosecutorial discretion range from selectivity of indictees, choice of charges, deviation from independence and impartiality to blatant disregard of the renowned principles of international criminal law. The OTP may also be faulted for flouting the set legal threshold for the time being governing complementarity and admissibility of cases into the ICC. Further, the OTP has not been able to free itself from political considerations in the exercise of its prosecutorial discretionary powers. These inadequacies however emanate from the fact that the OTP has been lax in crafting and promulgating definitive criteria that would assist it in making proper choices. Even though the Rome Statute requires the OTP to mull over the gravity of the situation, interests of justice and also to have a reasonable basis before the exercise of the discretion, there still lacks (from the OTP) a criterion for determining the exact contours of these notions. The following chapter therefore offers a useful discussion on how best discretion may be exercised and regulated in quest to fulfill one of the Rome Statute’s preambular aspirations ‘to guarantee lasting respect for and the enforcement of international justice.’\textsuperscript{206}

\textsuperscript{206}See generally, Rome Statute preamble.
CHAPTER FIVE

BEST PRACTICES ON THE EXERCISE OF PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION

5.0 Introduction
This chapter shall look at how best discretion may be exercised. In brief, it is argued herein that there is no law either at national or international level that bars the ICC and specifically the OTP from borrowing first-rate practices on prosecutorial discretion from domestic laws including those of certain selected nations namely, Germany, France and England. By borrowing from these nations, the obnoxious misuse of prosecutorial powers by the OTP may be kept at bay. The chapter also heralds the position that promulgation of prosecutorial guidelines by the OTP would be a formidable step towards limiting abusive utilization of the discretionary powers to prosecute.

5.1 Why Best Practices? The Raison D’être
It is generally accepted that prosecutorial discretion which traces its origin from the English common law plays an integral role in determining whether or not prosecutors will treat a certain conduct as a crime, who they will charge and what charges they will present. Furthermore, it has been observed that in both international and municipal criminal law systems, prosecutors play a critical role in the administration of justice and that that it is the public prosecutors not judges, who are primarily responsible for the overall effectiveness of the criminal justice system. Indeed prosecutors are public authorities who, on behalf of society and in the public interest and by exercising their discretion ensure the application of the law where the breach of the law carries a

---

4 Council of Europe, ‘The Role of Public Prosecution in the Criminal Justice System’ Recommendation Rec (2000)19.See also Peter Burns, ‘Private Prosecutions in Canada: The law and a proposal For Change’ (1975) 21 McGill Law Journal 269. The author opines that the role of prosecutor whether in private or public is a very special one in any system of criminal justice.
criminal sanction, taking into account both the rights of the individual and the necessary effectiveness of the criminal justice system.\(^5\)

However, given that prosecutorial discretion is susceptible to abuse, it ought to be exercised with caution and in view of the fact that dissatisfactions on the unjust exercise of prosecutorial discretion are ubiquitous, control thereof is justified. For example, it has been observed that the latitude afforded to prosecutors can result in a decision making process with many flaws including racial bias\(^6\) and poses an increasing threat to justice.\(^7\) As a result, displeasure in the abusive use of discretion has persisted at both the national and international levels. For example, in England where the notion is believed to have germinated from, Justices of Peace were accused of abusing their prosecutorial powers leading to enactment of Marian Statutes\(^8\) which paved way for far ranging reforms in the exercise of prosecutorial powers. To that extent the English courts have not dithered in underscoring the need to control discretion. In *Sharp vs. Wakefield* Lord Halsbury posited thus:\(^9\)

> When it is said that something has to be done within the discretion of authorities, that something is to be done according to the rules of reason and justice, not according to private opinion that as in Rookie’s case, according to the law and not humour. It must be done not arbitrary, vague and fanciful, but legal and regular. And it must be exercised within the limit to which an honest man competent to discharge his office ought to confine himself.

In the USA, prosecutors wield broad discretionary power and at the extreme, they are the most influential people in America in terms of the powers they have over the lives of citizens.\(^10\) These unreviewable excessive prosecutorial powers of an American prosecutor are said to be premised on the separation of prosecutorial powers doctrine and secondly, on the *nolleprosequi*.\(^11\)

---

\(^5\)Ibid 4.


\(^9\)(1891) AC 173.


Kenyan Judiciary has also had its own day in disparaging abuse of prosecutorial powers by terming as unconstitutional, selective prosecutions.\textsuperscript{12} Comparable sentiments have been echoed by courts in Tanzania and Uganda.\textsuperscript{13}

At the international level, the irresponsible exercise of the discretionary powers to prosecute has been cited as to blame for \textit{ex post facto} character of the trials, violation of the rule of \textit{nullumcrimen, nullapoena sine lege} as well as the lionizing of victor’s justice at the Nuremberg trials.\textsuperscript{14} Similarly, selectivity and political considerations which were prevalent during the Tokyo trials\textsuperscript{15} are attributable to abuse of these discretionary powers. Furthermore, allegations of misuse of prosecutorial powers were prevalent during the trials before the ICTR, ICTY and the Special Court for Sierra Leone.\textsuperscript{16}

At the ICC, the situation is not better. A close scrutiny of the three situations discussed herein reveals an impeachable exercise of prosecutorial discretionary powers by the OTP. The exercise of the prosecutorial discretionary powers by the OTP in the ICC’s Kenya situation has been marred by allegations of selectivity in the choice of defendants,\textsuperscript{17} political considerations\textsuperscript{18} as well as departure from the well established canons of International Criminal Law leading to a misinformed choice of charges.\textsuperscript{19} Similar findings are manifest regarding the situation in the DRC whereby the OTP has been castigated for bias relating to the choice of areas to investigate,\textsuperscript{20} the

\textsuperscript{12} High Court of Kenya at Nairobi Petition Nos. 227 & 230 of 2009 [2014] eklr Available at \texttt{http://kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/94347/} Accessed 17 February 2014

\textsuperscript{13} See Musoke V. Uganda [1972] E.A 139 and also Tanzania Court of Appeal in Director of Public Prosecutions V. Melboob Akbar Haji &Anor Criminal Appeal No. 28 of 1992 [unreported].

\textsuperscript{14} BurcuBaytemir, ‘The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg: The Ongoing Reflections in International Criminal Law’ in \textit{USAK Yearbook of International Politics and Law} (Volume 3 International Strategic Research Organization 2010) 81


\textsuperscript{16} Frederiek de Vlaming, ibid102.


choice of defendants as well as the choice of charges. Correspondingly, such criticism has been levelled against the manner in which the OTP has exercised its discretion in situation in Northern Uganda. Here, the OTP was accused of becoming a political tool meant to silence government dissidents. It has further been accused of being openly biased in choice of the defendants and also for relying on unusual grounds to open the LRA cases.

In view of the foregoing, the call for exercise of best practices in handling prosecutorial discretion mostly at the ICC by the OTP needs no overemphasis. Indeed, the few highlighted examples are an exquisite pointer that control of prosecutorial discretion (both at the national and international level) of course premised on best practices is a necessity rather than a luxury and arguably, reasons for such control exceed a baker’s dozen.

Therefore, questions that entreat for answers at this juncture are - how best prosecutorial discretion can be controlled? What measures ought to be taken? Does there exist a prosecutorial system that can be emulated by the OTP to curb abusive exercise of prosecutorial discretion? The following discussion attempts to answer those sturdy questions.

5.2 Prosecutorial Discretion in USA, Germany and France – Do Their Prosecutorial Systems Offer a Solution?

A comparative study on prosecutorial discretion is indispensable. Indeed, the Rome Statute identifies as a source of law (applicable by the ICC) ‘general principles of law derived by the court from national laws of the legal systems of the world including, where appropriate, the national laws of states that would normally exercise jurisdiction over the crime, provided that those principles are not inconsistent with the Statute and with international law and

\[\text{Ibid 41.}\]


internationally recognized norms and standards\textsuperscript{26} and therefore nothing would authoritatively obstruct an attempt to borrow from these nations. Moreover, Article 38 of the Statute of International Court of Justice recognizes ‘the general principles recognized by civilised nations’\textsuperscript{27} as a source of international law and therefore, borrowing from practices in these nations would be in order.

Critically, the US prosecutorial system offers less to be desired. This stems from the position that the exercise of the discretionary powers to prosecute is unreviewable as explained by the court in \textit{Wayte v United States}\textsuperscript{28} thus:

This broad discretion rests largely on the recognition that the decision to prosecute is ill-suited to judicial review. Such factors as the strength of the case, the prosecution’s general deterrence value, the Government’s enforcement priorities, and the Government’s overall enforcement plan are not readily susceptible to the kind of analysis the courts are competent to undertake. Judicial supervision in this area, moreover, entails systemic costs of particular concern. Examining the basis of a prosecution delays criminal proceedings, threatens to chill law enforcement by subjecting the prosecutor’s motives and decision making to outside inquiry, and may undermine prosecutorial effectiveness by revealing Government’s enforcement policy. All these are substantial concerns that make the courts properly hesitant to examine the decision whether to prosecute.

This unreviewable exercise of discretionary powers to prosecute is undesirable more so because it is largely unchecked and therefore subject to abuse.\textsuperscript{29} Indeed, authors have questioned the legitimacy of an unchecked US prosecutor thus proposing radical amendments to this kind of approach\textsuperscript{30} including call for enactment of prosecutorial guidelines.\textsuperscript{31} It ought also to be noted that one of the most contentious issues during the drafting of the Statute touched on whether the

\textsuperscript{27} F X Njenga, \textit{International Law and World Order Problems} (Moi University Press, 2001) 7.
\textsuperscript{28} 470 US 598, 607-08 (1985).
powers to act *proprio motu* were reviewable.\(^{32}\) Inimitably, majority states supported the view that such powers be reviewable.\(^ {33}\) It would therefore be retrogressive to agitate for unreviewable prosecutorial powers as exercised in the USA. Furthermore, the US systems generally lack mechanisms to require or even promote prosecutorial uniformity\(^ {34}\) and certainly therefore, it would be injudicious to borrow from this system.

Conversely, a study on the French prosecutorial system reveals that this system may offer some useful tips on how the abusive exercise of discretionary powers by the OTP may be restrained. Under this system although prosecutorial powers are vested in public prosecutors, private prosecution under the rubric of *l’action civile* has acquired a significant sphere\(^ {35}\). The primary function of *l’action civile* is to permit the victim of the crime to constitute himself *partie civile* and to join a claim for civil damages to the public prosecutor’s action for criminal sanctions.\(^ {36}\) If the public prosecutor does not initiate *l’action publique* the *partie civile* may do it himself ostensibly in order to provide the necessary basis for his parasitic damages claim.\(^ {37}\) Consequently, when the French prosecutor decides not to prosecute, he decides for himself and his office alone. Someone else may still invoke the criminal process against the culprit.\(^ {38}\) The value of this system which is akin to private prosecution is underscored by various authors. For example, Glanville Williams is of the view that ‘power of private prosecution is undoubtedly right and necessary in that it enables the citizen to bring even the police or government which itself is unwilling to make the first move’.\(^ {39}\) On his part, Dression\(^ {40}\) avers:


\(^{33}\) Ibid.


\(^{37}\) Ibid.


A system of private prosecutions can be justified in terms of both society’s interest in increased law enforcement and individual’s interest in vindication of personal grievances. Full participation by the citizen as a private prosecutor is needed to cope with the serious threat posed by the (public prosecutors) improper action and inaction.

It must be appreciated that the Rome Statute confers the prosecutor the overall authority over all prosecutions and in particular the suspects to charge. Moreover, no one else apart from the OTP has a real chance of shaping the charge sheet. Arguably, this peremptory provision combined with others guaranteeing independence of the OTP has given the OTP a free hand in the choice of situations, suspects and charges. As already observed in the situations under the study, this has amounted to immense abuse by the OTP. For example, in Uganda, only the LRA commanders were indicted despite availability of evidence implicating the government forces. Similar observations have been made in the DRC where key figures were left out of prosecution by the OTP without any cogent explanation. The suggestion therefore is that just like in the French system a third party with sufficient evidence should be allowed to initiate prosecutions of those perpetrators who the OTP may have, for its own reasons chosen to spare. Furthermore, this would create an avenue through which victims of crimes may prosecute their grievances in the event the OTP deliberately or inadvertently omits some charges in the charge sheet. For example, failure by the OTP to charge Lubanga with rape despite availability of evidence has continued to raise eyebrows. Had the Statute and the RPE provided for such an avenue, the DRC victims would have had an opportunity to charge and prosecute Lubanga for rape and other sexual offences as crimes against humanity thus effectively dodging the OTP’s glaring omission.

A constructive lesson may also be learnt from the Germany’s prosecutorial system whereby the Legalitätsprinzip (the legality principle; better the rule of compulsory prosecution) is the
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The Germans have undertaken to forbid their monopolist prosecutor the discretion to refuse to prosecute in cases where adequate incriminating evidence is at hand. Indeed, it is a criminal offence if he fails to prosecute and the same applies if he does not prosecute if for example he is ordered by his minister not to prosecute in a case of political corruption. The only instances during which a prosecutor can refrain from or dismiss a prosecution are when the cases relate to minor offences with low guilt and no public interest in prosecuting and also for less important criminal offences where the penalty would be insignificant alongside the punishment for some other crime committed by the same offender.

An import of similar provisions into the Rome Statute and the RPE would be most welcome as would it would impel the OTP to uniformly open investigations and prosecute the perpetrators of the monstrous crimes without perilous selectivity. In the past, the OTP has shown bias in the choice of situations and those to charge. Over and above the instances highlighted in the study, the OTP has also been accused for failure to open investigations and charge those implicated in crimes within the ICC’s jurisdiction. For example, the OTP declined to act against the UN peacekeepers (in Bosnia) who had allegedly been accused of various offences such as sexual exploitation and abuse, gun smuggling and trading, and golds or diamonds trading, which, under specific circumstances could even be characterized either as war crimes or, more often, as crimes against humanity. Similarly, the OTP also came into limelight for failure to prosecute the British soldiers in Iraq who had allegedly mistreated detainees, willfully killing civilians, brutality against persons upon capture and initial custody, causing death or serious
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Undoubtedly, a compulsory prosecutorial system akin to the Germany’s would at least curb such and similar abuses by the OTP.

5.3 The Code for Crown Prosecutors in England and Wales: Efficacy in Controlling Prosecutorial Discretion

The significance of the formulation of the Code for Crown Prosecutors has been underscored by Ashworth\(^{52}\) who remarks:

> Prosecutors must be given discretion, so that they can respond sensitively to the great diversity of factual situations and policy issues which arise. Equally, public interest in fair, consistent and principled decision making sustains the case for policy guidance and for accountability.

Formulated by the DPP and revised periodically, the code has been hailed as ‘a welcome step towards openness, with the publication on the CPS website of considerable amounts of prosecutorial guidance previously confidential to crown prosecutors’.\(^{53}\) Apparently, this meticulous code of conduct for the Crown Prosecution Service gives patent factors to be considered in deciding whether to prosecute or not.\(^{54}\)

In a nutshell, prosecutors are enjoined to make sure that the right persons are prosecuted for the right offences and that casework decisions are taken fairly, impartially and with integrity, help to secure justice for victims, witnesses, defendants and the public.\(^{55}\) They must also ensure that the law is properly applied; that relevant evidence is put before the court and that obligations of disclosure are complied with.\(^{56}\) Moreover, prosecutors are required to be fair, independent and objective and must not let any personal views about ethnic or national origin, gender, disability, age, religion or belief, political views, sexual orientation, or gender identity of the suspect, victim or any witness influence their

---
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decisions. Neither must prosecutors be affected by improper nor undue pressure from any source and must act in the interest of justice and not solely for the purpose of obtaining a conviction.\textsuperscript{57}

In making a decision whether to prosecute or not, the code dictates that the prosecutors should seek to rectify evidential weaknesses but they should swiftly stop cases which do not meet the evidential stage of the full code test.\textsuperscript{58} A case that does not pass the evidential stage must not proceed, no matter how serious or sensitive it may be and the prosecutors should only take a decision to prosecute only after investigations have been completed and after all evidence has been reviewed.\textsuperscript{59} The prosecutor should also consider whether there are any reasons to question the reliability of evidence including its accuracy or integrity and also consider whether there are any reasons to doubt the credibility of the evidence.\textsuperscript{60} Moreover, prosecutors should not start or continue a prosecution which would be regarded by the courts as oppressive or unfair and an abuse of court’s process.\textsuperscript{61} Most importantly, prosecutors must take into account any relevant change in circumstances as the case progresses after charge.\textsuperscript{62}

Few salient lessons may be learnt from these peremptory provisions of the code. First, the code keeps at bay political considerations in the choice to prosecute. As already discussed in the previous chapters, political considerations were prevalent in the selection of defendants in the situations under study\textsuperscript{63} and yet both the Statute and the RPE do not contemplate such. The logic is that with similar express provisions in either the Statute or RPE, the OTP would be forbidden from turning into detrimental political views while making its prosecutorial discretionary choices. Further, the OTP would be obliged to adhere to and apply the law properly unlike as it did in the Kenyan cases whereby certain cardinal international law principles were blatantly
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disregarded. Furthermore, a similar provision that mandatorily requires the prosecutor to ‘swiftly stop cases which do not meet the evidential stage of the full code test’ would be welcome as it would stop the OTP from clandestinely dragging the suspects through the court processes. Moreover, the OTP should emulate provisions from the code that require the prosecutor to consider whether there are any reasons to question the reliability of evidence including its accuracy or integrity and also consider whether there are any reasons to doubt the credibility of the evidence. Over and above enhancing the legitimacy of the entire process, this would undoubtedly save the OTP from an unwarranted embarrassment of being impelled to drop charges upon a subsequent concession by a witness that the evidence he had tendered was false and therefore unreliable as it happened in Muthaura’s case.

5.4 Controlling Prosecutorial Discretion: A Case for Prosecutorial Guidelines
Generally speaking, there is absolutely no reason as to why the OTP should not come up with guidelines similar to those contained in the code for crown prosecutors. The very fact that the ICC is a court meant dispense justice through fair trail, guidelines meant to streamline the exercise of the prosecutorial discretionary powers by the OTP are a necessity. In similar context, it has been stated thus:

It seems to be of vital importance that guidelines are developed - and made public- giving direction to the decision either or not to initiate an investigation: ‘vital’, as danger looms large that the court is accused of starting investigations on entirely arbitrary grounds, and even based on political considerations.

64 For example, the insistence by the OTP on the expansive approach instead of the traditional approach in the delineation of the organizational policy under article 7(2) of the Statute and also the blatant disregard of the Dubio pro reo principle would not have occurred had there been a similar provision in the Statute or the RPE requiring the OTP to apply ‘the law properly’.
65 For example, the cases two of the Kenyan defendants - Henry Kiprono Kosgey and Mohammed Hussein Ali were not confirmed due to insufficient evidence or inherent contradictions and inconsistencies between witness statements. Later, the case against Francis Kirimi Muthaura was withdrawn as well, essentially because the key witness against him had recanted a crucial part of his evidence. Similarly, The Chief prosecutor has already admitted that ‘currently the case against Mr Kenyatta does not satisfy the high evidentiary standards required at trial’. Further the OTP has also stated that ‘the only stones left unturned in Uhuru’s case are now pebbles’ and that ‘even the President’s financial records might be insufficient to meet the high evidentiary standard required for trial’. It is true that the OTP should never have impleaded these defendants in court. With similar provisions finding way into the Statute and the RPE, this paper humbly opines that the OTP should forthwith drop the charges against President Kenyatta.
67 Rome Statute, Article 67.
Elsewhere, it has been argued that such guidelines will materially assist the prosecutor in accomplishing both the achievement of legitimacy and the perception of legitimacy. The author further concedes:

By contributing to the impartiality and consistency of his decision making, they will enhance its legitimacy. By announcing a standard by which the prosecutor’s actions may be judged, guidelines provide a tool for holding the prosecutor accountable to his own policies, contributing to the perception of his legitimacy. In addition, by providing a rubric according to which he can judge the demands of states and NGOs, guidelines help proclaim the prosecutor’s independence from those entities. Many states whose prosecutors enjoy significant discretion have adopted guidelines to guide discretion and render its use more transparent. The prosecutorial guidelines of Hong Kong, for example, declare that their purpose is to ‘promote fair and consistent decision making in relation to public prosecutions [and] to make the prosecutorial process understandable and open to the people of Hong Kong.’ Other jurisdictions that have also adopted national prosecutorial guidelines include the Netherlands, Canada, England, Australia and Belgium. Belgium’s prosecutorial guidelines derive their authority from the Belgian constitution, which permits the minister of justice to issue compulsory prosecutorial guidelines, including provisions concerning investigations and the charging decision. The Belgian guidelines, like all national guidelines discussed above, are publicly available on a governmental website. Italy is currently considering promulgation of national prosecutorial guidelines. The United Nations has also called for prosecutorial guidelines in criminal justice systems where the prosecutor is vested with discretionary functions. Following these precedents, the ICC prosecutor should also adopt prosecutorial guidelines to provide information about the factors that the prosecutor will consider, and those he will not consider, when making his discretionary decisions, particularly with regard to investigating, screening, charging, and admissibility decisions, where his discretion is at its apogee.

Other scholars have also supported a call for prosecutorial guidelines. For example, Goldston argues that such guidelines ‘might at a minimum help bridge the yawning gap between the Hague based court and its constituencies across the world trying to balance their hopes for justice
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against their often-uncertain knowledge of the court’s operations and limitations.\textsuperscript{71} On his part, Akande\textsuperscript{72} insists that in order to ensure and impose some degree of accountability on the ICC prosecutor and to ensure that prosecutorial decision making is legitimate; the prosecutor’s decisions with respect to investigations and prosecutions should be guided by \textit{ex ante} standards, a set of guidelines for prosecutorial decision making.

Similar attitude is echoed by Greenawalt\textsuperscript{73} who opines that this approach will enhance legitimacy by rooting the prosecutor’s decision making in neutral \textit{ex ante} criteria that ‘provide for a transparent standard that the prosecutor will consistently apply’ and will also avoid the prospect of prosecutorial choice becoming subject primarily to an informal sort of ‘pragmatic accountability’ to various actors ‘including states that are not party to the treaty, and other actors such as NGOs’.

While it is indisputable that prosecutorial guidelines may be useful in providing the missing definitive criterion in controlling abusive prosecutorial discretionary powers, questions however abound as to what these guidelines should contain. It must be appreciated that the Rome Statute sets reasonable basis, interest of justice and the gravity threshold as the tests that the OTP must overcome before it exercises its discretionary powers. The only quagmire is that there lacks a definitive criterion to elucidate on the exact contours of these tests. While it is beyond this paper to give a conclusive content of such criteria, there is still need for guidelines that should take care of factors to consider in defining the set thresholds.

For example, in determining whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that the person has committed a crime within the court’s jurisdiction, the guidelines may require the OTP to conceivably construe the elements of the crimes within the Statute and also require it to assess the reliability of evidence.\textsuperscript{74} The guidelines should also require the OTP to consider whether there are any reasons to question the reliability of evidence including its accuracy or integrity and also


\textsuperscript{74}Allison Marston Danner, ‘Enhancing the Legitimacy and Accountability of Prosecutorial Discretion at the International Criminal Court’ (2003) \textit{97 American Journal of International Law} 542.
consider whether there are any reasons to doubt the credibility of the evidence.\textsuperscript{75} If there are such reasons, the OTP should forthwith stop the cases.\textsuperscript{76} The OTP must evaluate whether also the evidence and information obtained are more likely than not to secure a conviction were the accused to be brought before the court.\textsuperscript{77} 

Guidelines may also be formulated to delineate the gravity threshold. This research opines that it would be judicious if the OTP departs from an antiquated approach of relying on ‘non exhaustive quantitative and qualitative considerations’ based on the prevailing facts and circumstances as stipulated in Regulation 29(2) of the OTP Regulations\textsuperscript{78} and instead adopt a more predictable criteria. For example, the OTP may declare that it will henceforth employ factors such as scale of crimes, nature of crimes, manner of commission of crimes, impact of the crimes role/position of the perpetrator and also the intent of the perpetrator in determination of gravity.\textsuperscript{79} However, although the judges and the OTP should apply this criterion as consistently as possible, the context-specific nature of the enterprise means that no rigid formula should be adopted.\textsuperscript{80} The court must not, for example set a particular number on the victims harmed or mandate a certain leadership rank for perpetrators. Rather, it should use the relevant factors, considered in the particular context, to answer the ultimate question: does this case truly involve the most serious crimes of concern to the international community or, is the conduct at issue ‘wholly peripheral to the objects of the law in criminalizing the conduct?’\textsuperscript{81} 

Determining what ‘interests of justice’ means is rather enigmatic. Indeed, two authors\textsuperscript{82} aver that ‘determining what serves the interest of justice (and whose interest is ultimately to be served by this determination) is an extraordinarily difficult if not impossible task’. They further pose: from which and whose perspective is this determination to be made? What serves the interest of the
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wider society – issues of peace and security, for instance - may not serve the interests of victims, yet both are factors to be weighed in considering whether justice is being served. What is meant by justice here? Justice in the narrow sense of criminal justice, or justice in the broader, restorative, sense? Justice in terms of the right of individuals the world over to live in peace and safe from international crimes?83

Although the true meaning remains elusive, the OTP may nevertheless decline to initiate an investigation on the grounds that such an investigation ‘would not serve the interests of justice’84 and this provides the prosecutor with a relatively high degree of discretion.85 Various authors have indeed disagreed on how to interpret this phrase with some urging for a broad interpretation that would accommodate considerations such as the age and infirmity of the accused.86

On his part, Stahn87 holds the view that the express distinction between specific criteria (gravity of the crime, the interests of victims and the age or infirmity of the alleged perpetrator, and his or her role in the alleged crime) and the interests of justice may suggest that the latter embodies a broader concept. Gavron88 further argues that Article 53 could accommodate wider considerations, although it could lead to speculation about future events and the deterrence argument would be turned on its head.

Elsewhere, a restrictive approach while interpreting ‘interests of justice’ has been favoured. For example, the Amnesty International (AI)89 and the Human Rights Watch (HRW)90 favor a
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restrictive interpretation of Article 53. The AI’s position is that the interests of justice are always served by prosecuting the crimes within the ICC’s jurisdiction, absent a compelling justification. It further considers that national amnesties, pardons and similar measures of impunity that prevent judicial determinations of guilt or innocence, the emergence of the truth and full reparations to victims are contrary to international law and it would not be in the interests of justice for the prosecutor to decline to prosecute on the ground that the suspect had benefitted from one of these measures.

The HRW on the other hand concludes that if the phrase ‘interests of justice’ is construed in the light of the object and object of the Rome Statute, a construction that permits consideration of a domestic amnesty, domestic truth commission or peace process and results in permanently not initiating an investigation or proceeding from investigation to trial would be in principle at odds with the object and purpose of the Rome Statute, as set forth in its preamble.

In view of the foregoing contradictions and disagreements, it would be prudent for the OTP to come forth and formulate conclusive guidelines that would comprehensively define ‘interests of justice’ and at the same time delineating its exact contours. Perhaps, balancing the views of the legal scholars as herein above highlighted would form a splendid cocktail from which the OTP may benefit.

5.5 Supplementary Means of Checking Abusive Prosecutorial Discretion

Having legal restrictions has been said to be one of the ways in which abusive prosecutorial discretion may be checked although there are few such restrictions to prosecutors in their decisions of whom to charge, what charges to use, and when to proceed or not to proceed against
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an individual. Specifically, courts should not be hesitant in using their supervisory powers to check abusive prosecutorial decisions.\textsuperscript{95} This is important since the court’s refusal to condemn a prosecutor (abusing his prosecutorial powers) negatively amplifies his exclusive powers. On the other hand, the role of ethics should not be underestimated. For example, Lepard\textsuperscript{96} observes:

The fundamental ethical principles based on respect for law underscore the importance of the prosecutor being faithful to those standards for the exercise of his or her discretion laid down in the Rome Statute itself as governing treaty establishing the prosecutor’s powers.

He further opines that ‘the ethical principle of open-minded consultation is important as it highlights the importance of the prosecutor not only seeking out information from victims, nongovernmental organizations, intergovernmental organizations, governments and other actors, but also soliciting their perspectives on how justice in particular situations or cases can best be achieved’.\textsuperscript{97} Further, transparency as an ethical value is important as it naturally helps to build and sustain political trust of the court and enhance its legitimacy.\textsuperscript{98} Generally, the author also rightly argues that if heeded [by the OTP], ethical principles such as equal dignity for human beings, objectivity, respect for human rights, open-minded consultation, individual moral responsibility for criminal behaviour, respects for governments and law and impartiality would be useful in guiding the prosecutor in the exercise of discretion.\textsuperscript{99}

\textbf{5.6 Conclusion}

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that drawing from the best practices is not forbidden by the Rome Statute. In any event, it would be imperative for the OTP to learn from some of the prosecutorial systems highlighted herein with view to improving on its approach towards the exercise of the enormous discretionary powers it currently wields. Similarly, the existence of a working code for crown prosecutors in England and Wales offers a strategic example to the OTP on how guidelines useful for controlling abusive prosecutorial discretionary powers may be formulated. Indeed, many nations have in place such guidelines. In addition to lessons learnt
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from USA, France, Germany and England, it is also important for courts to take stern measures in condemning instances of improper exercise of prosecutorial discretionary powers. Moreover, the OTP should also not take fundamental ethics principles lightly as they offer an important guide in the exercise of the prosecutorial powers.
CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.0 Introduction

This chapter contains a summary of key findings, conclusions and recommendations. Briefly, the chapter finds that although the precise origin of prosecutorial discretion is not known, the concept is currently entrenched in most legal systems in the world and has taken a central position at the ICC. It also finds that the ICC Prosecutor’s discretionary powers are enormous and susceptible to abuse and were indeed abused in the situations under study. It therefore concludes that the existing legal thresholds meant to check the exercise of the OTP’s discretionary powers are inadequate. As a consequence, it recommends inter alia that there is a dire need to buttress the existing legal thresholds through formulation of prosecutorial guidelines for proper checks on the Prosecutor’s powers.

6.1 Summary of Findings and Conclusions

Prosecutorial discretion refers to the prosecutor’s power to choose from the options available in a criminal case, such as filing charges, prosecuting, plea bargaining and recommending a sentence to the court and although its historical origin is not precisely known, there is however common consensus that the modern concept of prosecutorial discretion traces its origin from the English Common Law and is currently entrenched in most legal systems in the world. At the ICC, it takes a central position.
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From the study, it has fittingly been found that the concept has both its utility and a darker side. For example, prosecutorial discretion is an essential tool in dispensation of criminal justice and by promoting case-sensitive decision making, it can protect liberty and secure prosecutor’s independence. On the other hand, it has also been observed that it poses an increasing threat to justice and that it may also lead to unjustified discrimination.

The study has also revealed that despite utility, discretionary powers to prosecute have over a time [at the international level] been grossly misused. For example, during the Nuremberg trials, abuse of the discretionary powers to prosecute manifested itself in three ways: *ex post facto* character of the trial because of accepting the aggressive war as a crime, trials involved punishment in violation of the rule of *nullumcrimen, nullapoena sine lege* and lastly, the criticisms labelled the tribunal as victor’s justice.

This trend persisted during the Tokyo trials. Here, the abuse of discretionary powers to prosecute bordered on claims of ‘victors justice’, political considerations and perilous selectivity. Prosecutorial discretion before the *ad hoc* tribunals [ICTR, ICTY and Sierra Leone] was also marred by the claims of selectivity.
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The study also has found that the OTP under the Rome Statute wields enormous prosecutorial discretionary powers which may only be exercised within the set legal thresholds namely, the reasonable basis test, 14 gravity criterion15 and interests of justice.16 These improperly checked powers have however been grossly misused and the situations under study have revealed as much. For example, apart from dancing to political tunes17 while dealing with the ICC situation in Kenya, the OTP has also been accused of dragging some suspects to the court even without evidence thus leading to non confirmation of charges against them.18

In the DRC, the study shows that the OTP chose the indictees in a discriminatory manner and left free government allies who had been accused of committing similar if not more serious atrocities.19 Moreover, the OTP was ‘politically cautious’ by choosing to investigate atrocities in some regions while strategically ignoring others without any cogent reason.20

In Uganda, the study has shown that the OTP has generally been biased against one side of the conflict21 by choosing to indict only the LRA commanders while ignoring government forces who had committed similar if not graver atrocities.

In view of the foregoing, it may rightly be averred that political considerations infiltrated the exercise of the discretionary powers of the OTP most profoundly regarding the choice of indictees in the situations under study. It must be noted that the OTP being an organ of the ICC is a judicial organ which engages in a judicial process and must as such strive to divorce itself from making political choices for the sake of its own legitimacy. Out of its own political choices,

14Ibid articles 15 and 53.
15 Ibid article 53.
16 Ibid.
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atrocities by the Mai Mai militia and the UPDF have never been accounted for. This means continued impunity. Additionally, failure by the OTP to carry out its mandate impeccably especially in investigations has had its awful outcomes. At no other given time in history of the ICC did cases fail even before the full trial and in a worrying manner as it has happened with regard to the Kenyan cases. Certainly, 50% of the cases have collapsed and the OTP is currently fighting to have President Kenyatta’s case sustained at the ICC owing to the lack of evidence. As a consequence and as already highlighted in the study, the accuracy of the OTP has therefore been greatly impaired.

But what is the root cause of all these? This paper concludes that first, as has rightly been observed in the course of this study, the existing thresholds meant to check the exercise of the enormous discretionary powers to prosecute completely lack the backing of the appropriate guidelines. Apparently, it is an arduous task to attach a true meaning to the reasonable basis test, gravity threshold and even the interests of justice and yet these are the checks supposed to be the gatekeeper against the abuse of prosecutorial discretion. Without a definitive criterion to assist the OTP in demarcating the exact contours of these checks, the OTP will always have room to sneak in any type of consideration while deciding whom to investigate, charge and with what charges. For example, (as already discussed) the OTP has taken political considerations in its prosecutorial choices although the same is not contemplated in the Rome Statute.

Secondly, the dearth of a system that would guarantee compulsory prosecution of all those bearing greatest responsibility (similar to that of Germany and thus putting the OTP’s excessive selectivity on check) has been one of the causes of the abuses. The very fact that it is only the prosecutor who can determine whose names appear in the charge sheet and for what charges has undoubtedly given a leeway to the OTP to play prosecutorial gimmicks as it wishes. Why a prosecutor would choose some and leave others although all have committed similar acts? A system that would compel the OTP to prosecute impartially would undoubtedly assist.

Lastly, where the OTP deviates from the noble course of according preeminence to the fundamental ethical principles such as equal dignity for human beings, respect for human rights, open-minded consultation, individual moral responsibility for criminal behaviour, respects for governments and law and impartiality, abusive exercise of discretionary powers to prosecute shall definitely creep in.
6.2 Recommendations
Despite the foregoing challenges, this research however takes the view that all is not lost and therefore recommends the following as the most suitable ways in addressing the identified problems:

6.2.1 Compulsory Prosecution
First, there is need to put in place a system similar to that of Germany’s Legalitatsprinzip (the rule of compulsory prosecution). Under a similar system, the OTP would be under a peremptory duty to prosecute those suspected to bear the greatest responsibility from all sides of the conflict without any form of bias or hazardous selectivity.

While the foregoing may be the case, it must at all costs be appreciated that it is virtually impossible to arraign every offender before the ICC given the complex nature and costs involved in the ICC’s processes. Instead, the nature of compulsory prosecutions agitated for herein would take the character of legally obliging the OTP to select and prosecute indictees bearing greatest responsibility for atrocities without ‘favouring’ any side of the conflict. For example, in Uganda, the OTP left out top members of the UPDF (who had committed similar if not graver atrocities in Northern Uganda- thus also bearing greatest responsibility) despite availability of incriminating evidence. Similarly, in the DRC, top leadership of the Mai Mai militia believed to be backed by President Kabila was left out of the OTP’s list although it had perpetrated even severe atrocities.

Had the Statute or the RPE made provisions legally obliging (and therefore making it compulsory for) the OTP to investigate all sides of the conflict equally, claims of favouritism and perilous selectivity would have been sank into oblivion. For example, although the OTP was not legally obliged to do so in Kenya, it chose those bearing greatest responsibility from both sides of the conflict and even if it never explained the criteria it applied, it was however able to diffuse fears that it had intended to target only one side of the conflict. Such a move should be embraced and may only become a practice if legally implanted within the ICC’s statutory framework.

22 Indeed Professor Daniel D. Ntanda Nsereko in his article titled ‘Prosecutorial Discretion Before National Courts and International Tribunals’ (2004) Guest Lecture Series of the Office of the Prosecutor at page 3 confirms that the Germany’s public prosecution office is obliged to take action in case of all criminal offences which may be prosecuted, provided there are sufficient factual indications. A public prosecutor apparently commits an offence for failing to prosecute when the criteria to prosecute exist. The Code of Crimes against International Law also extended the public prosecutor’s obligation to the international crimes of genocide and crimes against humanity.
6.2.2 Private Prosecution

In the alternative to compulsory prosecution, a system akin to the French would be suitable. Here, private entities with evidence may, where the prosecutor wantonly refuses to charge a perpetrator, espouse a claim before the ICC as long as the court has jurisdiction after both the admissibility and complementarity hurdles have been surmounted. Undoubtedly, adopting this system would check against selectivity and bias.

While it must again be appreciated that it may be impossible to arraign all the perpetrators of heinous before the ICC, the current practice whereby it is only the OTP has the real chance of shaping the charge sheet is also somehow oppressive. It is only the Prosecutor who determines the list of indictees and the order of charges. As already observed in the study, the OTP is permitted to get information from the Intergovernmental organizations and the NGO’s. Apparently this information is not binding upon the OTP although it may be very well representative of the true state of affairs. For example, regarding the Northern Uganda, the Human Rights Watch and the Amnesty International had evidence incriminating the UPDF leadership and showing that they too had committed atrocities (thus also bearing greatest responsibility for crimes) of similar, if not of more serious nature than those of LRA. They could not however be able to prosecute those individuals despite availability of evidence since prosecution is generally a preserve of the OTP. The upshot has been that none from the UPDF has ever been prosecuted. The question therefore is - will justice ever be served while those known perpetrators are still roaming freely in Uganda as if nothing has ever happened? Is it that it only becomes a crime when LRA kills and a celebration when UPDF kills? The OTP has never listened to these human rights bodies despite calls to do so. But then, what could be the answer?

It is a humble recommendation of this paper that private entities (like the NGO’s, Intergovernmental Organizations and Human Rights Bodies ) should, if they are able to demonstrate that there are individuals bearing greatest responsibility and the OTP has wantonly refused to charge them, be allowed to bring charges against them. It is recognized that rule 103 ICC RPE allows such bodies to appear as amicus curiae but this is normally at the discretion of the TC. Perhaps, the rule should be amended so as to cover what is recommended herein. Certainly this would add to the fight against impunity.
6.2.3 Prosecutorial Guidelines
As already noted, the OTP has had a wide latitude in the exercise of discretionary powers to select situations, carry out investigations, choose those whom to charge and in choosing the charges to prefer against the suspects widely because there lacks guidelines meant to demarcate the exact contours of the existing thresholds namely, the reasonable basis test, gravity threshold and interests of justice. It therefore suffices to make a recommendation that the OTP with the support of other stakeholders come up with properly considered prosecutorial guidelines meant to give an exquisite exposition on the meaning, import and the extent of applicability of the existing thresholds. It is only then that the OTP would be able to apply the tests in a uniform and transparent manner. It would help in entrenching specificity in the criminal rules as it would leave no room for the applicability of the *ejusdem generis* canon of interpretation which of course has, as already seen in the foregoing chapters, left nothing much to be desired.

6.2.4 Enhanced ICC’s Supervisory Powers
Further to the foregoing, the ICC should not hesitate in using its supervisory powers to check abusive prosecutorial decisions. This is important since the court’s refusal to condemn the OTP (while abusing its prosecutorial powers) negatively amplifies its exclusive powers.

6.2.5 Fundamental Ethical Principles
Lastly, even if much may be borrowed from German and the French systems and although prosecutorial guidelines may be promulgated, it would be equally important that the OTP embraces the fundamental ethical principles such as equal dignity for human beings, respect for human rights, open-minded consultation, and individual moral responsibility for criminal behaviour, respects for governments and law and impartiality. Otherwise, failure to do this may just encourage complacency with the extant system to the detriment of justice.
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